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ABSTRACT
In spite of the large oil revenues of Libya many national problems have emerged. One
of these problems is the large shortage in the housing sector. Although Libya has tried
various initiatives to solve the housing problem, it could not overcome this dilemma on
its own. Some analysts argue that this problem can probably be solved by international
cooperation. And in light of the fact that Libya has started a new era of openness and
cooperation, it has issued several important laws to attract foreign investment in order
to facilitate overcoming its problems, including the housing sector.
This research is intended to study how to attract Foreign Direct Investment to invest
specifically in the housing sector in Libya. An exploratory methodology has been
adopted in this research, and multi-methods (qualitative and quantitative) are used to
analyse multi-sources of data that comprise observation, semi-structured interviews,
questionnaires, literature, and official documents. Triangulation analysis has been
employed, which, is appropriate for multi-sources data.
The findings are:
V)

foreign investors desire to invest in Libya when they know the nature of the
investment environment because this will open new markets for their
production and maximize their profits;

(ii)

Libya suffers from a real housing shortage and it can not overcome the
problem through its own efforts despite its repeated attempts;

(iii)

Dealing with the housing sector will provide the opportunity to foreign
investors to enter other sectors such as infrastructure;

(iv)

A portfolio approach to the purchase of assets regardless of the type is not
included in this study, whilst it may be appropriate for FDI.

The final results of this research could assist Libyan decision makers to take
serious steps to attract Foreign Direct Investment for the improvement of the Libyan
housing sector. Recommendations for further research are made in the conclusion
chapter. The research findings contribute to the development of a model to
encourage international investment in the Libyan housing sector, paying special
attention to its special nature and reducing the associated risk ratio.
Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Housing, Libya
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INTRODUCTION
Governments of all political leanings show an interest in their housing sectors,
In socialist countries,
since housing touches people's lives directly.
governments take care of everything including housing. However, capitalist
governments are also keen to improve their housing sectors. For instance, both
Conservative and Labour governments in the United Kingdom have
concentrated on housing at times of closely fought elections demonstrating how
important politics has been to public housing investment.

In the UK both

Conservative and Labour parties attempt to draw as many voters as possible
towards them at election time through highlighting this priority.
'From the immediate post-war years there was a major political commitment to
providing extra housing and the up-swing in the 1940s refiects the Atlee labour
government's attempts to increase council housing building, despite severe
labour and material shortages. An important factor in the 1951 election was the
continuing housing shortage and the incoming Conservatives promised to
overcome it, a pledge they kept by starting the greatest number of council
houses ever in the years after they won"(Ball, 1996, p14 ).

This characteristic still survives into the third millennia, "Housing investment
may not be the top of manifesto lists but politicians still keep a weather eye on
it" (Ball, 1996). This is a concern because of political, social, and economic
reasons.

However,despite this political attentionto providinghousing particularlyin third
world countries, several problems still face many countries such as providing
infrastructures,education, and health care services and Libya is one of these
countries. One of the most important difficulties in Libya is housing, which
manifestsitself in a shortageof housingas a result of insufficientfinancewhere
the expenditureratio on housingin developmentplans decreasedfrom 25.7% in
1970 to 9.1% in 1992 (General Committeeof Planning, 1997). In addition, the
General Council of Planning report highlights that there are also finance
difficultiesfaced by the housingsector (GeneralCouncilof Planning,2002).
2
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This research deals with the housing problem in Libya in general, and discusses
in particular the estimation of supply and demand functions. It surveys the
attempts, which Libya has made to solve the housing problem and their results,
and consequently makes a survey of the procedures adopted by Libya to attract
international investment in a potential solution of the problem. It then considers
what Libya did to attract international investment for this purpose in the light of
legal statutes, political movements, economic procedures, and the circulation of

foreign investment.
Although there are large revenues in Libya due to the rise in oil prices over the
last decade - where average sale prices of crude oil increased from 17.23 US
Dollars per barrel to 39.13 US Dollars per barrel (Central Bank of Libya, 2005:
43). Libya faces a large shortage in the housing sector, which has reached
450,000 units. As Dr. Shukri Ghanim the Secretary of The General People's
Committee 2003 - 2005 (Prime Minister) mentioned in his speech to The
General People's Congress (The Parliament) at the end of 2005.
This housing shortfall results from three major factors. Firstly, there are social
changes in demographic development. For example, the huge increase in
population growth that is at 4% in some years as can be seen in table (1.1).
Table I. I: the Annual Censuses in Libya during 1954 - 1995
Annual
Year of
Increase %
Libyan
Total
Non-Libyan
census
H
1,088,873
1954
1,041,599
47,274
3.6
1964 _ 1,515,501
11564#369
48,868
4.1
1973
2,052,372
2,249,237
196,865
,
4.4
1984 13,231,059 1-ýM, 517 13,642,576 1
2.5
1995 14,389,739 1 409,326 14,799,065 1
Sources:
1)
-me
secretary
General
People's
uomminee
oT
tconomic
of
,
Planning, results of census for 1984, table (1) pp. 75.
2) National Board for Information and Documentation, the Final
Results of census for 1988, table (13), pp 40.
3) National Board for Information and Documentation, the Vital
Statistics for 1995, table (3) pp 3.

And the number families are becoming bigger because of a social system that
favours early marriage. As can be seen in table (1.2) the families' numbers rose
3
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from 387,043 families in 1973 to 727,523 families in 1995, in spite of the fact
that numerous people postponed marriage through being deprived of housing.
Table 1.2: Developed of Families' Numbers 1973 - 1995
Number of
Number of nonYear
Total
Libyan Families
Libyan Families
346,739
40,304
387,043
1973
356,794
48,654
405,448
1974
367,141
50,065
417,206
1975
51,517
429,305
1976
377,788
53,011
441,755
1977
388,744
54,548
454,566
1978
400,018
56,130
467,749
1979
411,619
481,314
57,758
1980
423,556
495,272
591433
1981
435,839
61,156
509,634
1982
448,478
524,414
62,930
461,484
1983
77,711
554,174
476,463
1984
66,856
557,136
490,280
1985
68,795
573,293
504,498
1986
589,919
70,790
1987
519,129
607,027
72,843
534,184
1988
624,630
549,675
74,955
1989
642,745
565,616
77,129
1990
661,385
582,019
79,366
1991
680,566
81,668
1992
598,898
700,302
616,266
84,036
1993
86,473
720,611
634,138
1994
727,523
652,528
74,995
1995
Source: 9haMiah

A. & Kaebah M 1995, population growtn ana its impact on tne nousing
market in the Libyan Economy.

In addition, table (1.3) indicates the increase in the number of marriages, which
reached 33,323 marriages in 2002, since in Libyan culture people put marriage
and establishing family as the top priorities and the typical marriage age was
between 22 and 27 for males and 18 to 22 for females.

4
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Table 1.3: Numbers of Marriages In Libya during 1990 2002
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Number of marriages
20,451
21,254
21,646
14,681
19,190
21,358
18,743
20,089
19,051
19,348
27,655
28,661
33,323

Source: National Board of Information and Documentation (2002)

Secondly,there are economicfactors that affected the housing sector, such as
the government stopping public expenditureon housing, as mentioned in the
report of the General Council of Planning (2002) which says that one of most
crucial reasons for the housing shortage is the state abandoning its role as
guarantor to provide housing. Moreover, at the same time the private sector
completely stopped investing in housing, since law No (4) of 1978, prevented
renting houses.Accordingly,Libyancommercialbanks reducedthe numberand
the amountsof loans that were given for housing.
Thirdly, there are political reasons, essentially relating to the fact that an
American airliner was blown up over Lockerbie, Scotland in 1988. Additionally,
a French airliner was bombed over Niger in 1989, and Libya's implication in
these events brought sanctions from the United Nations. The consequence of
this was that foreign construction companies left the country and importing
materials became significantly more difficult. Moreover, these sanctions also
affected oil exports which led to a decline in revenues due to the fall of the
quantity of oil exports.

5
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1.2. A GENERAL VIEW OF LIBYA
Libya is one of the world's Arab countries that occupies a strategic geopolitical
location in the middle of North Africa, and which has a long Mediterranean coast
of about 2,000 km. In total, it occupies nearly 1,774,440 sq kms. A population
survey in the general census of population, 2006, gave an approximate
estimation of 5.7 million residents; 5.3 million of them are Libyan people. The
housing stock numbers 961,846 units, and the family average size is 5.9.
(National Board for Information and Documentation, 2006). On the 24th
December 1951, Libya became an independent state named The United
Kingdom of Libya. It changed to a republican system after military officers led
the September Revolution in 1969, after which the name of country changed to
the 'Libyan Arab Republic", and a later change in 1977 brought a new official
Jamahiriya"
(Saleh,
2001).
Arab
Libyan
Socialist
People's
name -"The
1.2.1. Libyan Economy
Libya has seen a large change in its economy since it gained independence. A
into
(Sheibani,
divided
three
be
Libyan
the
main
periods
can
economy
of
study
2004):
1.2.2. The Period before the Discovery of Oil
Libya was one of poorest countries in the world before oil was discovered
towards the end of the 1950s. Its economy was extremely poor, and it
depended upon foreign aid from various organisations and from countries such
Table
(1.4)
United
Kingdom.
States
America,
the
United
the
provides
and
of
as
a summary of relevant information.
The total GDP of Libya did not exceed 5.5 million Libyan pounds by 1955, and
foreign
in
50%
from
(1.4),
be
Table
there
on
reliance
aid
over
was
seen
as can
some years (World Bank, 1960).
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Table 1.4: Summary of Public Finance in Libya
For the Period 1954/55 - 1958/59 In Thousands of Libyan Pounds
Item

1954/55

1955/56

1956/57

1957/58

1958/59

Expenses

7,897

12,978

15,433

17,031

19,179

LocalRevenue

5,549

7,061

8,147

9,595

12,049

Revenue

5,641

6,270

4,234

12,069

11,045

Total Revenue

11,190

13,331

15,381

21,664

23,094

Balance

3,293

353

-52

4,633

3,915

Foreign

Source: World Bank for Construction and Uevelopment, i vt5u, pp z;33.
($1 = 0.28 LD)

1.2.3. The Period after the Discovery of Oil To 1969

After the discovery of oil, the Libyan economy became dependent on oil
exports; the GDP increasedfrom 155.5 million Libyan pounds in 1962 to 1,223
million Libyan pounds in 1969, as is shown in Table (1.5). As the crude oil
exports increased,many new economicactivities emerged,existing cities were
extended, and new cities were created as a result of the immigration of the
nomadic population into areas where they could participate in those economic
activities.
1.2.4. The Period after 1969

This period can be divided into two stages,the first one from 1969to 1984,and
the second stage from 1984 until the present time. After the September
Revolutionin 1969, Libya experiencedlarge changes in all economic activities,
due to the enormity of the oil export revenues. The country became
prosperous, trade was active, industry became more efficient, and land was
allotted to farmers. It can be seen from Table (1.6), that the GDP reached
10,277.3 million Libyan Dinars in 1980 (Sheibani,2004), although it began to
imitate a socialismsystem in 1977.
7
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Table 1.5: Gross Domestic Product DeveloPed in the Oil Sector
Compared with other Sectors for the Period 1962- 1969
Million Libyan Pounds*
Other
Year

GDP

Oil Sector

%

sectors

%

1962

155.5

38

24.4

117.5

75.6

1963

253.5

99.6

42.3

153.9

57.7

1964

364.6

195.7

53.7

168.9

46.3

1965

492.1

270.1

54.9

222

45.1

1966

634.9

356.1

56.1

278.8

43.9

1967

747.8

402.5

53.8

345.3

46.2

1968

1,072.6

648.6

60.5

424

39.5

1969

1,223

754.7

61.7

468.3

38.3

Source: General Public Committee Secretariat, 1987.
*Libya changed its currency to Libyan Dinars after September 1969, the Libyan currency
exchange rate was fixed by US dollars ($1 = 0.28 L.D) until 1991,

Table 1.6: The Development of Libyan GDP
During 1970-1985 in Million LD
Year

GDP

Year

GDP

1970

1,228.3

1978

5,496.1

1971

1,586.5

1979

7,603

1972

1,753

1980

10,277.3

1973

2,182.7

1981

8,869.1

1974

3,795.7

1982

8,780.6

1975

3,674.3

1983

8,481.9

1976

4,768.1

1984

7,681.1

1977

5,612.7

1985

18,050.2

Source: Secretariat of Planning (1987).
($11= 0.28 L.D)
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In the second stage from 1984 Libya was implicated in several political
problems, which attracted sanctions from the United Nations until 1997.
Consequently, the economy declined, as can be seen from Table (1.7), the
GDP decreased to 6,577.4 million LD in 1986, development plans stopped
when the amounts expended reached that allocated to complete previous plans,
and the economic position in Libya worsened, where the unemployment ratio
increased to reach 10.4% in 2001( Economic Research Center, 2002: 17). In
addition, most industrial products during the period 2000-2001, have seen a
negative growth; the iron and steel industry reduced by 30.4% and wires and
cables reduced by 88.4% (Economic Research Center, 2002: 21).
Table 1.7: the Development of Libyan GDP Developed
During 1986- 2000 in Million LD
Year

GDP

Year

GDP

1986

6,577.4

1994

9,670.8

1987

6,672.4

1995

10,672.3

1988

6,967.2

1996

12,327.3

1989

7,223.5

1997

13,800.5

1990

7,816.3

1998

12,610.6

1991

9,754.1

1999

14,075.2

1992

8,895.8

2000

17,620.2

1993

7,327.6

Source:Secretariatof Planning(2002)

As a result of economic and political events in Libya in the last two decades
Libya adopted new economic policies, including the exchange rate to float the
Libyan Dinar against the dollar. Table 1.8 reflects exchange rates of Libyan
Dinar against US Dollars after the flotation of the Libyan Dinar during the period
1992-2002.
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Table 1.8: Rates of Libyan Dinar against US Dollar
End of year

Exchange rate

End of year

Exchange rate

1992

0.29771

1998

0.45154

1993

0.32155

1999

0.46077

1994

0.36066

2000

0.54340

1995

0.35268

2001

0.64409

199

0.36410

2002

1.21063

1997

0.38674

2003

1.30187

Source: Central Bank of Libya, (2UU5)

1.3. THE HOUSING SECTOR
Libya did not have a housing crisis until the beginning of the 1980s. Before this
period this problem did not arises in the media and the phenomena of lease
1978) then
sale was not known in Libyan society. Legislation (Law 4prevented the ownership of more than one house and prevented leasing.
Generally, a study of the Libyan housing sector can be divided into four main
periods as follows:
1.3.1. Before the Discovery of Oil

Before oil was discoveredin Libya, there was no real housing problem;despite
an observableshortagein housingnumbersand the spread of living in shanties;
because the majority of Libyan people were nomadic, living in tents and
roamingafter the rains. Most urban developmentwas concentratedin just a few
coastal cities. Table (1.8) illustratesthe shortageof housing in Tripoli City, the
biggest city in the country, in which private constructionof units did not exceed
1,883 units in 1962, and did not exceed6,036 units in the whole period.
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Table 1.9: Private Residential Construction in Tripoli City 1957-1962
Years

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

Number

792

864

767

862

868

1883

of units
oource: tAwotona, 1%ouua)

1.3.2. After the Discovery of Oil to 1969

After the discoveryof oil and the beginningof its exportation,the housingsector
was reanimatedas a result of great economicgrowth, new cities appearedand
most of the nomadic populationgradually migrated to the cities to work in the
new companieswhich had been establishedthere. Consequently,the housing
demand increased,and in response,the governmentdevised its First Five-year
Plan 1963-1968.However,the housingexpenditurewas only 9.9% of the 1963
In
1968
budget.
contrast, public works, communicationsand agriculturecame
top of the priorities,where the expenditureof 1963- 1968 budget were 29.2%,
17.7% and 12.7% respectively (Awotona, 1990a : 64). Additionally, private
investors contributed by building and renting houses and the governmentalso
provided loans to those interestedin the constructionof owner-occupierhouses
on easy terms without interest. It also provided fully developed and serviced
plots for citizens,free of charge,throughthe Real Estate Bank.
However,these measureswere not enough,and people continuedto swarm to
the cities, thereby creatingslum areas (Awotona,1990a).Duringthis period,the
commercialbanks and the privatefinancesector providedfunds for housing.
1.3.3. The Period 1970-1978

In this period, the housing sector was characterised by great government
interest, demonstrated by the building of thousands of public houses, the
distributionof land to people, and the provisionof loans for people to build their
own houses. Table (1.9) indicatesthe actual expenditureon the housingsector
in relation to the total actual expenditurefor all sectors of the economy,which
11
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reached more than 25% in 1970. In this period, the housing sector is seen as
having the highest growth ratio. In addition, as Table (1.9) shows, the actual
expenditure continued to increase despite fluctuations in the total expenditure of
between 11.7% and 25.7%.
Table 1.10: Actual Expenditure on the housing sector from the
development budget
%

Expenditure on

Expenditure on all

Year

Housing (M LD)

sectors (M LD)

1970

37.5

146.0

25.7

1971

39.4

247.6

15.9

1972

72.2

357.4

18.2

1973

60.9

413.8

14.7

1974

146.9

866.0

17.0

1975

128.3

923.2

13.9

1976

138.3

1187.2

11.7

1978

175.1

1280.3

13.7

source:uannous,(luvu)

It should be noted that most of the developmentbudget for the housing sector
before 1971 was spent in Tripoli and Benghazi.The percentageof the actual
1973
fiscal
for
for
1972
development
budget
the
the
years,
of
expenditure
Tripoli and Benghazi had the highest share from the total expenditures(33.6%
b).
(Awotona,
1990
21.7%,
respectively).
and
1.3.4. The Period after 1978

Housing problems began to appear after the implementationof Law 4 in 1978.
The negative effects emerged in the early 1980s, when families started to
increase in size presenting a population rise of more than 4% annually as
mentionedearlier in table (1.1). At the same time, the governmentstoppedits
building activity due to UN sanctionsand the decreasingof oil price. Moreover,
private investment was prevented according to Law 4. Furthermore, the
commercial banks reduced the number and value of loans. Table (1.10)
12
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illustrates the decrease in the budget devoted to housing from the total National
Development budget, and shows the reduction in the actual expenditure ratio in
comparison with the previous period as cited in table (1.9).

Table 1.11: Housing Budget as a proportion of the development budget,
and actual expenditure ratio 1979-1988
Year

Development

Housing budget

budget

% Actual
expenditure

1979

166.0

1,573.0

10.6

1980

231.7

2,527.5

9.2

1981

288.2

3,000.0

9.6

1982

245.6

2,600.0

9.5

1983

217.6

2,370.0

9.2

1984

208.2

2,110.0

9.9

1985

168.6

1,700.0

9.9

1986

167.5

1,700.0

9.9

1987

142.0

1,450.0

9.8

1988

136.0

1,355.0

10.0

Source:Uannous, (I VV9)

* Actual expenditure on housing to actual expenditure on all economy sectors.

1.4. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
1.4.1. Introductory

Literature Review

In spite of the absence of studies which deal with international investment and
investment in housing as one issue, there is much literature that discusses each
Fund
(IMF)
Monetary
International
Most
experts,
economists,
and
separately.
development,
been
have
and who addressed
concerned
with
economic
who
both macro and micro economic issues have touched on the subject of
investment, arguing that private investors aim to maximise profit, while society
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seeks to maximize national income, regardless of its distribution (Buckley,
1990); (Brooks & Heijdra, 1991); (Monsen, 2004); (Ologunde et al, 2006).
Therefore, a large number of published articles and books dealing with this
subject are available such as macro and microeconomics textbooks, the Journal
of International Studies, the Journal of Urban Studies, the Journal of Housing
Research and IMF publications related to investment and housing... etc.

On other hand, the argument that studying the investment in housing requires
exploring the impact of changes in the operatingenvironment(such as altered
tax laws, new governmentregulationsor shifts in the economic climate) (Greer,
1997), requires a reading of official documentation. In addition, numerous
specialist magazines concerninginvestmentand housing are also useful. This
research will concentrate on investment issues concerning housing, as the
followingindicates:
1.4.2. The Importance of Investment
Governments and other decision-makers try very hard to encourage investment
in the full range of economic activities in order to achieve the highest levels of
national growth. Investment is one of the elements in the income expenditure
equation shown in the simplified form:
Y=C+l
While: Y is Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
C is final expenditure on consumption goods.
I is final expenditure on investment goods.

On the first side appears the national income through GDP, and on the other
leads
in
investment
increase
to a rise in
is
investment,
and
accordingly
any
side
GDP (for more details see (Begg, 1991);(Hillier, 1991); (Leslie, 1993); (Sloman
and Sutcliffe,2004)
1.4.3. Investment Determinations
Investment is the most volatile component of Gross National Product (GNP).
When expenditure on goods and services falls during a recession, much of the
14
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decline is usually due to a drop in investment spending (Mankiw, 1992: 440).
Investment could be divided into three types of investment spending: (i)
Business fixed investment includes the equipment and structures that business
buy to use in production; (ii) Inventory investment which comprise goods that
business put aside in storage, including materials and supplies, work in
investment
including
the new
(iii)
Residential
finished
goods.
and
progress,
housing that people buy to live in and that landlords buy to rent out
(Mankiw, 1992); (Junankar, 1972). This thesis only concerns the third type of
investment. Economists agree that the main factor affecting investment in
general is the interest rate in the economy (Mankiw, 1992). Additionally, there
are a number of elements that affect investment decisions, such as political and
societal stability, the economic atmosphere and the recovery period for the
initial outlay (The Housing Bank for Trade and Finance, 2007); (Hammami,
2006). Investors do not take decisions before they are convinced that the area
they want to invest in is within a suitable environment for growth (Ghertman,
1988). In addition, they need to know how long it will take before they can
them
to
Naturally,
will
their
period
encourage
recovery
a
shorter
capital.
recover
invest, because they can reinvest their revenues to gain as much further profits
as they can. Also uncomplicated investment procedures such as customs
treatments and tax tariffs help. It can be suggested that policy makers need to
for
investment
the
medium
and
environment
macroeconomic
consider a stable
investment
to
for
long-term
attract
climate
required
a
stable
strategies
and
Kikeri.
1998;
(Fahy,
investment
for
al.
et
et
than
package
any
concession
rather
in
this
important
has
Government
to
2006).
role
area where
an
play
al.,
development
is
for
one of
sector
private
providing a suitable policy environment
its roles (Gounder, 2001).
1.4.4. The Nature of Investing In Housing
Investment in housing is different from other kinds of investment, because of
(Bramley,
1994).
in
housing
have
happened
that
markets
changes
rapid
A number of fundamental factors can influence price movements in housing
markets. On the demand side, demographics, income growth, employment
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growth, changes in financing mechanisms or interest rates, as well as changes
in locational characteristics like accessibility, schools or crime, to name a few,
have been shown to have effects. On the supply side, attention has been paid
to construction costs, the age of the housing stock, and the industrial
organization of the housing market. The elasticity of supply has been shown to
be a key factor in the cyclical behaviour of home prices (Case and Shiller,
2003). Despite housing demand being highly sensitive to income, roughly every
1% increase in income leads to a similar 1% rise in housing demand (Ball,
1996), it can take a long time to build one unit and there is a high cost for
investors. In proportional terms the profit is still high, particularly if investors
then sell whatever property they build.
This investment in housing can be divided into two kinds as can be seen in
figure (11.1).The first type of investment is by owner-occupiers whose motives
for purchase include shelter and prestige as well as treating the house or flat as
an investment or store of wealth. This type of investment is beyond the scope of
this study.
The second type of investment is concerned with 'pure' investment, where there
is no intention of long-term occupation by the investor. Here the intention is
either long-term investment income or potential capital gains, where the investor
leases the properties to occupiers, or else by short-term gain where the investor
sells on the completed housing to subsequent owner-occupiers. The former
has a number of potential problems that are likely to discourage international
investors (Globerman and Shapiro, 2002). These include the length of the
capital recovery period (Brouwer and Hendrix 1998), fluctuations in the real
estate market (Hoag, 1980); (Clayton, 1996); (Peek and Rosengren, 2000),
long-term maintenance liabilities (Cooke, 2003), and the potential for voids
(Notting Hill Housing Trust, 2006); (Smith and. Wakeman, 1984).
The option to develop and sell therefore seems to be the most likely vehicle for
international investment given the advantages of the short capital recovery
period (Lohmann and Baksh, 1994).
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HOUSING INVESTMENT

MOTIVES

FOR OWNER
OCCUPATION

FORINVESTMENT

SELLS

LEASES

I

INVESTMENT
SETTLEMENT

Income in short

High risk degree I

Short pay back
period

-LýSHELTER

Mainlenance

PRESTIGE

Unoccupied
period

Pay in advance
F'Iý
Velocity of
mplementation

Income in long
Longer pay back
period

enter another

Figure 1.1: Types of Investment in housing
The potential for buyers to pay in advance is possible, as is the situation in
Libya where people pay at least 25% of the price of the dwelling before the first
shovel

heats the earth.

Moreover,

there- is the opportunity

to enter into

additional projects in addition to the housing scheme.

1.4.5. Mutual Advantages
There are mutual advantages to be gained by both parties in international
investment. Because, while the investors have the chance to maximise their
profits and extend into new markets (John, 1998); (Deardorff, 2003), the hosts
have the chance to take advantage of foreign investors in a number of ways
(Spar, 2006); (Moran, 2005). For instance, foreign investment helps to
overcome many local economic problems, since an inflow of capital will push an
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economy forward (Choe, Roehl, and Kumar, 2003). Moreover, FDl multiply job
chances (Potter and Gallardo 2007), and lead to the development of other
industries relevant to the housing sector (Godwin, 2006), (Goodson, 2006);
(Guan, Feng and Zeng, 2001). Moreover, investment in housing leads income
to increase and growth levels to rise within the general economy of country itself
(Godwin, 2006); (Guan, Feng and Zeng, 2001); (Pugh and Lewin, 1991); (Duca,
2006)

1.5. DEFINITION OF RESEARCH QUESTION
The housing problem for Libya began to escalate in the early 1980s, when it
became clear that the state-managedhousing sector could not keep pace with
strong population growth, limited mortgage financing and rapid rural-urban
migration. According to The Centre for EconomicScience researches,(2002),
the numbers of Libyan families were anticipated as 868,781 in 2001, but the
703,446
thereby
housing
in
that
only
presenting
year
was
units
same
of
number
Kaebah,
Shamiah
(1996);
Studies
165,335
and
as
units.
such
of
shortfall
a
Secretaryof the General PlanningCouncil SGPC, (2002) have clarified that the
yearly shortage is 40,000 units, and the total shortagein 2002 was predictedto
be about 300,000 units.
This problem can be summarised on two dimensions. The first one is that the
socialist government cannot meet the need by itself, nor has the necessary
be
trust
to
the
been
to
sufficient
sector
private
established
give
environment
Therefore,
investment.
this
large-scale
housing
to
projects.
commence
able
is
demand
The
that
the
the
second
side.
supply
problems
on
creates
situation
high
towards
trend
because
the
is
population growth.
rising
of
continually
side
Libyan government policy dictates that housing provision needs to keep pace
be
defined
increase.
Given
the
this,
the
can
problem
as
overall
population
with
in
Libya
due
to
demand
the
in
housing
increasing
huge
shortage
rapidly
and
a
far
than
the
future
be
into
foreseeable
to
the
national supply.
greater
continuing
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1.6. AIM OF THE STUDY
This research aims to investigate how to attract international investment into
Libya's housing sector. To achieve the study aims, the following objectives are
developed:

1.7. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this research are to:
"

Investigate to what extent Libya needs new housing;

"

Understand the reasons that have caused a shortage in housing;
Evaluate Libya's attempts to solve the housing shortage problem;
Determine what Libya has done to date to attract international investment

in housing;
Explorethe potential benefitsfor both Libya and internationalinvestors;
Define the essential conditions for attracting future international
investment to alleviate the housing problem.

1.8. EMERGENT QUESTIONS
There are some fundamental questions that emerge from this research. The
the
develop
the
to
analytical approach:
of
structure
will
which
answers
Q1 - Is there a real shortage of housing in Libya?
Q2 - What are the reasons that have caused the shortage in housing in Libya?
Q3 - Can Libya solve the problem of the housing shortage without any external

help?
Q4 - Has Libya legislated suitably and sufficiently to attract international
investment?
Q5 - Can Libya provide a suitable environment to attract international
investmentin housing?
Q6 - What are the critical success factors (CSF) in trying to attracting
internationalinvestmentin housingin Libya?
07 - Can the CSF's that attract internationalinvestmentbe created in Libya?
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Q8 - Why would foreign investors invest in Libya?
Q9 - What are the benefits for both Libya and foreign investors?
Q 10- When might foreign investors decide to invest in Libya?

1.9. Introductory Research Methodology and Methods
This research comprises two parts, theoretical and practical, as follows:
A) Theoretical part; this part deals with:
"

The concept of Foreign Direct Investment;

"

Different theories of Foreign Direct Investment;

"

Investment in housing;

"

The CSF's in investment decisions;

"

The importance and role of Foreign Direct Investment in helping small
countries to solve their economic problems.

B) Practical part: This part attempts to study the housing problem in Libya. and
the possibility of attracting international investors to participate. It will comprise:
housing
Libya
has
The
determination
to
a
real
shortage;
what
extent
of
4o

The determination of to what extent Libya needs co-operation from
foreign investors;
Establishing what Libya previously did to attract or deter foreign
investment;
*

Establishing whether

Libya has done enough to attract foreign

investment;
Establishing
whatLibyaneedsto do to attractfutureforeigninvestment.
1.9.1 Research Methodology
Different methodologies and methods have been explored in the literature to
been
have
books
In
different
this
reviewed
many
objectives.
research,
achieve
to help to plan the methodology, (Smith (2003); Sarantakos (2005); (EasterSmith et al (1994); Harrigan (1983 a); (1983 b); Denscombe (2003); Sommer
(1997)).
Hussey
Hussey
Sommer
(1980);
Yin
(2003)
and
and
and
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There are a number of different types of research methodology, some of which
lend themselves to particular paradigms. Therefore, the type of methodology
should reflect the assumption of the research paradigm. There are two main
research paradigms or philosophies, which can be labelled positivist and
phenomenological. Some authors use other terms, the most common of which
are quantitative and qualitative, and others prefer to use the term interpretive
rather than phenomenological (Hussey and Hussey, 1997).
In order to achieve this study's objectives, an exploratory methodology was
used. The collection of data was by qualitative and quantitative methods which
are important to illustrate housing needs over the coming years, and Libya's
potential to build houses itself. A case study approach is used to illustrate the
reasons behind the housing shortage, as is the use of semi-structured
interviews, and this approach will be continued to evaluate Libyan attempts to
solve the housing shortfall, using official documents, reports, legislation, and
other sources. The same methodology will be applied in comparing the
recommendations in the international economic literature regarding attracting
foreign direct investment, and what Libya has actually done. With respect to
analysing a questionnaire prepared for foreign investors, both quantitative and
qualitative methods were adopted. From this mixed overall approach, the
expected benefits for Libya and foreign investors will emerge. The flowchart
figure (1.2), briefly illustrates the research framework in this study.

Full detailswill be providedin chapter4
1.9.2. Data Collection Methods

There are two groups involved in this study, one being within Libya as the host
country for foreign investment, and the other one being selected investors.
Selectionof investorswill be accordingto two criteria:
familiar
Investors
have
in
Libya,
they
are
with the Libyan
and
who
worked
e
economy and investment chances;

Investors
investment
opportunities.
seeking
new
9
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This approach will be justified in chapter 4.

1.9.2.1 Data from Libya as the Host Country

This will consist of relevant informationfrom the Libyan government,such as
laws and decisions related to the study subject over the last three decades.
Additionally, there will be data from semi-structured interviews, designed
especially for three groups, public officers in Libya, decisions makers such as
the General Planning Council (GPC), Local PlanningCouncils in Governorates
(LPCG), and executive officers, such as the General Inspectorfor Housingand
the People's Committees for Housing and Utilities in the Governorates
(PCHUG)and heads of loan departmentsin commercialbanks.
The semi-structuredinterview techniquewill be justified in chapter 4. Data will
also come from a comparison between effective statutes and applied
procedures regarding investment and finance, to achieve results that
demonstratethe problem and its solution.
1.9.2.2 Data from Investors
Data from investors will be twofold. Firstly, there is information from foreign
investors already operating in Libya, and secondly there is data from foreign
investors outside of Libya. These investors, approached via a questionnaire, to
find out what they would do if they were given the chance to invest in Libya's
housing sector. The questionnaires were handed to foreign investors in Libya,
and the regular post and email is used to send the questionnaire to foreign
companies outside of Libya. Those companies currently in Libya are from
Egypt, Germany, Turkey, and Korea. Those outside of Libya will come from an
opportunistic sample. The samples methods will be justified in chapter 4.
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Study
start

Figure 1.2: Development of Study Framework
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1.10. THESIS STRUCTURE
This thesis will be presented in six chapters. The first chapter introduces the
study, represents details of the nature of the research problem, the rationale for
the study, and then offers a short description of the research methodology.

The second chapter reviews the literature relevant to the foreign direct
investment which will deal with FDI definitions and components, and discuss
FDI models and theories.

The third chapter will focus on housing and present housing concepts,
problems,and housing policies.
The fourth chapter discusses the detailed research methodology used in the
study, identifies the philosophy that has been adopted, and the methods of data
collection will be clarified. Then the techniques which are used to collect data

are presented.
The fifth chapter of the thesis will present the discussion and analysis. This
chapter comprises two parts; the first part will deal with the data that is relevant
to the housing shortage; and the Libyan authorities' attempts to solve the
problem and presents the reasons for failure of these initiatives. The second
part will discuss the data relevant to how to attract foreign direct investment,
where, data collection from both Libyan authorities and foreign companies will
be analysed.

The sixth chapter will present the conclusion for the thesis overall and
data
the
of
a
consequence
analysis
as
which
are
obtained
recommendations
accordingto a frameworkwhich has been designedfor researchpurposes.

1.11. SUMMARY
Finally, this chapter reflects the broad lines used in this thesis, where the
division between the chapters lies and the contents of each chapter. The next
chapter will deal with the literature of economics with respect to foreign direct
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investment and discuss the concept of housing, problems, and housing policy in
general.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is one of most salient features of, and the most
powerful sources for, the social, economic, and political transition in developing
countries (Sun, 2002; UN, 2005; Adam, 2000) FDI is both a consequence of,
and a reason for, social and economic transformation.
Developing countries that have attempted to break the choke of their economies
are in heavy need of capital resources. The necessity of foreign capital has
been a function of the economic situation in which these countries, particularly
the poor ones, started the transition: with generally inefficient industries,
agriculture and service sectors that had to be modernised in order to become
internationally competitive. Economic modernisation, however, has necessitated
enormous amounts of capital, which has been mostly absent in these
economies.

TDI has both benevolent and dangerous impacts on the
development of the host countries. Foreign investments, on the
one hand, bring about capital, technology, know-how and
management techniques. They integrate the operation of local
firms into the networks of foreign investors, helping to place local
production on international markets and integrating the national
economiesinto worldwideproductionand distributionsystems.FD1
can considerably promote economic growth and increase the
export activity of the host economy. On the other hand, foreign
investments can deliver rather controversial effects as well.
Foreign firms can out-compete local producers, reduce local
production capacities, cut personnel, close down research and
developmentunits, break up traditionalsubcontractorrelationshIps
and substitute them with imported goods, and repatriate profits
thus deteriorating the balance of payments position of the host
economy.Foreign companies,moreover,can ensnare the state of
the host country, utilising the limited autonomy and capacity of
post-communist authorities. An overwhelming level of foreign
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can distort the economic and social structure and, by

weakening local resources, prevent the host social and economic
actors from protecting themselves. " (Adam, 2000: 73)

2.2. THE DEFINITION OF FDI
The creation of a clear and simple definitionfor foreign direct investmentis not
an easy task. Many theorists' (MacManus,1972; Ragazzi, 1973; Meyer, 1988;
Barrell et al, 1997; Stephan, 1998; OECD, 1999; Ngowi, 2001; Bitzenis,2002;
Borrmann, 2003; UN, 2003; UNCTAD,2004) studied the concept of investing
abroad and in particular foreign direct investment. These definitions are not
simple definitions in a few lines since they involve much more than simple
moneytransactionsthat aim to achievea profit.
The definitionsof FDl were taken from many sources,for example:
'Foreign direct investment is a rather inappropriatename for the process by
which productive activities in different countries come under the control of a
single firm. The essence of this phenomenonis not foreign investment,which is
an internationaltransfer of capital, but the internationalextensionof managerial
control over certain activities". (MacManus, 1972: 66)
Some economists tended to the definition of foreign direct investment, as
follows:
"A direct foreign investment is the amount invested by residents of a country in
a foreign enterprise over which they have effective control". (Ragazzi, 1973:
471)
Others say:
"DFI is defined as investment In equity to influence management operations in
the partner company". (Meyer, 1998:125)
While the OECD defined FDI as;
Na category of international investment made by a resident in one economy
(direct investor) with the objective of establishing a lasting interest in an
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investment enterprise". (OECD, 1999, Appendix IV: 88)

Most countries, in particular the developing countries, face a dearth of
resources, and this can become a problem. Therefore, national governments
consider FDI as one of the most important channel for them to obtain resources
for development. Most countries have some natural or raw materials but they
may not have the finances and technology to use the resources in projects to
lead the development process (UN, 2003 a).

Thus to reach a comprehensivedefinition of foreign direct investmentrequires
the adoptionof guidelines.
The definition guidelines of FDI are provided by two international organisations,
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), which illuminate many embodiments of
FDL Guidelines for the definition of FDI aspire to provide concepts for more
obvious discrimination between portfolio investment and direct investment.
Generally two categories of criteria are used for this distinction: (i) The time
extent of the investment; (ii) The investor's motivations.
"If investment

is classified as a direct investment,

the investors are

supposed to have a long-term interest and exert a significant degree
of influence on the management
the time horizon
interest; investment

of the affiliate, On the contrary, if

is short and investors

mainly have a financial

is classified as portfolio investment"

(Stephan,

1998: 2).

"... FD1 is defined in the IMF Balance of Payments Manual [5th
edition] investment that involves a long-term relationship reflecting a
lasting interest of resident entity in one economy (direct investor) in
an entity resident in an economy other than that of the investor The
direct investor's purpose is to exert a significant degree of influence
of the entetprise resident in the other
economy'(1993)"(Bitzenis, 2002: 90)
on the management
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Nations Conference on Trade and
is defined

as

investment

of a resident entity in one economy

involving

by an enterprise

resident in another economy. FDI involves a long-term relationship reflecting an

investor'slasting interest in a foreign entity.

I

FDI definitions are seen to differ greatly across countries (Ngowi 2001: 1).
"There are many different operational definitions of FDI, but all aim to
encompass the desire of a home country firm to obtain and manage an asset in
a host country". (Barrell et al, 1997: 64)

In the definitions of the IMF and the OECD, both emphasizea "lasting interest"
and a significant degree of influence of the investor over the company. This
"lasting interest" implies a long-term relationship between the direct investor and
the enterprise and distinguishes FDI from portfolio investment. Moreover, a
"lasting interest" means that there should be a noticeable influence on
management of the direct investment enterprise. (Borrmann, 2003: 10-11)
Considering all of the fore mentioned definitions the definition of FIDIadopted in
this thesis is that of the World Investment Report definition:
"foreign direct investment (FDI) is defined as an investment involving
a long-term relationship and reflecting a lasting interest and control by
a resident entity in one economy (foreign direct investor or parent
enterprise) in an enterprise resident in an other than that of the foreign
direct investor (FD1enterprise or affiliate enterprise or foreign affiliate).
FD1 implies that the investor exerts a significant degree of influence on
the management of the enterprise resident in the other economy.
Such investment involves both the initial transaction between the two
entities and all subsequent transactions between them and among
foreign affiliates, both incotporated and unincotporated FDI may be
undertaken by individuals as well as business entities". (UNCTAD
2004: 345).
It should also be mentioned that FDI in controlling the amount of
investment and the period could be come a barrier and host countries
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another economy; this will be covered in detail in chapter 5.

Having proposed the FDI definition for this thesis there are some concepts that
should be propounded.

Inflows of FDI in the reporting economy comprise capital provided (either
directly or through other related enterprises)by the foreign direct investorto an
enterpriseresident in the economy(calledthe FIDIenterprise).
Outflows of FDI in the reporting economy comprise capital provided (either
directly or through other related enterprises) by a company resident in the
economy (direct investment enterprise) to an investor resident in another
country (FDI investor).

2.3. COMPONENTS OF FDI
The componentsof FDI could compriseany or all of the following:equity capital;
reinvested earnings; and other capital (mainly intra-companyloans) (Brewer,
1992; Loree and Guisinger, 1995). Some countries do not always collect data
for each of these components.In particularin developingcountries.Therefore,
reported data on FDI are not fully comparable across countries. Data on
reinvestedearnings;or when data collectiondependson a companysurvey;are
often unreportedin many countries.

2.4. THE THRESHOLD OF EQUITY OWNERSHIP
The literature identified that countries have very different specified threshold
values for foreign equity ownership that they take as evidence of a direct
investmentrelationship.The IMF and OECD assume that a minimum share of
10 % of the nominal capital when owned by a foreign investor, will ensure this
noticeableinfluence;absolute control is not required.Many countrieshave their
own standards "for example in the US, Canada, and Australia the minimumis
10%, in France and Germany20% (or 25% accordingto Brewer (1993)) and in
New Zealand 25%. (Bitzenis,2002: 90).
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which gives the direct investor

the right to have an effective say in the management of the enterprise.

Some countries however, do not specify a threshold point, but rely entirely on
other evidence, including companies' own assessments as to whether the
investing company has an effective voice in the foreign firm in which it has an
equity stake.
The quantitative impact of the differences in the threshold value used is
relatively small, since the largest proportion of FDI, is directed to majorityowned foreign affiliates. (UNCTAD, 2004).
There are also many alternatives routes other than having an equity stake in an
enterprise; by which the foreign investors may acquire an effective voice. These
include:

management contracts; turnkey arrangements;
franchising; leasing; licensing; and production sharing. A franchise (a firm to
subcontracting;

which business is subcontracted) or a company which sells most of its
production to a foreign firm through means other than an equity stake are not
usually considered in the FDI statistics. Some countries have begun to
contemplate doing so. For example, the OECD (Shevtsova, 2006) treats
financial leases between direct investors and their branches, subsidiaries or
associates as if it were conventional loans; such relationships would therefore
be included in its revised definition of FDL

2.5. DIFFERENT MODES OF FDI
Foreign direct investment can take a variety of investment modes. The forms
include: Greenfield investment; a merger or an acquisition; a joint venture.
These three are the most prevalent and are hence discussed in detail below.
Other forms are identified for reference purposes.
2.5.1. Greenfield Investment
This means new equity capital investment flows from abroad for the first time.
Usually this type of investment is more desirable than other types of FIDL It
creates jobs in the host country, and provides those countries with financial
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resources which they lack. "Greenfield is new investment made by setting up a

new foreign affiliate" (Tomsik, et al. 2001: 3).

2.5.2. Mergers and Acquisitions

(M&As)

This is a less desirable mode of FDI.

"Investment through cross-border M&As (M&As is by definition of
UNCTAD a change of assets from domestic to foreign subjects and,
at least initially, they do not add to the productive capacity of host
countries)is made either throughforeign firms merging with domestic
firms (the results of which are new entities) or foreign firms taking
over existing domestic firms (which become new foreign affiliates).
Cross-borderM&As can involve private firms only, or can take the
specific forms of privatisationwith the participationof foreign buyers".
(Tomsik,et al. 2001:3)
Where a domesticfirm is failing, hence risking mass unemployment,acquisition
by a foreign firm may be deemed desirable, but from a development
perspective,this form of FDI is likely to make a limited contributionin the long
run. Mergers by parent companies of leading global Trans-National
Corporations(TNCs) are outside the control of the host country where affiliates
of both TNCs were operatingbeforethe merger and may lead to suppressionof
competitionin the host country.
However, the question arises whether M&As, as opposed to Greenfield FDI,
can play the same role in contributing to the development process. As already
mentioned, cross-border M&As is a change of asset ownership from domestic
to foreign subjects and, at least initially, they do not add to the productive
capacity of the host countries. This is true, especially, at the time of entry and in
the short term; when M&As are compared to Greenfield investment; may bring
smaller benefits or larger negative impacts for the host country development.
The benefits and negative impacts of M&As, Greenfield FDI, and the other
forms are discussed later.
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Joint ventures (J. V. ) are defined as the formation of a new company through
the participation of two or more companies in an enterprise where each party
contributes assets, owns the equity (property of the J.V. such as equipment,
buildings, capital, etc) to the extent agreed upon, and shares the risks and
benefits of new projects. (Makino, and Beamish, 1998; Shenkar and Zeira,
1992; Meyer, 2000). International joint ventures are extremely useful for all
partners involved, because it provides the potential for both income and growth.
Developing countries have offered joint ventures preferential treatment because
they provide the desired combination of technology and foreign capital; they
also ensure the participation of the local administration, affecting the
effectiveness of technology transfer.
Joint ventures advantages for international investing companies could be listed
as: giving a chance to penetrate a new market; giving a chance to sell
technology, processes, equipment, consulting, services, etc; giving a chance to
invest capital and get return streams for many years; taking advantage of the
expertise in the local market of the host country; and a chance for growth.
(MOK, et al. 2002) At the same time, the advantages of joint ventures for the
host country can be listed as: obtaining a chance to gain up-to-date technology
and managerial know-how; obtaining a chance to create new industries, skills,
training, etc; obtaining a chance for increased employment; obtaining a chance
to get important returns streams for many years; obtaining a chance for growth.
(Borensztein, et al., 1998; BlomstrOm, and Kokko, 1997)
2.5.4. Reinvested earning
While not constituting a fresh capital inflow from abroad, this form of investment
adds to the host country's capital stock and assets and productive capacity (and
possibly technology).

(UN, 2003 b)
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Loans

Capital flows from the parent company (abroad) to the subsidiary (in the
investment locality) but must eventually be repaid with interest constituting
larger capital outflows. This type of investment helps the foreign investor in
financing the local business and thereby enabling continued contribution to the
local national economy.
2.5.6. Non-equity forms of FDI
Subcontracting,

licensing,

or franchising

arrangements,

which

do

not

necessarily involve capital flows from abroad, but can, contribute to the
development of the host country's business sector.

2.6. THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SIDES OF FDI
There is a peculiar duality in the literature regarding the positive and negative
effects of FDI on the host economy. To highlight both positive and negative
effects economic models are presented, which reflect these effects.
2.6.1. The Benign Model of FDI (Moran, 1998)
The positive approach or, using Moran's term, "the benign model of FDI and
development ", considers foreign investment as an appropriate tool for cutting
the vicious circles of poverty-laden economic equilibrium, in which: 0... low
levels of productivity lead to low wages, which lead to low levels of saving which
lead to low levels of investment, which perpetuate low levels of productivity"
(Moran, 1998: 19-20).

Table 2.1 illustrates the studies that identified the

positiveeffects of FDI.
2.6.2. The malign model of FDI
Foreign investment also has negative effects as well, which 'have been
emphasised by theories of dependency as were elaborated extensively in
analyses of Latin American development paths* (Adam, 2000: 80). The Latin
American experience of FDI, in contrast to that of south-east Asia, is considered
as a basically negative one. Whereas from the Latin American point of view
foreign investments are described as being enclave-type economic islands,
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in the long-term, and pushing social

onto their host countries. In the eyes of many observers,

most

Latin American FDI projects, in line with Moran's malign model have contributed
to:

Table 2.1: Studies That Identified the Positive Effects of FDI
Author
Lipsey, R. E. and Sj6holm F.
in Moran et al (2005)

Theme
The Impact of Inward FDI on Host Countries:
Why Such Different Answers?

does FDI Affect host countries
How
Moran, T. H. (2005) In Moran et
development ? Using industry case studies
al (2005)
to make reliable generalization.
G6rg, H. and Strobl, E. In
Moran et al (2005)

Foreign Direct Investment And Local
Economic Development: Beyond Productivity
Spillovers,

Adam, Z. (2000)
Mold, A. (2004)

FDI: Good or Bad?
FDI and poverty reduction:
A Critical Reappraisal of the Arguments
Foreign direct investment in developing Asia.

Asian development
(2004)

outlook

Source: prepared by the author.

"Lower domestic savings and investment by extracting rents and
local
to
through
capital markets and
preferred
capital
off
siphoning
local supplies of foreign exchange. Instead of closing the gap
between investment and foreign exchange they might drive
domestic producers out of business and substitute imported
inputs" Moran (1998) as cited by Adam (2000: 81-82).
Additionally, some policy makers fear the potential effect on local production
because of the inability to compete with high quality goods. This could be the
inflation
the
the
and
conversion
of
as
effects
such
as
negative
cause of some
illustrates
the
Table
2.2
to
types.
studies that
undesirable
consumer-behaviour
identified the negative effects of FIDL
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the Negative Effect of FDI

Source

Moran, T. H. (1999)

A Reassessment Of The Evidence And
Policy Implications.

Moran, T. H. (2005) in Moran et
al (2005)

How does FDI Affect host countries
development? Using industry case studies
to make reliable generalization.

Adam, Z. (2000)

FDI: Good or Bad?

Mold, A. (2004)

FDI and poverty reduction:
A Critical Reappraisal of the Arguments

Asian
(2004)

development

outlook

Foreign
Asia.

direct

investment

in developing

Source: preparedby the author.

2.7. THEORIES OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT
These theories try to explain the reasons for the success of some countries in
obtaining FDI rather than other countries. Some of these theories discuss from
the investors viewpoint (why the investors choose to invest abroad? ), whereas
others attempt to explain the host countries viewpoint (propensity of country and
its ability to attract FDI).

Theories of FDI may be classified under the following headings which where
suggestedby Agarwal (1980) and Lizondo(1991):
(i) Theories assumingperfectmarkets;
(ii) Theories assuming imperfect markets;
(iii) Other theories; and
(iv) Theories based on other factors.
As shown in figure 2.1, these theories may result in some overlap. "... it will be
observed that some variables and factors that influence FDI may appear under
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more than one heading and be used by more than one theory". (Moosa, 2002:
23).

However,

Additionally,

this

there

classification

may

are other--criteria

be useful

which

for expository

can classify

purposes.

FDL FDI can be

classified according to factors that affect it: as macro factors; micro factors; or
strategic

from the various

factors. All factors will be examined

theories

or

hypotheses that will be presented in the following section. It has to be noted that
the common

in all of these theories is that the most important

denominator

reason for undertaking any investment is profit making, and FIDI is no exception.
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Figure 2.1: Theories of FDI
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2.7.1. Theories Assuming Perfect Markets
The theories assuming perfect markets comprise three hypotheses: the
differential rates of return hypothesis; the diversification hypothesis; and the

market size hypothesis.
2.7.1.1. The Differential Rates of Return Hypothesis

The differential rate of return hypothesis presumes that capital pursues the
highest rates of return (Desai, Foley,and Hines,2006; Eichengreen,2001).
Where capital flows from countries with low rates of return to countries with
higher rates of return, then subsequent moves in the process leads eventually
to the equality of ex-ante real rates of return. According to the rationale for this
hypothesis the firms considering FDI behave so when the marginal return

equatesto the marginalcost of capitalor greater.
The hypothesis assumes risk neutrality, where it considers the rate of return as
the only variable upon which the investment decision depends. The risk
neutrality assumption implies that the investors consider investment
domestically and foreign direct investments to be perfect substitutes, and in
general that any foreign direct investment in any country, including the home

country are all perfect substitutes.
When this hypothesis was examined, most of the empirical studies aimed at
testing it failed to provide supporting evidence, as documented by Agarwal
(1980). "... but while Bandera and White (1968) rejected the differential rates of
return hypothesis, they stressed the adequacy of return as a precondition for
the movement of capital" (Mossa, 2002:24). Yang (1999) attempted to adjust
the rates of return on physical capital to allow for differences in human capital
as an explanation for why FDI may go to low return areas. Ultimately, he
concludes that human capital plays an important role in equalizing rates of
return on capital in poor and rich regions.
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Hypothesis

The theoretical foundations of the portfolio diversification hypothesis can be
traced back to the theory of portfolio selection of Tobin (1958) and Markowitz
(1959) (Mossa, 2002: 24). To test this hypothesis it is necessary to examine the
relationship between the share of FIDIgoing to a group of countries, and the two
,variables that effect the decision: the rate of return, and risk. It can be said that
this hypothesis merges the two variables together, especially when the
differential rate of return alone seems insufficient to justify a decision for
investment. A differential rate of return will not induce capital flows in one
direction until the differential disappears via arbitrage, whereas this hypothesis
accounts for FDI flows both in and out of the country. The results of empirical
studies of this hypothesis, only weakly support the hypothesis, as documented
by Agarwal (1980). Although, these criticisms can be traced back to the ways in
which such studies have been done. The diversification hypothesis is superior
to the differential rates of return hypothesis, for several reasons as cited by
Mossa (2002). First, the diversification hypothesis offers the main advantage,
that it can be generalized. Secondly, it offers a plausible explanation for crossinvestment between countries and industries. Thirdly, it considers risk, which
constitutes a very important element in all FIDIdecisions. Fourthly, in the case of
developing countries, financial markets are not only imperfect, but also
rudimentary, which makes portfolio investment less attractive for FIDI since the
theory assumes perfect markets. Finally, the degree of control, which is
considered as an essential characteristic that, distinguishes FIDI from portfolio
investment. Multi-National Companies (MNCs) prefer FDI, because FDI gives
them more control.
However, Libya is one of the developing countries, and their financial markets
are imperfect and rudimentary. At the same time, the companies which have
been offered for sale were originally governmental companies suffering from
many problems, especially the surplus-employment and low profitability, which
makes Foreign investors refuse to diversify the portfolio in Libya. Despite Libyan
attempts to attract this type of investment, foreign investors still are hesitant.
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2.7.1.3. The Market Size Hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, the market size is measured by the sales of
multinational companies (MNCs) in the country, or by its GDP (Mossa, 2002). It
can be said, when the market size has grown to a level warranting the
exploitation of economies of scale, the country becomes a potential target for
FDI inflows.
Regardless of there being no obvious foundation for using a country's, Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) as a proxy variable for market size, many of the
studies used this GDP variable to determine the direction of the flow of foreign
direct investment (Mossa, 2002). Experimental studies used this test because it
supports the hypothesis that a higher level of sales and increases in the host
country's income is positively correlated to increasing FDL A number of studies
which also dealt with the size of the market as a determinant of FDI supports a
positive relationship between foreign direct investment on the one hand and one
of the branches of foreign companies and / or GDP, on the other hand. In spite
of a high correlation between FDI and GDP as cited by Mossa (2002), Agarwal
(1980) warns of the hazards of interpreting the significance of this relationship.
Studying the gross domestic product of Libya in recent years illustrates that the
contribution of non oil activities to GDP was high compared with the contribution
of oil and natural gas (Central Bank of LIBYA, 2005). But this increase in the
contribution of non-oil activities was not due to economic development, but was
the result of inflation. However, the Libyan market can be described as in the
phase of growth. The opportunities of the breadth of this market are confirmed,
and this gives an opportunity for foreign investors to benefit from the
exploitation of economies of scale. The Libyan Foreign Investment Board noted
that Libya agreed to establish 117 projects at a cost of $768,630,560 in the
period 2000 - 2005. (Libyan Foreign Investment Board, 2006)
2.7.2. THEORIES ASSUMING IMPERFECT MARKETS
Hymer (1976) was the first economist to indicate that the structure of the market
and specific characteristics of investing firms could explain FDI (Mossa, 2002).
A number of hypotheses fall under this category.
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Hypothesis

According to this hypothesis, branches of foreign companies face several
disadvantages in competing with indigenous local companies. These
constraints stem from inter alia, differences in: language; culture; legal systems;
and other differences between countries (source details in table 2.2 previously).
However, in spite of these shortcomings companies wish to achieve foreign
direct investment, to benefit from the many advantages such as: large capital;
management; high technology; good marketing; optimal use of raw materials;
the economies of scale which provides funding and expertise for the
establishment and operation of facilities; and the negotiation of political power.
(source details in table 2.1 previously). This approach reflects the viewpoint of
foreign companies that Graham and Krugman (1995) used in the interpretation
of the growth of foreign direct investment in the United States. Nevertheless,
they did not explain why the company did not use the advantages of production
in the country of origin and then export abroad, which constitutes an alternative
to foreign direct investment. While this hypothesis explains reasons that. lead
firms to invest abroad, it does not explain why firms choose a specific country.
Nor does it explain why firms would select developing countries (such as Libya)
when there are opportunities in developed/mature countries, (such as the US).
2.7.2.2. The Internalization Hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, FDI arises from efforts by firms to replace market
transactions with internal transactions. This idea is an extension of the original
argument put forward by Coase (1937) that certain marketing costs can be
saved by forming a firm. The internalization hypothesis explains why firms use
FDI in preference to exporting and importing from foreign countries. It also
explains why they may shy away from licensing. Firms replace some of the
marketing functions with internal processes; because of the significant time lags
and transaction costs associated with market purchases and sales, that is, with
intra-firm transactions. Moreover, the internalization process eliminates
uncertainty. For example, if there are problems associated with buying oil
foreign
buy
to
firm
decide
the
a
refinery (Moosa,
on
a
may
market,
products
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2002: 32). These problems arise from imperfections and failures of markets for
intermediate

goods,

management

expertise.

time lags; bargaining;
internalization

including:

human

The advantages

capital;

knowledge;

of internalization

and buyer uncertainty.

Indeed,

marketing;
are: avoidance

and
of

the main motive for

is the presence of externalities in the goods and factors markets.

There are arguments

that criticize this hypothesis the most important of which

are: first, Rugman (1980) who argues that the hypothesis

is so general that it

has no empirical content, and Buckley (1988) who argues that the hypothesis
can not be tested directly.

2.7.2.3. The Location Hypothesis
The location hypothesis (Moosa, 2002) depends on the location of production
adjacent to the factors of production, or of market productions' sale, or both.
This immobility of production factors due to the impossibility of shipping or the
high cost of mobility sometimes leads to many difficulties for different reasons.
Local natural resources are always characterized by the high cost of shipping.
In addition, low wages could be an attractive factor for FIDI (Graham, 1997).
However, the studies on low wages showed different results (Jensen, 2006).
This difference is attributed to labour productivity. Labour in areas where wages
are low may also be less productive. Low wages per se is a factor that attracts
foreign direct investment that cannot be neglected. Location advantages not
factors
to
form
low
the
they
take
other
of
also
applicable
of
wages;
are
only
production, such as cheaply generated hydroelectric power, closeness to
in
the
lead
to
location
The
costs of shipping,
savings
can
also
natural materials.
location
hypothesis
The
in
delays
delivery
to
also
materials.
of
raw
and avoiding
emphasizes the importance of unavoidable government constraints, such as
trade barriers.
The location hypothesis is the more suitable to the circumstances of Libya
the
transfer
industry,
in
housing
the
of produced goods
where
particularly
(houses) impossible. The many basic raw materials are local, also low wages,
where wages 85% of employees less than 300 Libyan Dinars; (General Board of
Information, 2002), it is worth to note El = 2.367 LD (Central Bank of Libya,
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2005), must also refer to the prices of energy sources low in Libya. Therefore,
Libya is seeking

to reduce government

restrictions

on investors

in a bid to

attract foreign investors.

2.7.2.4. The Eclectic Theory

The eclectic theory developed by Dunning (1977,1979,1988) as cited by
Mossa (2002: 36) integrates the previous three hypotheses: (i) the industrial
organizationhypothesis; (ii) the internalizationhypothesis;and (iii) the location
hypothesis; without being too precise about how they interrelate. This theory
attemptsto find answers for the followingquestions.First, why local demandfor
a particularcommodityis not met by local firms' productionor by importingfrom
firms in other countries? Secondly, when a firm wants to expand its scale of
operations, why does it not do so via other channels? These channels
comprise:(i) producingin home country and exportingto the foreign country;(ii)
expanding into a new line of business locally; (iii) indulging in portfolio
investmentin foreign country: and, (iv) licensing its technologyto foreign firms
that carry out the production.Accordingto this theory, three conditionsmust be
satisfied if a firm is to engage in FDL First, it must have a competitive
advantage over other firms arising from ownership of some intangible assets.
These are called ownership advantageswhich include: the right to a particular
technology; monopoly power and size; access to raw materials; and access to
cheap finance. Secondly, it must be more beneficial for the firm to use these
advantages rather than to sell or lease them, and these are then called
internalization advantages. Thirdly, it must be more profitable to use these
inputs
located
factor
in
least
some
abroad.
combination
with
at
advantages
These are the location advantages,which pertain to the question of whether
expansion is best accomplished at home or aboard (Moosa, 2002:37). The
theoristswho believe in this theory (Dunning,1980; Hill, et al. 1990; Itaki, 1991;
Williams, 1997) think that all forms of FDI can be explained by referenceto its
conditions. It recognizes that advantages arising from ownership,
internalization,and location may change over time, and accepts that if country-
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specific characteristics are important determinants of FDI, it may be invalid to
generalize from one country's experience to another.
According to this hypothesis, where Libya is unable to cover housing demand
by local efforts, so Libya should offer a suitable environment to attract FDI, as it
tried already.
2.7.2.5. The Product Life Cycle Hypothesis

Vernon (1966) developedthis hypothesisto clarify the expansionof USA MNCs
after the SecondWorld War. Accordingto this hypothesis,'products go through
a cycle of initiation, exponential growth, slowdown and decline -a sequence
that corresponds to the process of introduction, spread, maturation and
senescence' (Vernon, 1971). Postulatesof this hypothesis (Caves, 1980) say
that firms engage in FDI at a particularstage in the life cycle of the productsthat
they initially produced as innovations.The stages are identified as: (i) This first
stage starts when beginningto produce initial production,which takes place at
home, close to the customers to satisfy their desires, and also because of the
need for efficient co-ordinationbetween R&D and production units. During this
stage of the product life cycle, the demandfor the new product is price inelastic,
and so the innovatingfirm can chargea relativelyhigh price. As time passesthe
product is improved,based on feedbackfrom customers.Up to this point, firms'
consider the demand has come from customersliving in the home country. (ii)
The second stage is characterizedby the product maturity and then after that
seeks to export the product to meet the request of high-incomecountries as
demand emerges in these developedcountriesdemand continuesto grow and
competition emerges, the innovative firm resorts to FDI in these countries to
meet local demand. At this stage, the home country is a net exporter of the
product,while foreign countriesare net importers.(iii) The third stage described
is as a complete standardizationof the product and productionprocess,which
is no longer an exclusive possessionof the innovatingfirm. At this stage, price
competition from other producers forces the innovating firm to invest in
developing countries, seeking cost advantages. The home country starts to
import the product from both domestic and foreign firms based in foreign
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countries. The home country becomes a net importer, while foreign countries
are net exporters.
2.7.2.6. The Oligopolistic

Reaction Hypothesis

Knickerbocker (1973) suggested that, when an oligopolistic environment
dominates the market, the entry of any company, including for foreign direct
investments, is faced by the leading companies in the industry who react to try
to maintain their market share. In their assessment of the motives for Japanese
outward FDI, Kreinin et al (1999) concluded that "securing market share is the
most salient motivation". After all, it is usually firms belonging to monopolistic or
oligopolistic industries at home that are better placed and have the necessary
incentive to commit resources to R&D (Mossa, 2002: 41). Moreover,
Knickerbocker (1973) suggests that oligopolistic reaction has a positive
correlation with concentration and a negative correlation with diversity of
production.

Oligopolistic

reaction therefore increases with the level of

concentration, and decreases with the diversity of the product. On the basis of
data on the manufacturing FDI of 187 US MNCs, he found that the oligopolistic
firms try to counter any advantage that a first-moves firm may obtain from FDI
by following it with their own FDI in order to maintain a competitive equilibrium.
Increased industrial concentration has been found to cause increased
oligopolistic reaction in the field of FDI and to be correlated positively with entry
concentration, and that the latter was correlated negatively with product
diversity.

The Libyan economyafter 1977was not oligopolistic,but each organisationwas
governmental(service and productivity).When Libya began to open to the rest
of the world since the beginning of 1999, it has become a favourable
opportunityfor foreign investorsto enter the marketwithout fear of oligopolistic
behaviour.
2.7.3. OTHER THEORIES OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

This categorycomprisesfive hypotheses:
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hypothesis

The idea of this hypothesis (Anderson, 1983; Fee et al. 2006) is that internal
financing refers to the utilization of profit generated by a subsidiary to finance
the expansion of FIDI by an MNC in the country where the subsidiary is located.
This hypothesis is traced back to the 'gamblers earnings' hypothesis of Barlow
and Wender (1955), which postulates that MNCs commit a modest amount of
their resources to their initial direct investment, while subsequent expansions
are financed by reinvesting profits obtained from operations in the host country.
It therefore implies the existence of a positive relationship between internal cash
flows and investment outlays, which is conceivable because the cost of internal
financing is lower. Froot and Stien (1991) argue that, external financing is more
expensive than internal financing due to informational imperfections in capital
markets. This hypothesis seems to be more appropriate for explaining FDI in
developing countries for (at least) two reasons (Froot et al, 1993; Desai et al
2004): (i) the presence of restrictions on the movement of funds; and (ii) the
rudimentary state and inefficiency of host financial markets.
Libya as it was mentioned previously, is one of the developing countries, but it
is characterised by its financial market which just started to work in 2006
(General Peoples' Committee No. 134 in 03/06/2006). Therefore, foreign
investors can contribute to establish the Libyan financial market in the right way,
and Libya will benefit from their long experience. In addition, as a solution to the
finance problems in Libya, it did not impose conditions on foreign investors to

financetheir projects.
2.7.3.2. The Currency Area Hypothesis and the Effect of Exchange Rate

This hypothesis has been put forward by Aliber (1970,1971), and attemptsto
explain FDI in terms of the relative strength of various countries. Postulatesof
this hypothesisare that firms belongingto a countrywith a strong currencytend
to invest abroad, while firms belongingto a countrywith a weak currencydo not
have such a tendency. It can be verified that generally countries with strong
currenciestend to be sources of FIDI,while countrieswith weak currenciestend
to be host countries or recipients of FDI. This hypothesis is based on the capital
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,
risk, and the market's preference for

in a strong currency. Aliber (1971) argues that an

MNC, which has a good reputation in a hard currency area is able to borrow at
lower rates in a soft currency country than can local firms. Dunning (1973) as
cited by Mossa (2002) suggests that the currency area hypothesis adds to the
industrial organization

hypothesis, because country risk affects the relationship

between the investing firms and their competitors, though it does not supplant it.
Caves (1988) argues that the effect of the exchange rate on FDI runs through
two channels. First, changes in exchange rates lead to changes in the investor's
costs and revenues. The net effect of this on FDI is ambiguous,

depending on

certain characteristics

of the underlying business activity. The second channel

is

expected

associated

with

short-term

exchange

rate

movements.

A

depreciation that is expected to be reversed will encourage FDI inflows to obtain
capital gains when the domestic currency appreciates. Generally, it can be said
that various studies as cited by Moosa (2002) such as (Agarwal, 1980; Dunning,
1973; Sung and Lapan, 2000) have confirmed that the exchange rate changes
affect the flow of foreign direct investment.

Libya started to benefit from these economic changes, therefore, it decreased
its currency value against the US $ from $1 = 0.29771 LD in 1992 to $1 =
1.30669 LD in 2004 (Central Bank of Libya, 2004), this decreasing of Libyan
currency value in considered an attractive factor, also the relative stability of
exchange rates is an attraction factor.
2.7.3.3. The Hypothesis of Diversification with Barriers to International
Capital Flows (Moosa, 2002; Nishiotis, 2006)

Many of the barriers,impedingthe movementof foreign investmentflows, led to
the diversificationof foreign investmentto avoid these barriers. The benefitsof
international diversificationat the investor level are well-documented(Agmon
and Lessard, 1977). However, the mere presence of less than perfect
correlationamong companyearningsand/or asset values in various countriesis
insufficient to establish that international diversification is relevant at the
corporatelevel (Agmon and Lessard,1977; Mishra et al, 2001). The hypothesis
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(i) there must exist greater barriers

flows than to capital
investors

opportunities

must

flows

recognize

that are otherwise

forming
that

part of the direct
multinational

unavailable

firms

(Agmon

&

1977: 1049).

Libya has sought to give investors ample opportunities to enjoy the benefits of
investment in Libya under the laws of Investment (Law No. 5 and 7, see Annex
3). At the same time provides them with opportunities to diversify investment.
2.7.3.4. The Kojima Hypothesis
The Japanese economist Kojima has provided this hypothesis; Kojima
hypothesis (1973,1975,1985)
suggesting that direct investment provides a
means of transferring capital, technology, and managerial skills from the source
country to the host country. This approach is described as being a
'macroeconomic approach' or a 'factor endowment approach', as opposed to
the 'international business approach' to FIDL Kojima classifies FDI into two
kinds. The first is trade-oriented: which generates an excess demand for
imports and excess supply of exports at the original terms of trade. This kind of
FDI leads to welfare improvements in both countries. Moreover, it would
has
in
the
in
industries
investment
imply
a
source
country
which
normally
beneficial
industrial
trade
disadvantage.
This
a
and
would
promote
comparative
restructuring in both countries. The second kind is the anti-trade-oriented FDI,
kind.
Thus,
first
the
to
those
has
the
of
anti-tradeopposite
effects
exactly
which
it
trade,
has
FDI
and
promotes unfavourable
effect
on
an adverse
oriented
Kojima
hypothesis
is
be
that
the
It
in
both
noted
can
countries.
restructuring
based on the complementarity's of trade and FIDI, and it emphasizes the need
for considering comparative costs.

Libya seek to benefit from the complementaritybetweeninternationaltrade and
FDI, where increasing trade leads to activate the economy in whole sectors,
and this is one of most importantLibyanpolicyorientations.
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OF ENTRY MODES

Theories of entry types have evolved over time. Beginning in the 1960s, FDI
theories concentrated on the choice between exports and FDL Many factors
affect the choice between exports and FDI; these factors have been identified
by Lail and Streeten (1977) as:
1. Production and transportation costs, as FDI enables them to exploit cost

advantages;
2. Government policy in the host country with respect to trade barriers;
3. The marketing factor, as FDI enables firms to service the destination in a

better way;
4. Oligopolistic reaction in the sense that moves towards foreign production
by one-way oligopolistic firm induces others to follows;

5. Product cycle, which triggers FDI along the lines suggested by the
product life cycle hypothesis.
International joint ventures have also emerged as an important entry mode.
Conditions conducive to the establishment of joint ventures include:
The possession of complementary assets;
Opportunities for collusion;
(iii)

Barriers to full integration.

The reasonsthat MNCs preferjoint venturesas a mannerof entry mode are:
(i) Many developingcountries adopted policies that make joint venturesthe
only way to enter their economies;
(ii) Complementary skills may be provided by the joint ventures partners;

(iii) Joint ventures can be used as a meansof alleviatingcountry risk.
In addition, joint ventures may also be attractive when MNCs engage in big
projects.
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'The World Investment Report (UNCTAD, 2000) identifies four factors that
make a choice between FDI and M&As unattainable. The first of these factors is
the level of economic development the higher level Of development of the host
country, the greater will be the likelihood of M&As. Developing countries may
not provide suitable target firms while providing attractive investment
opportunities. Hence, Greenfield investment is more likely to be in the form of
FDI in developing countries. The second factor is FD1 policy: in a number of
countries, there are restrictions and perhaps a total ban on M&As, in which case
FDI will take the form of Greenfield investment Third, institutional factors play a
role in the sense that the use of M&As is affected by differences in corporate
govemance and ownership structure. It is often the case that M&As are
inhibited by rudimentary financial markets and poor accounting standards,
which make it difficult to assess the value of corporate assets. Finally, M&As
are likely to take the form of FD1 when the need arises to rescue ailing
companies in the host country as a result of a financial crises or a similar
mishap" (Moosa, 2002).
These entry modes affect host countries, where the country seeks to one entry
mode, while the investors prefer others entry modes. Libya started to enter new
era, and it legislate new laws to attract FDI, and give the foreign investors
freedom to choose entry mode to invest in Libya.
2.7.4. THEORIES BASED ON OTHER FACTORS
Theories based on other factors have been developed to explain FDI. These
factors, which affect FDI, are:

2.7.4.1. PoliticalRisk and country Risk
Political instability discourages inflows of FDL Unexpected modifications of the
legalisation and fiscal frame-works in the host country lead to Political risk,
which may give negative results to the investment goals. (Wang and Swain
(1995), Holland and Pain (1998), and Woodward et al (1997)). In general, they
conclude that the main factors, which have driven FDI in transition countries,
have been: a need to secure market access; opportunity to participate in large-
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scale privatization
Wang
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processes; and the degree of political and economic stability.

Swain

including

(1977)
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the

relative

importance

of independent

political stability, the results shows that foreign investors

prefer political stability

and a free market system (Wang and Swain, 1977).

Stevens (2000) makes an attempt to integrate a number of political and other
non-traditional

economic variables into a standard theory of FDI based on the

maximization

of expected
that

value.
contains

The
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results
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is superior
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generalized
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conventional

model in explaining US FDI in Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico. The

FDI
to
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were subsome
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results
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For example 'specific governments

that

is
from
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FDI
USA'
the
to
of
years
a
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government
and
appear
in power' as well as 'pertinent

legislation'

and the 'debt crisis' were tested

variables. (Stevens, 2000)

Libya is one of the countries characterised by political stability in the middle
east, despite administrative organisations being characterised by instability due
to the political regime has been adopted since 1977. Recently, Libya worked to
its
improve
Libyan
the
economy to provide an
and
system
administrative
reform
including
FDI,
to
abandoning socialism, and
attract
appropriate environment
local
foreign
to
the
and
and
encouraging
sector
markets
private
opening
,
investors.
2.7.4.2. Tax Policies

The incentiveto engage in FDI is affected by domesticand foreign tax policies,
identifies
(1989)
three
Jun
financed.
by
it
is
the
channels
means
which
and
through which tax policies affect the decisions taken by MNCs. First, the tax
treatment of income generated abroad has a direct effect on the net return on
FDL Second, the tax treatment of income generated at home affects the net
domestic
domestic
investment,
the
of
and
profitability
relative
and
of
profitability
foreign investment. Third, tax policies affect the relative cost of capital of
domestic and foreign investment. Jun (1989) also shows, by using an intertemporal optimization model that an increase in domestic corporate tax rate
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leads to an increase in outflows of FDI. Slemrod (1989) examined the effect of
host country and home country tax policies on FDI in the USA and the results
obtained indicate that increases in the US tax rate have a negative effect on
FDI. Hartman (1985) concluded that the domestic tax rate on foreign income
and the presence or otherwise of tax credits should be irrelevant to a mature

foreign subsidiary.
Studies have been conducted to examine the effect of international taxation on
FDI (Devereux, 2006). These studies encountered difficulties in identifying the
effects of taxes on factor demands of MNCs. Hines (1996) argues that these

difficultiesare caused by the followingfactors:
(i) Cross-sectionalvariation in nationaltax rates and tax systemsmay be
correlated with a number of observable and unobservablefactors that
differ betweenone country and another;
(ii) Time series variation in tax rates may not be adequateto identifytax
be
tax
infrequently,
tax
and
changes
may
change
since
rates
effect,
endogenous to unobservable economic conditions that effect factor
demands;
(iii) It is possible that tax policy has no effect, or only a trivial effect, on
FDI.
Moreover, Hines (1996) examined a model showing that high tax rates have a
how
(1994)
FDL
Swenson
empirically
examined
effect
on
significantly negative
taxes shape FDI, and found that increased taxes boosted inward FDI, while
intuition suggests that higher taxes should discourage both foreign and
domestic investment.

Libya has followed new orientations; where it tries to attract FDI, by giving
for
first
five
tax
the
them
by
freeing
investors
foreign
to
years.
of
advantages
Moreover,lit is possible to transfer losses to the next year. Furthermore,Libya
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established a new law to reform the tax system completely in a procedure
targeted to reform the economy.

2.7.4.3. Trade Barriers
FDI might be considered as an alternative to trade. Therefore, trade barriers
such as tariffs have an inverse relationship with FDL Open economies without
much restriction on international trade should receive fewer FDI in or out. Wang
and Swain (1995) used a trade-weighted tariff rate to represent trade barriers,
but it turned out to be an insignificant determinant of FDL Yang et al (2000)
used the same measure of openness and found FDI flows to be related
negatively to the degree of openness of the economy; suggesting that FDI may
be used to circumvent trade. A rise in the expected probability of protection from
5 per cent to 10 per cent means a greater than 30 per cent raise in the next
period's FDI in or out for an average industry.

Libya has not joined GAAT yet, so according to this theory Libya is more
attractive for FDI. However, Libya has adopted new commercial policies to
reanimatethe Libyan economy,such as allowingthe private sector to contribute
in different economic sectors.
2.7.4.4. Government Regulations
Governments differ in policies towards foreign investment, some governments
encourage FDI, some discourage FDI, and some remain neutral to FDL Some
governments adopt policies aimed at both encouraging and discouraging inward
FDI by offering incentives on the one hand and disincentives on the other.

The incentivesoffered by host governmentscould be one or more of:
1. Fiscal incentives such as tax reduction, accelerated depreciation,
investment

and reinvestment allowances and exemption from
customs duties. (Onyeiwu and Shrestha, 2005; OECD, 2007);
2. Financial incentives, such as subsidies, grants, and loan guarantees.
(Christiansen et al, 2003; Sass, 2003);
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3. Market preferences including monopoly rights, protection from
competition arising from imports, and preferential government
contracts. (UNCTAD,2004);
4. Low cost infrastructure,fuel, and energy. (UNECA, 2004; PONGSIRI,
2004);
5. The provision of information by means of agencies located in the

capitals of the source countries(UNCTAD,2006);
6. A framework for clear, efficiently implemented stable policies with
respect to FDL (UNCTAD,2005);
7. Flexible conditions with respect to local equity participation.
(UNCTAD,2005).
Table 2.3: the FDI Attracting Incentives, and Libyan Applications
Libyan application

Incentives
Fiscal incentives

Financial incentives

Market preferences

Low costs
The provision of information

Clear framework

Flexibility in participations

Libya has legislated a number of laws to attract
FD1,these legislations consider tax reduction,
free tax, exemption from customs duties, etc.
There is no clear application, but the Libyan
government gives commercial banks more
freedom, to give loans for investment projects.
Libyan economic policies abandoned its policy
of protection. There has been no legislation to
prevent monopoly rights.
Libya is low-cost with regards to infrastructure,
fuel and energy in the Middle East.
Libya is still suffering from a weakness of
information,
to
and the lack of an
spread
media
official database.
Libya is now in the process of conducting
studies and legislation to develop a clear
framework for dealing with foreign direct
investment.
New legislation gives more flexibility for
participation between local and foreign
investors.

bource: prepareaDyautnor.
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a.... indicative of the extent to which govemments will go to attract
foreign investment is an advertisement
1995. In this advertisement,
declared

that appeared in Fortune

the govemment

that, to attract foreign companies,

'felled [sic] mountains,
relocated towns....

in

of the Philippines
the government

had

razed jungles, filled swamps, moved rivers,

all to make it easier for you and your business

to do business here' (Mossa, 2002: 55).
Table 2.4: Disincentives that restrict the FDI, and Libyan Applications
Disincentives
Labour unions
Political situations

Social system

Economicconditions

Local workers

Profits transferring

Libyan Applications
No Workersunionscaneffectively direct interventionand
exercisepressureon the companiesto changetheir policies.
Libya is one of the most stablecountriesin the region and there
are no problemsthat would impact negativelyon foreign
investment suchascivil wars, kidnappingsand political coups.
Libyan societyis characterizedas openmindedand accepts
different culturesand dealswith them. Libyan community asa
whole embracedIslam and believedthe samedoctrineand
there is no intellectualcurrentof extremismagainstnonMuslims.
Libya changedits economicthoughtsand adoptednew
orientations(that may makeeconomicconditionsmore
appropriate)to attractFDI.
Libya still demandsforeign companieshire Libyan workers-a
small percentageof not more than 10%.Theseconditionsmay
limit the FDI flows.
Foreign investorsconsidertransferringtheir profits an
attractivefactor, the Libyan authoritiestook that into account
in the new laws to attractinvestment,and focusedon the free
transferof profits.

Source: prepared by author.

However, unionized labour markets in a host country are considered as an
impediment to attracting foreign investment. Some researchers such as Botrid
Skuflid
(2005); and Leahy and Montagna (2000) believed that the policies
and
that are subject to labour unions could distort economic activity severely, and
reduce the efficiency of FDL The overall environment of countries, comprising
the political situation, the social system and economic conditions affect the
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subsidiaries decisions to enter countries. Where, a suitable environment may
attract FDI, some requirements, such as the ruling that MNCs employ a
minimum number of local workers, and restrictions on profit repatriation
discourage FDI (Tobin and Rose-Ackerman 2003).
Stoever (1999) suggested a schema categorizing different functions performed
by different levels of a government in developing countries in formulating its
policy towards FDI:
(i) Examine the mix of government directives and market forces that
guide the country's economic activity;
(ii) Determine the priorities for type's investment the government seeks;
and the benefits it hopes to obtain from this investment;
(iii) Draft laws, policies and regulations that govern specific investment;
(iv) Employ the tools of input-output analysis, cost-benefit analysis, and
balance of payments analysis to evaluate individual investment
proposals (Mossa, 2002: 58).
2.7.4.5. Strategic and Long-Term Factors
Strategic and long-terms factors have been suggested to explain FDI. Rueber
decision
to
instrumental
to
the
being
following
factors
list
(1973)
the
as
et. a[
invest abroad:
1. The investors' desire to defend existing foreign markets and foreign
investment against competitors;
2. The desire to gain and maintain a foothold in a protected market or to
long
in
the
that
run may prove
supply
of
gain and maintain a source
useful;

3. The need to developand sustaina parent-subsidiaryrelationship;
4. The desire to induce the host country into long term commitmentsto
a particulartype of technology;
5. The advantageof complementinganothertype of investment;
6. The economiesof new productdevelopment;
7. Competitionfor market share among oligopolistsand the concernfor
strengthening of bargaining positions.
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2.8. THE IMPACT OF FDI ON HOST COUNTRY
There are many possible effects of FDI inflows on host countries. Since, it is
generally taken for granted that investing firms possess some technology
superior to that of host country firms, higher-qualitygoods and services could
be produced either at lower prices or in greater volume than previously
available, resulting in higher consumerwelfare. Another possible effect would
be that inward investmentadds to the host country capital stock, thereby raising
output levels. Because the foreign firms pay higher wages for domestic labour
the average wage level in host country rises, these high wages are not always
positive. While it might attract high skilled labour to the foreign firms, unskilled
labour stays in the domesticfirm (Lipseyand Sjoholm,2005).

2.9. SUMMARY
This chapter presents the different theories for FDI. This is to spotlight the
different kinds of markets and notes the particular country circumstances.
These determinehow the theory of FDI works within one country and not within
others.
In fact there is no single theory successful in all circumstances.While each
theory might work perfectly in one country this does not guarantees success
within another country, or in the same country at other times, and this depends
on the particular economy conditions.
These theories have been presented here to benefit from the literature and

previous experiences in this field. These theories are compared with what
happened in the Libyan economy. The chapter identifies if there is any
possibilityto implementsome of these theories,as will be discussedin detail in
chapterfive.
Because Libya adopted a policy of openness to the outside world recently, and
its experience in attracting foreign investment is still low, it is seeking to benefit
from the experiences of other countries in similar circumstances.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Housing plays an important role in countries' economies, and the housing
sector represents a significant ratio of the total economic activity of most
countries. However, in spite of the importance of housing, the commercial
banks in Libya have only allocated a small proportion of total credit facilities for
investment in this area, constituting 5.5% of the total credit facilities (Central
Bank of Libya, 2004). The housing sector has also become economically and
socially important due to the income expended on house rents. For instance, on
average, poverty households in the US often spend more than 50% of their total
income on rent (Quigley, 1999). That housing plays a key role in achieving the
goals of community care has become recognized widely (Bochel, 1999). This
role has increased dramatically since housing and social reform legislation
demanded full implementation of the community care reforms in most countries
world wide (Scottish Executive, 1999).

The majority of world governmentsplay an important role in developing their
housing sectors. Whilst almost every government adopts special programs
which are harmoniouswith its economicsituationsand political ideology"Good
programs are those with fewer holes in the bucket and hence fewer leaks"
(Quigley, 1999:202).
As a result of population increases, and the inability of many families to provide
their own dwellings, there is a need on the part of governments to play a
significant role in solving their housing problems. However, the responses are
different according to political ideology, and in those countries which believe in
socialism, the government takes upon itself all responsibilities including
housing, whereas liberal governments require the participation of their private
sectors to solve their housing problems. In this respect, it can be said that
government involvement becomes a significant matter, either as direct or
indirect involvement. Whichever their political leaning, all governments should
develop appropriate policies to solve their housing problems according to the
particular countries situation.
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circumstance, there are a lot of obstacles which curb
in eliminating the housing problem. Even developed

countries such as the US. where "current assistance

programs,

provide large

housing benefits to a small fraction of the poor, only about one out of every
three poor households

benefit from government programs, and about one out of

every five households

receiving housing assistance

is not classified as poor.

Alas, the American housing subsidy bucket does leak" (Quigley, 1999: 202).

As a result of increasing demand for housing, many countries have changed
their policies from provider of first resort to assistance. "This change can be
describedas a change of role of the local governmentwhose main role is not to
1,2).
(Heins,
2002:
them"
to
but
to
produce
enable
others
produceservices,
To solve the housing problem, all institutions must cooperate in planning and
the implementation of housing policy, "Cooperation is a necessity. In this case
the local authorities and housing associations have to agree fully on housing
policies, Most of the housing policy plans are a product of this cooperation"
(Heins, 2002: 2).
The impact of government policies on housing is not only in the public sector
housing but also in the private housing sector "Policies that have an impact on
housing"
(Phang,
include
housing
public
concerning
policies
prices
private
1997: 1820).
Because of the importance of housing, governments prioritise this as an issue,
but each time governments change, new housing policies are developed, for
instance in the US "each presidential administration since the new deal has
Kennedy
"housing
for
the
its
crisis".
and
cure
own programmatic
promoted
Johnson favored mortgage subsidies. The Nixon and Ford administrations
heavily promoted granting fifteen-year rental income guarantee to new or
The
tenants.
to
tied
housing
development
most recent
eligible
renovated
Reagan and Bush administration policies represent a shift to consumer
subsidies, including household rent supplements and the sale of the housing
authority apartments to their tenants" (Salins 2005).
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Therefore social, political, and economic imperatives combine in the formulation
of housing concepts and housing trends.

3.2. CONCEPTS
The evolution of Human Sciences has accelerated as a result of the information
revolution. It has spread across the world because of the ease of
communications. Concepts of housing policy have been a part of this
phenomenon. Housing concepts have seen much development over the last
two decades, passing through various phases (Durah, 1988). It has changed
from being a fairly simple concept to one that is more complex, moving beyond
the basic need for the development of housing.

In brief, the development

appears as follows:
A) Narrow Housing Concept: This refers to a place where people live. This
concept is simple and not much more than a physical description of
primitive dwellings (Jaffe, 1989; Priemus, 2005; Lujanen, 2004);
B) The Broad Housing Concept: This encompasses the narrow concept, but
also includes ancillary services, which stimulate people to live at home
with stability, and security, and taking into account the social, economic,
and political functions (UN, 1982).
Various schools of thought differ in their definition of the concept of housing.
Each one adopts housing concepts according to its theoretical ideas and
determines
The
ideologies.
of
a
country
system
political
underlying
political
This
housing
definitions
the
political preare
acceptable.
concept
of
what
determination of 'acceptable housing policy' is recognized as a fundamental
but
from
It
is
this
thesis.
excluded
any
noted,
assumption and reservation within
further debate, since it would constitute a full thesis in its own right. Regardless
housing
is
doubt
is
that
the most
there
ideologies
no
and political systems,
of
basic and important of physical needs, which everyone seeks to satisfy
continuously. Thus the political systems attempt to respond to the demands of
the people, in line with what is compatible with the political ideology.
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The world, especially in developing countries in recent years, has witnessed
many changes as a result of economic and political events. Such circumstances
have led to a number of studies on the concept of housing (David, 1987). These
studies have concentrated on three different trends used to consider the
concept of housing, these being: the Marxist trend; the Liberal trend; and the
Temperate trend (Soliman, 1996).
3.2.1. Marxist Trends

Burgess and Castells (1932) adopted a definitionof housing and its application
according to a Marxian approach, where, the Marxian philosophy regarded
housing as an essential and fixed commodity.They present three viewpointsof
housing,accordingto this approach:
3.2.1.1. Housing as an essential commodity:
Marxisttheory is loosely based on the work force, taking into accounteverything
that will create the appropriateclimatefor the worker to be able to completethe
for
the
is
A
house
commodity
as
an
essential
regarded
process.
production
work force and should be near the production location. Thus housing gained
development
for
different
in
improving
industrial
economic
and
significance
force
is
labour
to realise the
Without
housing
there
no
community classes.
industries,
In
housing
and
various
with
correlates
addition,
production.
consequentlyhouses becomeone of the effectivefactors that affect the growth
industrial
therefore
in
developmental
functioning
boom
processes,
capital
of
and
housing could be considered an essential commodity (Florida Statutes, 2006;
Ayala and Navarro2007).
3.2.1.2. Houses as a fixed commodity:
Houses are a long life commodity, and have generally fixed specifications. This
Since
it
be
built
it
time.
through
it
is
difficult
to
must
vary
or
remove
very
means
in a fixed location it becomes virtually impossible to subsequently change this
location. Generally, land dedicated for housing is not permitted for real estate
is
land
the
in
price
controlled by
and
countries,
most socialist
speculation
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is the rightful owner of all the land in the

region. This Marxist concept has gained support from both attributes; long life

and constancy.
3.2.2. Capitalist Viewpoint on Housing

The Marxist critique of the capitalist point of view on housing, where, the
Marxian response is that capitalist countries regard housing not only as a
commoditythat has value in use but also as one that has exchangeinvestment
value in the housing market. Capitalistsystems allow house building for sale or
lease, whilst the Marxian approach to housing may be regarded as a fixed
lease
houses
to
the
unable
sell
or
are
of
occupiers
commodityapproachwhere
it. According to the Marxian viewpoint and its ideology, it may be noticed that
this approach considers only public houses and gives governmentsa crucial
role in housing policy implementation.Therefore, countries that accept the
Marxian philosophy have greater concern for public housing policies - that
match predominantlocal political trends, and these governmentsplay a greater
role in building housing units than governmentsof other political persuasions.
3.2.3. Liberal Trends
Liberalism has a different viewpoint based on an alternative ideology that takes
the overall welfare of humans as the first priority. Turner (1972) confirmed four
in
follows:
liberal
housing
trend
in
his
the
as
analysis
of
principal approaches
According to this approach, there is a distinction between housing as a
If
dynamics
the
because
the
situation.
we use
of
of
noun, or as a verb
this philosophical view, the first definition as a noun reflects the static
does
housing
the
fact
that
lead
to
the
not
exceed
which
will
situation,
home place of residence. Since it does not involve anything else, it will
housing
from the
definition
The
housing
the
of
market.
not affect
dynamic
This
housing
a
situation.
reflects
verb
as
a
perspective of
definition clarifies the role of housing in the economy, and this would
encourage the development of housing extending to meet the needs of
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the population. Thus, it makes this approach very effective in the analysis
of the housing market.

Economic and social development encompasses all aspects of life in the
community, and it is impossible to separate housing from the rest of the
social and economic variables that change over time. Here we can say
that housing is the developmental goal and also the means to achieve it.
However, the most important function of housing is the effect on
residents. The inhabitants of houses are themselves the main target in
the liberal housing market mechanism, which aims at developing the
invested capital to gain greater potential profit. In addition, housing can
lead to fundamental developments as it is made up of elements of
materials and services relating to various industrial and service sector
activities and productivity, and therefore develops capital investment.
This therefore represents a breakthrough opportunity in the economic
development in the community of emerging countries.
Human beings are a means of development; they are also its aim. The
most important matter is the effect of housing on the inhabitants
themselves. If the first goal of liberal development theory is the
availability of capital to cover the expenses of the development process,
then the main objective of the housing market is developing a
mechanism for capital investment to achieve high profit potential.
life
financial,
levels
different
As
the
scientific,
and
cultural
of
of
of
a result
0
individual families, each family is different from any other. This affects the
type of housing and how to design houses according to the individual
family requirements. Each family has the right to select the type of
housing they would like to live in, based upon several individual family
factors, such as: family income; educational level and religion. Thus, the
family is free to establish suitable housing within their own individual
contribution and are not generally constrained by government policy.
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Contrary to what was previously introduced in the Marxist selection it can be
noted that this trend focuses predominantly on the role of the private sector and
the housing policy is the burden of the private sector and personal initiatives.

3.2.4. Temperate Trends
This trend is the analysis of the definition of housing in accordance with three
inter-related aspects: the economic status of the family; the state of houses;
der
Linden,
1987):
Van
(Nientied
housing
the
and
of
method
of
allocation
and
This trend believes that the economic situation of the family is the main
characteristic for housing. Betterment or development of the housing
unit is connected strongly with the economic position of the family, where
maintenance or developing gives houses greater value, and this plays a
great role in the housing market mechanism for various social classes;

Most residential units have set specificationsfor suitable housing, and
attention should be focused on the wider health and environmental
for
the
be
Housing
for
not
only
should
a
concern
residential
areas.
effects
resident family but for society in general, and utilities related to the
housing sector must be provided, such as water and sanitation,
electricity, etc;
Housing is considered as a consumption commodity for the whole of
The
housing.
to
fails
family
to
suitable
obtaining
aspire
no
where
society,
lack of access to housing and the consequential homelessness leads to
the spread of social ills, where the treatment of these problems costs the
The
huge
governmental political system must
of
money.
sums
authorities
therefore provide dwellings for the public as part of its duties to achieve

equality.
Due to the differences in political beliefs existing in different countries there are
different policies from one country to another. Since each trend adopts special
the
its
to
one
or
choose
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of
can
countries
objectives,
achieve
policies
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achieve
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policies can come from within one political trend or their can be a composite
from a mixture of trends.

From the trends identified, housing can be defined as the final outcome from
variant capital entering in the housing market mechanism, by construction,
distribution, or managing the market.

3.3. HOUSING PROBLEMS
Most countries, these days, suffer from some form of a housing problem. This
has become one of the general features, especially in developing countries, of
being unable to offer housing for large numbers of people. Housing demand
does vary from country to country, but this difference depends on the
characteristics of the country. Moreover, the housing problem can extend to
housing
factors
Many
in
the
cause
community.
affect all economic sectors

problems.The most importantfactors are:
3.3.1 Industrial and Economic Development In Cities
Governments are keen to achieve economic and social development in their
countries, and frequently engage in mega-projects to achieve economic growth
they
these
desired
To
the
must
their
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of
objectives
achieve
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have the human and financial resources necessary to operate and be able to
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cannot meet this demand and demand stays high for a relatively long period of
time.

3.3.2. Increasing Urbanisation
Housing problems are typically concentrated in big cities. The housing problem
in developing countries is seen as 'basically' an urban problem. Therefore,
in
Rural
this
urbanised
areas.
problem
solving
governments generally consider
housing problems frequently go unheeded. In many developing countries, cities
have been growing rapidly since the early 1960s, and urban planning has been
incapable of providing the infrastructure and basic services to those cities
(Najwa, 1993). According to United Nations expectations (1990), about 90% of
the world's future population increases will settle in urbanised areas, of which
60-80% of the future population in developed countries will settle in these
(UNCHS,
in
developed
the
rural
areas
will
settle
rest
urbanised areas, and

"Habitat",1990).
In the developing countries, movement of people to urban centres is outpacing
the growth in economic enterprises. In and around urban centres, the presence
is
(McGranahan
basic
lacking
low-income
growing
services
even
settlements
of
in
increases
further
These
cities'
15).
Tacoli,
2005:
expected
and
present
p
and
housing
influenced
have
the
declining
because
population
rural
of a
populations
problem in cities as follows:
Governments are unable to provide public housing for such large
building
the
the
around
of
slum
phenomenon
applicants,
numbers of
cities is spread;

The result of the steady increases in the population in urban areas
causes an unsustainablyhigh density of population,where many people

livein just oneroom;
The population increases in most urban areas leads to increased
demand for infrastructureand governmentsfrequentlydo not meet these
demands in a way that suits the population in the cities,
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The result of the concentration of business development in to cities
creates a phenomenon

of congestion and high population density;

Migration from rural to urban areas also leads to a need for the building
of new residential areas which encroach onto adjacent agricultural land,
impacts
decrease
therefore
the
which
agricultural
product,
national
and
negatively on the GNP;
Governments work to provide infrastructure and basic services to
residents such as education and health services according to specific
plans. Therefore, these governments do not have the capacity to supply
education and health services for unplanned migration;
*

The result of unplanned migration and the inability to provide an
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which
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around
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imbalance in the fabric of urban planning.
Large populations in cities and suburbs are using private and public
forms of transport, and this leads to more congested roads, and
lead
These
to
densities.
high
transportation
public
unacceptably
increased safety hazards on the highways and poor public health
provision due to overcrowding on buses, trains, etc.

3.3.3. Neglect of Rural Areas

Currentlyless than one third of the housingneededto meet the United Nations'
(IFAD,
is
being
by
2015,
halve
to
achieved
globally.
world
poverty
commitment
2001). Although three quarters of the world's 1.2 billion extremely poor people
live and work in rural areas, aid to agriculture,their main source of income,has
fallen by two-thirds (IFAD, 2001). Yet despite communities having in puts to
economic and social development plans, rural areas are still relatively
investment
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the
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agricultural foods system; alterations to
in the

structure

of property

holdings

of

agriculture lands; decreases in income distribution; and changes in the structure
of job opportunities.

Therefore, most rural areas in developing countries face a

number of developmental

problems as follows:

A large number of smallholders have opportunities to remain on their
land. However, their land has become unproductive, because for
farms to be economical there is a need for large areas of land.
Thetefore, they are forced to sell their land and migrate to the cities,
and ex-farmers, who are now landless seek employment opportunities
in the villages where they live. These opportunities are rare and with
limited income opportunities, so they finally resort to migration from
the rural to the urban areas;

Economic factors play an important role in the movementof people,
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In the absence of feudalism because of improvements in the political
systems to achieve social justice, properties are divided into smaller
plots, but the profits from these lands are low, and thus the owners
preferred

to sell to the private sector,

especially

those that are

adjacent to the cities. The result is land-use change from agricultural
to residential, and investment uses.

3.3.4. Shrinking of Financial Resources (Finance)
In spite of their attempts to resolve the housing problems, developing countries
suffer greatly from the lack of funding, which remains an impediment to the
implementation of housing schemes. Even those that possess oil wealth are
facing budget constraints, in addition to the responsibility for the development of
national industrial and services sectors, which diverts sums from the housing
budget. Therefore, there are two options: the first is the government provision of
housing for only low-income people and ignore the national economic profit
motive; and the second is the building of social housing, at low-cost and with
low specifications. Where the private sector deals with housing as profitable
projects, the main target of it is to maximise their profits. Moreover, most
developing countries then lose control of commodity housing. Despite the fact
that these countries could cancel proceedings on commodities related to
housing or make it easier. Nevertheless, the housing market would still remain
under government control, and without any financial commitments. (Aldrich, and
Sandhu, 1995).

Private homeownersalso have relativedifficultyin raising mortgagesin a poorly
developed financial market, There is also little public funding available. (UN,
2001: 94). "Governments must continue the transition from a provider of
housing to an enabler of a housing market Given widespreadpoverty and the
framed
have
in
the
this sector
by
housing,
past
played
polidymakers
social role
led
to unsustainable
this
issue.
However,
often
as
a welfare
exclusively
transfersof financial and physical resources,withoutan expansionin the supply
of housing for the majority of people. In addition, this perspective stressed the
role of the public sector as a providerof housing- rather than as a promoterof a
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This orientation has changed over the past several

years, as Governments

across the Regions have in varying degrees moved

towards a market model, and focused on the need to stimulate private sector
involvement

in housing provision.

However,

the ability of any Government

to

fully hamess market incentives
improvement

depends on political will - and importantly, on
within the public sector itself" (Inter-American Development Bank,

2006). Unfortunately,

the rate of housing development

been commensurate

with the rate of population

and provision has not

growth in the urban areas.

Factors such as the lack of available finances, limited access to land and overall
poor planning for the provision and distribution of housing have resulted in the
situation whereby access to housing is severely restricted. (NDS, 1996).
3.3.5. Structural Statutes
The majority of developing countries can not provide the huge number of
housing units demanded by their population.

Consequently the responsible

authorities, in these developing countries, attempt to push the private sector to
solve the problem. However, the private sector's motivation is different to
governments, because their objective is to maximize their profits. Whereas, the
public sector seek to social stability, This leads to conflicting goals between the
public sector and private sector which makes reaching common goals elusive.
The weaknesses of the public sector and its inability to mobilize substantial
resources for urban development therefore points to the need to give greater
attention to private sources of finance, including the role of privatization of
infrastructure services. (GUD, 2006). Therefore, governments have legislated to
led
has
to the private sector reducing
housing
the
that
market,
and
control
investment in the housing market for several reasons as follows:
According to the legislation and laws in many developing countries;
especially on housing leases, which limit the value of rental income? This
results in income less than the potential returns on investment in the
industrial and commercial sectors. Thus making investment in the
housing sector, unavailable. These government institutions controls to
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reduce the value of the lease have often led to the abandonment of

private investmentin the housingsector;
Government controls of housing policies have led to a great difficulty in
obtaining construction permits. Complex procedures and the many
changes in building regulations have led many investors to cease
investingin the housingsector;
Government controls have led to the increased costs of housing units.
The private sector has therefore stopped building simple houses and
instead builds high-classhouses,which providea much bigger and faster
potentialprofit.
3.3.6. Land Property Values
Land dedicated to housing is the most important complementary commodity in
housing units. Its effect on future development is influenced by the social and
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*

Government interference in land sales has led to an increase in the price
of land which is available for building;
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raised land prices, because, by providing

land became worth more;

In spite of the high demand for land, much land remains unused because
of the absence of housing development laws, which forces people to
keep the lands undeveloped;
Agricultural land around the cities has been most readily turned into
housing land, so the companies' demands have increased and thus
prices in those areas.

3.4. PUBLIC POLICIES ON HOUSING
Public policies on housing are different according to the nature of government,
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market via public housing policies; in these situations, the government will
provide different levels of housing and realise urban development more easily.
Others see building by personal capability as the best path to avoid housing
for
loans
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to
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by
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giving
or
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problems, either
housing. In the first instance, the role of the private sector was extremely
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increasing importance in the solution of the housing problem; and secondly, it is
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government role, there are a number of alternative or complementary policies
that can be followed:
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Supporters of public housing policies believe the government alone can meet
the housing demand via public housing programmes. The majority of
developing countries followed this policy as a short-term solution and one at
less cost, whereas in most advanced countries, the public sector only offers
60%-90% of the total housing projects (Lea, 1979). That does not mean that
do
because
demand
the
housing
not
some
people
all
policy can satisfy
public
want to be a leaseholder and others are not able to obtain public houses on
account of family size or distancefrom their placesof work.
Public housing policy as formulated and implementedin developed countries
might not be appropriatefor developingcountries.For example, the British and
American government build houses via public housing and rents this to a
letting
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The
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2005),
King,
2005;
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developing
in
for
it
be
in
to
countries,where several
suitable
modification order
families could often wish to live together and share in the housing costs
(Bayuomy,1999),whilst still havingthe securityof namedtenure.
3.4.2. Personal Capabilities
Personal capability for housing appeared in the early 1960s, when house users
became more active and efficient in forming groups like housing circles.
Participation in this type of arrangement can take several forms, likewise selfbuilding, or building in co-operation with someone else, or participation in the
decisions related to housing (Abrams, 1966).

In such situations, the government role is one of supervision and decisionhousing
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and the second is controlled personal capability

is distributed between government

and people. For such

a policy to be successful, the following features must be present:

*

Elimination of legal barriers, which cause complications in obtaining land;

Simplificationof procedurespertainingto the possessionof land, releasing
housing locations,buildinglicenses,and loans;
infrastructure,
free
Augmentation
or provision of official aid;
of
e

0

Work to actuate peopleto use local materials;
Creation of pilot projects and building prototype samples that are suitable
for the local conditions.

3.4.3. Improvement and Upgrading Policy
This policy depends on personal capability and human participation whilst
deriving advantage from the possibilitiesto develop civic environmentsin all
aspects such as betterment of the infrastructure, roads, water systems,
1996).
(Soliman,
developmental
tidying
spaces
of
and
and
cleaning
electricity,.
Moreover,this can mean the improvementand/or upgradingof existing housing
deterioration,
from
have
in
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which
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areas,
units
The
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1993).
(Najwa,
and upgrading
sectors
and unofficial shanty
target can be summarisedas follows (Soliman,1996):
* To improve public health;
To promote the economic levels necessary to develop personal
residences;
local
To
security;
and
with
services
residents
provide
9

To convert unauthorisedhousingto legal housing residencesvia title
deeds given to propertyownersin these areas.
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Although this policy offers a partial solution for the housing problem, even now it
meets a lot of objections on account of its high economic cost.
3.4.4 Sites and Services Policies
Sites and services policy is considered as an efficient policy that has attracted
wide consent from housing experts (Mayo and Gross, 1987; Muraya, 2006).
Plots of land are provided with necessary services, for instance: public utilities;
water; electricity; roads; social services; etc.; and can be allotted free of charge
for people who can not pay, according to a means test based on family income,
in order to prevent abuse of the system (Soliman, 1996). Both sites and
services policies and improvement and upgrading policies are regarded as
integral to the personal capability policy (UN, 2007), and all of them lean on a
number of elements:
Utilising the capabilities of the poor classes, and the savings and
investments (time, money and proficiency) in unauthorised housing
residences;
Stimulating the unplanned part of the private sector to drive revenue to
aimed and legal investment;
Creating an environment of trust between various sides (government
bodies, experts and residents) in applying the public contributions
from
best
the
to
best
techniques
the
revenue
gain
one
of
as
method
do
the
because
in
living
can
nothing
government
residences,
people
alone;

Stimulating good relationships between partners in mutual assistance
if
be
building
because
will
successful,
capability
personal
programmes,
the will to share in the work is evident;
For personal housing to be successful, it must be proficiently managed.
The project must be connected between beneficiaries and the principal
building
the
during
beneficiaries
the
that
all
process.
advise
authorities
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This policy has appeared as a method to reduce costs, which public bodies
expend to people, particularly low-income people, for building lower cost
residences instead of building whole public housing's schemes. Basically, this
idea involves establishing the wet part (kitchen and bathroom) and connecting
basic utilities via specialist contractors, then defining the remaining land area to
complete the wet core unit. The core area fluctuates between 80-150 square
meters according to societal circumstances. To reduce the cost of supplier
utilities, wet core units are built adjoining each other (UN, 2007).
3.4.6 Core Housing Policy
Perhaps it is impossible for governments in developing countries to provide
houses for everyone who wants one because this would be an enormous
financial cost and most governments cannot fund such a proposal. So
governments might resort to building a low quality housing option in order to
reduce costs, or alternatively choose a second option that is core housing,
which essentially involves building the first cell, establishing one room, a
kitchen, and bathroom, and leaving enough space for vertical and horizontal
extension in the future. (UN, 2007).

3.5. THE PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN HOUSING
Private investors in developing countries still avoid incursions into investment in
the housing sector, which still has a high degree of risk, and the question of a
sense of civic or humanitarian aid does not affect their investment decision.
However, to solve problems like these, forces must unite. Although when
speaking about a housing crisis, we should take a more positive attitude and
say that there is a demand and a market here, argues CNL (Caisse Nationale
du Logement) National Housing Fund chairman Mr. Nacer Djama.
"It is a market in which the state is fulfilling its share of
responsibility but which is open to the private sector, for both
domestic and foreign capital. To be sure, the shortage of housing
is a problem. However, the concept of crisis would imply that we
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have neither the financial means nor the tools to fix it, which is not

true. It is just we lack investment in this area, above all from the
private sector, be it domestic or foreign.
In this matter there is no difference between most countries, for instance, a
study by HACAS, (2005), according to which the UK government announced
recently that the Housing Corporation will be asked to consider implementing
flexible housing schemes. This study suggests that this will be a first stage in
rationalising the patchwork of housing subsidies and taxes that has developed
historically. The research reveals the current system to be inadequate for
maximising private investment in housing, making public investment ineffective.
Nor is it encouraging practices that will protect housing investment in the long
term (JRF, 1998). However, the investment advantages in the housing sector
are represented in the following points:

Not only, is it a key engine of national gross domestic product, but it
creates jobs at a local level, boosts tax revenues for government and
increases revenue for all kinds of businesses;
*

The construction of new houses and flats contributes to increase GDP. In
addition, the housing sector consumption expenditure such as monthly
payments will rise;
According to Sichelman, (2003) at the local level, a positive economic
impact is felt even before the first shovel hits the ground, and continues for'
as long as the housing is occupied by the household continuing to
purchase locally produced goods and services;
The construction of single-family houses generates a new income to local
businesses and workers in the year the houses are built and every year
thereafter;
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Sichelman (2003) adds,: building 100 new houses creates 257 jobs in the
community

where they are located and 75 jobs every year thereafter in

support of families who eventually occupy them;

In addition, the impact of building houses reached "far beyond" the
construction sector into all phases of the economy; local government
realises new revenue, as not only builders expenditure and taxes but so to
the various and numerous businesses which serve the growing population;
For foreign investors, new markets will be opened to them in the housing
sector;

to
in
housing
Investment
projects
related
sectors such
new
other
creates
9
as infrastructure and public utilities;
lead
further
to
in
housing
investment
the
Successful
will
expansion
sector
9
of the size of investment in the new markets;
The velocity of capital retrieval and harvesting of profit in the housing
sector encourages investors. In some countries, the executer starts selling
housing units before the developer starts spending on project.

3.6. LIBYAN VIEWPOINT
Libyan studies, and official reports, pointed to the housing concept that has
been adopted in Libya, were mixed between Marxist concept and temperate

trends, as will be presentedin chapterfive in more detail.
Moreover, these studies and reports, which investigated housing history in
Libya, since the 1970s, illustrate the different policies that have been
implemented in Libya such as public housing policy, personal capability,
improvement, and upgrading policy, etc. It also explained the nature of
housing
implement
The
to
faced
Libyan
the
policy.
authority
which
problems
main ones are; lack of finance, inadequacyof experience,etc., more detailswill
be presented in chapter five.
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3.7. SUMMARY
Considering the variety of housing policies available to be followed, it can be
seen that every political system realises the dangers of not addressing their
housing problems. In addition, every country, according to its resources,
attempts to provide housing for people, in the best ways it can. Developing
countries have more constraints than developed countries and fewer resources.
It is possible to divide the housing policies in developing countries into two main
approaches:

Housing that governments have built, in an arrangementwhereby the
design,
the
itself
assume
planning,
companies
or
private
administration
loans
the
building,
then
or sells allowing payment
government
and
and
by instalments;
built
by
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have
that
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Housing
that
or
people
*
banks.
loans
from
or
government
using
groups
To examine to what extent the housing policies in Libya are a success, there is
in
housing
the
targets
the
between
for
plans, and
aimed
comparison
a
a need
the achievements that have been gained.
Finally, housing policies are not irrevocable and they can be improved from time
to time as previous experiences provide lessons for the future. Modifications
in
the
to
problem,
which
these
developments
continuing
affirm
policies
and
international forces must co-operate to solve. To do that, they must promote a
become
in
involved
investors
to
international
to
encourage
suitable environment
the housing sector and to contribute their technical experience and huge
financial capabilities.
Full clarification of these issues will be presented in chapter five.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
This study is an attempt to examine the problem of human behaviour in
investment, thus falling under the social research remit. It can be said, in brief,
that social science research is the purposive and rigorous investigation that
aims to generate new knowledge. It is the intellectual tools of social scientists,
interest
that are
to
them
and/or
public
personal
enter
of
allows
contexts
which
unknown to them, and to search for answers to their questions. Social science
research is about discovery, expanding the horizons of the known, with
life
ideas,
of
about
all
aspects
conclusions
new
and
new
confidence,
(Sarantakos, 1993,1998,2005).
Literature on research methods/methodology in social science often suggests
that qualitative research is more appropriate than quantitative research for
researching into an event or social process (Berg 2001, Ghauri et al 1995,
Morgan and Smircich 1980, Nord and Tucker 1987). It is particularly difficult to
historic
things
change, a person's
as
such
meaningfully express quantitatively
is
is
This
little
known.
behaviour,
about
which
or a phenomenon
experience or
because in these situations researchers can no longer remain as external
insiders
become
to
Instead,
they
they
must
see.
what
measuring
observers,
investigate from within the subject of the study.
Notwithstanding this vast domain where exploration sometimes or frequently
is
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its
orientation
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personal
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recognition as an
occurs,
including
In
the
in
the
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even
social
world.
modern
generally missing
if
is
idea
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mentioned,
at all,
usually
of
exploration
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qualitative research
(1969:
Boulmaer
40-42)
by
by
in
statement
a
short
passing, as evidenced
only
Theory".
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"The
Discovery
(1967)
Struass's
Glaser
of
and
and
Qualitative research such as grounded theory, for example, also has the
in-depth
detail
intricate
understanding of
and
of
providing
potential advantage
the phenomena being studied.
The driving force behind any type of social science research is its philosophical
framework. This dictates not only the general perception of reality and social
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relations but also the type of methods and techniques available to researchers
and the motives and aims of the research. The aims of social science research
can vary significantly,

depending on the theoretical orientation of the framework

that guides the research; Sarantakos cited the aims of social science research
in general as following (Sarantakos, 2005: p 12):

"
"
"

explore social reality for its own sake or in order to make further research
possible;
explain social life by providing reliable, valid and well-documented
information;
evaluatethe status of social issuesand their effects in society;
make predictions;
develop and/or test theories;
understandhuman behaviourand action;
offer a basis for a critiqueof social reality;
emancipatepeople;
suggest possiblesolutionsto social problems;
empowerand liberate people.

In the social science realm, methodology is one way of ensuring the validity of
knowledge about the social world (Strauss and Corbin, 1998: 4). Commonly,
the nature of the research determines what methodology should be followed to
achieve the study's aim through meeting the objectives. This study included a
number of elements, which fed into the development of an exploratory
framework multi-methodology approach. The major prevailing methodology that
has been followed is exploratory-grounded theory. This will be justified in the
following sections.

4.2. PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH
Methodology literature illustrates the most common philosophies (Jonathan,
2004).

Positivism

and

phenomenology

are

two

alternative

research

developing
focuses
The
on
and testing
positivist
approach
philosophies.
hypotheses and generalising research findings from data, whereas the
phenomenological approach aims to develop a deeper understanding of
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through exploratory techniques
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1983 a; 1983 b). Although
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approach
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for research
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in the social

research
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receiving more attention over the last two decades as in-depth and exploratory
research

studies

provide

explanations

and, or understanding

of social and

cultural dimensions

of researched areas. Furthermore, several studies adopting

a phenomenological

philosophy and based on using qualitative methods have

had great results, for instance (e. g. Chandler,
and

Waterman,

1982;

Moss-Kanter,

1983;

1962; Mintzberg,
Hamel
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1973; Peters

Prahalad,
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Pettigrew and Whipp, 1991; Pettigrew, Ferlie and McKee, 1992).

It can be said that there is no ideal research technique in the behavioural
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"All
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best
find
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The
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single
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not
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as objectivity.
For most problems, several procedures will be better than one, even though
each has its limitations; these tend not to be the same limitations" (Sommer and
Sommer, 1980: 7). Multi-methods have been chosen to benefit from their
characteristic differences in research (see table 4-1).

According to Yin (1994) case study is one of five types of research design,
these differenttypes are experiment,survey,archival,history,and case study.
To satisfy the overall aim of this research project, it was decided that the most
follow
the
be
to
phenomenological
would
research
strategy
appropriate
in
by
and
multi-methods
methodology
philosophy
using
an
exploratory
research
adopting qualitative and quantitative methods, using techniques such as
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Table 4-1: Differences in Theory in Quantitative and Qualitative Research:

WC02
an 52
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.
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ýVe

I

'6751

ýe

Ie

IInductive

Logic of theory

Bg
egins from theory

Begins from reality

Direction of theory
building

Takes place after theory
building is completed

Data generation,
analysis and theory
verification take place
concurrently

Verification

Firmly defined before
research begins

Begins with orienting,
sensitising of flexible
concepts
Analytic or exemplar
generalisation

Concepts

Inductive,
sample-to-population
generalisation

I

Generalisation
I

I

Source: Sarantakos, 1998: p 15.

This is to provide a wide knowledge and develop a better understanding of the
Investment
Foreign
Direct
how
to
attract
of
complex and under-researched area
(FDI) in housing in Libya. Table 4-2 illustrates the strategy that is adopted in this
research.
Table 4-2 The Adopted Strategy in the Research:

N_Q

CE

IE=

Philosophy
y

PhenomenologicalPhilosophy

Methodology

ExploratoryResearchMethodology

Methods

Qualitativeand Quantitative
Observations,Semi-StructuredInterviews,

Techniques

Questionnaire,DocumentAnalysis
Approach

ExploratoryCase Study

Source: prepared by the author.
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4.3. ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES
The aim of this research is to explore and analyse findings from comparing
Foreign Direct Investors' requirements and Libya's readiness to provide a
suitable environment to attract foreign direct investment in housing in Libya.
Therefore, a methodology is required in this research to achieve the aim.
Pires et al (2003) use the exploratory methodology in studies determining the
effects of ethnicity group in marketing. They argue that they used the
exploratory methodology due to the paucity of previous studies and the scarcity
of information about the subject of research. McDougall and Hinks (2000)
exploratory methodology in their study to highlight the
benchmarking of facilities management. They argue that using an exploratory
adopted

the

method means entering without hypothesis, or presupposition, and reports and

analysesthe situation as experienced.
According to the few studies of how to attract FDI in Libya in general such as
Jomah (2006); AIjerbi (2006); Alfotaisi (2006); Altomi et al (2006); Almansory
(2006); Benmoosa (2006); Zaki (2006). There are no studies deals with
attracting FDI in the housing sector in Libya particularly. Therefore, due to the
rarity of studies in this field an exploratory methodology can be the best to
explore determinations of how to attract FDL
As the term suggests, exploratory research is often conducted because a
is
its
been
defined
has
as yet unclear.
or
real
scope
yet,
as
not
clearly
problem
It allows the researcher to familiarize him/herself with the problem or concept to

be studied.
Exploratoryresearch means that hardly anything is known about the matter at
the outset of the project. The study begins with a rather vague impressionof
what to study, and it is also impossibleto make a detailedwork plan in advance.
The research began with a survey of the published literature on the foreign
direct investment generally, and then focused on the investment in housing in
determined
the
it
be
literature
By
the
what
are
most
can
survey,
particular.
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affecting FIDI direction and the attraction of FIDI to invest

in some places and not in others. These determinants will be used as criteria to
measure what Libya already has prepared to attract FDI, and what should be
prepared

in future. The second part of the literature survey related to Libyan

statutes and governmental

decisions during the period 1970 to recent years.

In investigatingthe aim of this thesis - How to Attract Foreign Direct Investment
to invest in Libya - the FDI criteria and current Libyan preparednesslead to the
following:
First objective: Investigateto what extent Libya needs new housing;the study is
based on the shortage of housing in Libya, therefore the research needs to
prove there is a shortage in housing, It starts monitoringobservationsabout the
problem, then surveys the studies that deal with it. In addition interviewees'
be
pronouncements
will
used;
and
correspondence
answers and government
Second objective: Understand the reasons that have caused a shortage in
housing; this objective will be achieved by a survey of government
correspondence and pronouncements and interviewees answers in the semistructured interview in the section relevant to this issue;
Third objective: Evaluate Libya's attempts to solve the housing shortage
problem; state' plans that intended to solve housing problem will be presented.
Moreover, plans' targets will be compared with the executed units;

Fourth objective: Determine what Libya has done to attract international
investment in housing; to reach these objective Libyan legislations and
be
FDI
decisions
to
reviewed and compared
will
related
attracting
government
with interviewees'answers;
Fifth objective: Determine the investor's criteria to invest in housing in Libya;
literature of FDI has been surveyed and investors' questionnairesanswerswill
be employedto achieve this objective;
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Sixth objective: Explore the benefits for both Libya and international investors;
both

foreign

investors'

questionnaires

and

Libyan

functionaries'

interviews

answers will attain this objective;

Seventh objective: Define the essential conditions for attracting international
investment; sources referred to above will be concerted to achieve this
objective.

4.4. ALTERNATIVE METHODS
Multi-methods have been justified in section 4.3 above. By using qualitative and
been
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to
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and
to
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analyse open-ended questions
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the questionnaires, literature, documentary survey and observations
(Sarantakos, 2005); quantitative methods have been used to analyse parts of
the semi-structured interviews and questionnaires with responses that where
2005).
(Sarantakos,
2002);
(Robson,
closed ended

4.5. ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUES
To obtain the information to achieve the aim of the study, several techniques
direct
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technique
by
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any
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2002). Observation is a widely used method in flexible designs; particularly
those that follow an ethnographic approach. Structured observation is almost
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appraised. But because of the nature and culture of Libyans, interviewing was
the best way to obtain the requested data and information.

For investors, given

the difficulty of access to them, the best choice was to send out a questionnaire.

To collect data there are many methods that could be used, that depend on the
research nature, where one method of research might fail whilst another can be
successful. Accordingly, the researcher should be attentive when choosing the
samples and what kind of data to collect? Also, how should the data and target
groups be classified?
No single data collection method has complete advantage over the other data
collection methods, in fact they are often complementary. Therefore, it is
recommended that a good case study should use multiple sources of evidence
to achieve broader and often superior research findings. It is also believed that
triangulation generates in-depth research findings, and wider perspectives
about the research phenomena. In addition, using multiple data collection
methods is particularly recommended in terms of the validity of the research
findings (Denzin, 1998; Huff and Reger, 1987; Hartley, 1994; Harrigan, 1983a;
Robson, 1993; Yin, 1994). Moreover, multiple data collection sources can
produce a more complex, holistic and contextual portrait of the phenomenon
under study, and the corroboratory evidence is also likely to make the findings
and the conclusions of the study more convincing and accurate, thereby
increasing the validity of the study (Eisenhardit, 1989; Ghauri et al 1995; Yin,
1994). Accordingly, multiple data collection was used in this research.
Therefore, observation, documentary survey, semi-structured interview, and
questionnaire techniques were adopted.

4.6. THE ADOPTED APPROACH
The use of a case study approachhas becomeextremelywidespreadin social
science research (Yin, 1994), particularly with small-scale research (Tolbert,
and Downing, 1995); (Celuch et al, 2007). When researchers opt for a case
study approachthey refer to a set of relatedideas and preferenceswhich, when
combined,give the approach its distinctivecharacter (Denscombe,2003:30). A
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case study approach has been adopted in this research in both a qualitative and
method. In a quantitative

quantitative
research,

that is, as an exploratory

method case study is employed as prestudy. As a qualitative

study appears as the main study, as a research enterprise

method, the case
of their own that

aims to develop hypotheses

or even theories. Case studies investigate

life within

of openness,

the

interpretatively,

parameters

communicatively,

as informed by the interpretive

What is lacking in breadth and generalizability

social

naturalism,

and

(Sarantakos,

2005).

may be compensated

for by

paradigm

greater depth (Sommer and Sommer, 1980).

An exploratorycase study approachwas therefore chosen in this study, since it
will be useful for exploratorystudies of this kind (Yin, 1994). It is expectedthat
this approach will provide an opportunity to explore how to attract FDI in
housing in Libya in some depth through the systematic piecing together of
detailed evidencein context (Stake, 1994;Yin, 1994).
The main point in this study is elucidation of the harmonic point between the
Libyan authorities desire to attract FDI and the investors decisions to invest in
housing in Libya.
The research design therefore aims to satisfy the research aim and objectives.
Yin (2003) defines the research design as: guiding the investigator in the
process of collecting, analysing, and interpreting observation. The research
design must clarify the nature of how the questions will be answered, and how
the researcher intends to deal with them. In addition, research design provides
the plan and structure, which give the expected results an explanation.

Moreover,Yin (2003) states that case study researchcould be based on single
or multiple case studies. Employinga multiple or single case study approach
depends on the kind of case study to be carried out. As in all approachescase
study has advantages and disadvantages, as well as strengths and
weaknesses.
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of the Case Study Approach:

Denscombe (2003: 39-39) states the advantages and disadvantages of the
case study as the following:
4.6.1.1. The Advantages:

The main benefit of using a case study approach is that the focus is on
one or a few instances that give the researcher opportunityto deal with
the subtleties and intricaciesof complexsocial situations. In particular,it
enables the researcher to grapple with relationships and social
processesin a way that is denied to the survey approach.The analysisis
holistic rather than based on isolatedfactors;
The case study approach enables the researcher to use a variety of
research methods. In addition,what can be said is that it encouragesthe
use of multiple methods to establish the complex reality under the
microscope;
"

In addition to the use of multiple methods, the case study approach
fosters the use of multiple sources of data in parallel. This, in turn
facilitates the validation of data through triangulation;

"

The case study approach is characterised by it being particularly suitable
for the researcher with little control over events. Because this approach
is to examine the phenomena that occurs naturally, there is no pressure
on the researcher to impose controls or to change the conditions;

"

The case study approach can fit in well with the needs of small-scale
research through concentrating effort on one research site or just a few
sites;

The case study approachcan be used in both theory-buildingand theorytesting researchto good effect.
4.6.1.2. The Disadvantages:
The most important criticisms that were directed to a case study
approach are those related to the credibility of generalisations from the
results. Research using a case study needs special attention to dispel
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other cases are, or how a

particular study is in contradiction with others of its type,

Case studies are often criticised because it is perceived as producing
soft data. The approach gets accused of lacking the degree of rigour
expected of social science research. This tends to go alongside the view
of case study research as focusing on processes rather than measurable
products, and relying on qualitative data and interpretive methods rather
than quantitative data and statistical procedures;
It is often difficult in a case study to determine the absolute and clear
conclusions. There is a difficulty in determining what sources of
information are for inclusion in the case study, and the justification for

excludingany;
Negotiatingaccess to the case study setting can be a demandingpart of
the research process. Researchcan flounder if permissionis withheld or
withdrawn. In case studies, access to documents, people, and settings
can generate ethical problemsin terms of things like confidentiality;
Researchers are hardly achieving their aim of investigating situations as
they naturally occur without any effect arising from their presence.
Because case study research tends to involve protracted involvement
over a period, there is the possibility that the presence of the research
can lead to the observer effect. Those being researched might behave
differently from normal owing to the knowledge that they are under the

microscope.
4.6.2. Strengths and Weakness of Case Studies:

As the case study has advantages and disadvantages, it generates the
Sarantakos
(2005:
216to
this
according
method
strengths and weaknessesof
17).
4.6.2.1. Strengths of Case Studies;
*

Gives researchers the opportunity to conduct in-depth research;
Provides initial information of work in a natural setting;
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Encourages familiarity and close contact with the informants through
employing a variety of methods;

"

Allows the employment of a variety of interrelated methods and sources;

"

Involves long-term contacts and personal experiences in the field;

"

Direct and verifiable life experiences are at its centre of attention;

"

Produces information that covers the whole unit and not only small
aspects of it.

4.6.2.2. Weaknesses of Case Studies;

Results relate to the unit of analysisonly and allow no inductive
generalisation;
"

Findingsentail personalimpressionsand biases; hence no assuranceof
objectivity,validity and reliability;

"

Researchcannot be replicated;

"

There is limited subsequentaccessto the field and to the personaland
subjectiveinformationthat constitutesthe basis of case studies;

"

The interviewereffect may cause distortions;even the presenceof the
researcherin the field can be destructive.

There is no method free of problems, and case studies are no exception.
Overall, they are a most useful and popular method, as legitimate as any other
method of social research (Sarantakos, 2005). OCasestudy research can be
based on single-case or multiple-case studies. Further -whether single or
multiple the case studies can be exploratoty, descriptive, or explanatoiy" (Yin,
1994: 5).

This research is consideredas a single exploratorycase study as it attemptsto
gain the full advantagesthat are provided by bringing rich data into the issue
under investigation and ensuring realistic investigation of these issues. This
research will be based on a single case study approach to illustrate how to
attract FDI to housing in Libya.
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4.7. DATA COLLECTION
Data-Collection strategies ensure conformity to predictions to generate valid
and reliable results. The collected data, from numerous sources is grouped,
using an objective measure or expert ratings to obtain a single score
representing each group as a whole. In this way, the homogeneity of the data
within groups is ensured (Klein, 1994).
4.7.1. Nature of Research Data
A number of methods can be used to gather requirements and identify tasks for
research. Because there are no "one method fits all" studies, the specific
requirements, research nature, and objectives of research will usually dictate
the appropriate method or methods to use. Additionally, each method of data
collection has its strengths and weaknesses, and these varied methods allow
researchers to evaluate which method is most appropriate for a given situation.
Both primary and secondary sources were used in this research. Secondary
data of this study was mainly collected through official documents, legislation,
government decisions, and reports. In addition, previous literature on the
subject has been captured, from various sources such as relevant textbooks,
journals, unpublished theses, international organizations' publications. The
purposes of using secondary data were two-fold: to help to better interpret and
primary data and to supplement empirical data in better
understanding the determination of attracting FIDIto invest in housing in Libya.
understand

Primary data was obtained through observation,semi-structuredinterview and
questionnaire
This research is characterizedby dealing with two different 'behaviour'groups,
every group looking for the most benefitfrom the relationshipwith the other.
Group 1: this group represents the Libyan side, and comprise governmental
functionariesin legislativeand executivesides as listed in section4.8.2.
Group 2: this group includes foreign companies, which work in construction,
those that have experience in Libya and that ones have not, as showed in figure
4.1.
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Therefore, data should be collected from both host country and investors, where
government
companies
divided

functionaries

represent

the host country's

opinion

and foreign

represent foreign direct investors' opinion. Therefore, data has been

into two categories;

an appropriate

method has been designated

for

each.

Semi-structuredinterview has been designatedfor Libyan functionaries,and a
questionnaire has been designatedfor foreign constructioncompanies. Figure
4.1 illustrates the overall approach. Every category comprises a number of
groups. Where the host country category includes both levels of decision
makers, and decision executers in the legislativeand functioningside. Foreign
companies comprise two kinds of companies;the first kind are companieswho
have already experience of work in constructionin Libya, the second kind is
those companiesthat did not have any experienceof work in Libya.
4.7.2. Triangulation
Methodological triangulation involves researchers using several methods to
gather data relevant to the study. Using a predominantly qualitative research
strategy can be enhanced by using more than one measuring concept.
Triangulation has been employed in this study because a single method is not
adequate to solve the problem of various factors under investigation. Moreover,
this method enhances the validation of collected data. As cited by Jennings
(2001: 151): "triangulation is not a tool or a strategy of validation, but an
alternative to validation" (Denzin and Lincoln 1994 p.2). An operational plan of
action was constructed to assist in carrying out the data collection activity. The
plan was drawn from a triangulating approach of three main sources of
information, documentation review, questionnaires, and interviews. (See figure
4.2)
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Research Aim

)

Literature
qbview

Data from Libya

Data for FDI

Research
Objectives

Semi-structured
interview

Questionnaire

Companies
working
outsideLibya

Companies
workinginsid
Libya

Interviewee
No. 9

Results

Analysi
)lysiS

nclusionand
Rceocommendation
Figure 4.1: Design of Data Collection
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Figure 4.2: Case Study Information Sources Triangulation

4.8. Means of Collecting

Data

To collect primary data for this research, two groups have been selected, the
first group is government functionaries, where face to face semi-structured
interviews where conducted with the government functionaries (see appendix
1). The second group is foreign companies,where questionnaireshave been
handed to some companies, sent by post or e-mailed to other companies
outside Libya (see appendix2)...

4.8.1 Semi-structured Interviews Design and Procedures
Face-to-faceinterviews were conducted with key functionariesin the housing
sector and functionariesin the General Council of Planning (GCP) in Libya. A
semi-structuredinterview has been designed as shown in appendix 1. It was
divided Into four parts: the*first section is ýersonal details, questi.ons in this
section cover age groups, academic qualifications, years of professional
experience, job position and its importance. The second section deals with
general informationregardingthe housing problem, including the length of the
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--problem period, the most important characteristics of the housing problem, state
measures
problem.

to correct,

and the

The third section

degree

generally

of success

considers

of solving

the housing

the private sector. The final

section examines foreign direct investment, the need for foreign investment and
how to attract foreign investment to invest in housing in Libya.

The face-to-face interview procedure was started by formulating the semistructured interviews, and presenting it to the supervision committee and further
academic staff and colleagues in the School of Built Environment. The semistructured interview questions were then reformulated. Translating the semistructured interviews to Arabic language was necessary due to some of to
interviewees preferring to be interviewed in Arabic. An expert in translation
tested this translation to ensure there is no mistake in the translation.
The next step was to chose the interviewees and contact them to give them
information about the research and its purposes. Face-to-face interviews where
then conducted with target interviewees. Only one interview a day was
conducted with high level functionaries, the interviews with them took a long
time, however the actual interview period was limited to not exceed 90 minutes.
Middle levels were easier to arrange appointments with, and between two and
three interviews, where conducted during a day and the interview period
reached a maximum of three hours.
Due to local Libyan culture, voice recording was difficult; therefore, writing their
answers was the only possible way to record the interviews. When the
interviews were complete, the interviewee read his answers to ensure that the
been
has
done
into
English
Translation
and
of
answers
answers were exact.
into
have
been
two
The
interview
by
classified
questions
revised
an expert.
categories. Firstly, questions, which were close ended, were quantitative
methods could be used in analysis. Secondly, open ended questions where
qualitative methods could be used.
4.8.2. Interview

List

Interviews have been conducted with 23 interviewees in different positions,
levels and different cities in Libya. Cities covered by interviews are; Tripoli,
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This sample represents various

levels of sizes of cities, and has been selected because the housing shortage
problem is more evident in these particular cities. The persons interviewed were
as follows:

11-GeneralAuditor of Housing(MinisterPosition).
2- Under Secretaryof GeneralCouncilof Planning(GCP).
3- Under Secretaryof GeneralPeople'sCommitteeof Planning(GPCP).
4- General Secretariesof General Councils of Planning in various Shabiat
(administrativeareas) (GCPS).(N=3)
5- Managersof Urban Planningin various Shabiat (UPS). (N=3)
6- Secretary of General People's Committee of Housing and Utilities in
various Shabiat (GPCHUS).(N=3)
7- Head of Departmentof Loaningin CommercialBanks (DLCB).(N=3)
8- Head of Departmentof Loaning in Saving and Real Estate Investment
Bank (DLSREIB).(N=1)
9- ResponsibleEngineersin housingprojectsin various Shabiat.(N=2)
10-Secretaryof Basic People'sCongressin various districts. (N=2)
11-Secretary of People's Committee of Housing and Utilities in Basic
People'sCongressin various districts.(N=3)
4.8.3 Foreign Investors

Questionnaire

Design and Procedures

The questionnaire has been designed to determine the opinions of foreign
investors. The questions explore the foreign companies' experience in housing
(private
institutions
Libyan
dealings
and official).
their
with
construction and
The answers for these questions were intended to shed light on the competition,
the costs of housing construction, and whether they are interested in
partnership possibilities.
The procedures to deal with questionnaires started by the design the
the
test
The
to
tested.
This
pilot
then
of
purpose
was
pilot
was
questionnaire.
faced
that
the
no problems in
the
respondents
and
ensure
questionnaire,
refine
in
be
difficulties
there
that
the
capturing the
no
would
and
questions,
answering
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of each question's validity,

to be answered

questions

for preliminary

analysis (Saunders et al, 2003). Generally, there are three major phases, which
can

be

distinguished,

development

which

and polishing

are

pre-test

question
(Bishop

development,

and Heberlein,

questionnaire
1990; DeVaus,

2002).

The next step was transmittingthe questionnairesto foreign companies,which
had worked in Libya and to companiesin the UK, Spain and Egypt who had not
previouslyworked in Libya.

4.8.4. Difficulties Faced in Collection
The main problemsof data collectionhave been:
The greatest problem faced in collecting data lay in interviewing high
level functionariesbecauseof the limitationsof their time;
Some of functionariesin lower levels are not convincedto deal with the
interview seriously because they think these interviews can not change
the current situation;
Questionnairessent to most of the construction companies out with of
Libya did not reply and others took a long time to return their answers.
The researcher took some procedures to ameliorate the difficulties. For
in
Libyan
importance
to
the
society the
relations
of
social
example, according
PhD
the
before
the
from
the
of
study
benefited
start
made
contacts
researcher
(being a Dean of the Economic Faculty at Omar A Mukhtar University and a
The
in
Al-Btnan
Planning
Council
General
researcher's
the
area).
of
member of
brothers' contacts also helped (from his position as a member of General
People's Congress "parliament") in arranging meetings with some of the high
level functionaries and offering accommodation in distant cities and coordinating
transportation. So these problems have been reduced.
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4.8.5. Delivery and Collecting Data
Data collection started in May 2004, with a survey of the literature related to
foreign direct investment theories. This survey also examined Libyan legislation
and official documents collected during the study.
In addition,

23 interviews were made in different cities with officials of different

levels to achieve a balanced sample.
Concerning the questionnaire; the response rate was slow, only 6 companies
handed
30
from
the
who
were
companies
returned completed questionnaires
the questionnaire for companies working in Libya. Pertaining to companies
UK
have
Spain
from
Egypt,
50
Libya
9
the
and
companies
out of
outside of
UK
from
been
has
There
any
no
reply
the
completed questionnaire.
returned
company.
According to research requirements; to support the argument by the experience
housing
building
in
the
and
that
construction
the
work abroad
companies
of
field; the questionnaire was designed to obtain an understanding of foreign
investors' opinion and attitudes. Despite the e-mails and post letters prompts
being sent to more than 70 companies in different countries such as Turkey,
Egypt, Italy, the UK, the response was still poor. Therefore, assistance was
Americas,
Africa,
Manager
(Export
Cain
Peter
to
by
an e-mail sent
required
South Asia, Non-EU Europe, and Russia Construction Unit - UK Trade &
Investment) to provide a list of UK companies. Kindly he sent a data base
The
by
them
to
post.
re-send
the
questionnaires were prepared
website, and
handed
the
responses
30
9
whereas
questionnaires,
of
responses were

6.
from
Libya
were
questionnaires
The replies of interviews and questionnairesreceived have been preliminarily
Excel
Then
such
as
first
to
programmes
analysis
step analysis.
classified as a
data.
the
to
Nvivo
analyze
was used
and
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4.9. DATA ANALYSIS
Data collected from the semi-structured interviews and questionnaires have
been analysed to obtain the findings, which will be used in the discussion in the
next chapter.

Close-ended questions has been analysed by using Excel software, where
quantitative methods have been adopted to analyse these questions in a
straightforward way, a percentage being calculated for every question to
determinethe power of the answerfor the question.
In Open questions qualitativemethodshave been adopted to deal with analyse,
Nvivo and classical matrix analysis has been applied to the questions to reach
the findings.

Therefore, as a result of the analysis procedures,the findings from the data
analysiswill be employedwith the other sourcesthat have been obtainedduring
the data collectionand accordingto the researchmethodology.

4.10. SUMMARY
The research methodology has been classified according to: the purpose of
research which means the purpose for the conduct of the research; and also by
the process of the research which means the way in which data will be
collected.

The type of research has been classifiedaccordingto the logic of the research
that refers to whether the researchis movingfrom the general to the specificor
vice versa, and finally by the type of outcome of the research that refers to
whether the research is trying to solve a particular problem or make a general
contribution to knowledge.
Different types of research are based on different conceptions of the nature of
science. This research is based on identifying the problems of FDI in the
housing sector in Libya as an initial step to achieve the main aims of the
invest
FDI
to
Libya
is:
to
that
and what are the
attract
can
what
extent
research
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to attract this FDI, which can help to overcome Libyan

housing problems.

The research therefore, will provide a proposal for a framework, which will
address the housing problems and potential solutions in order to attract FDL
This chapter has sought to establish a sound justification of the chosen
research methodology and approach. In particular, it has attempted to explain
the background of the overall qualitative methodology and its relevance to the
context of this study in terms of the replication logic and the generalisation issue
of the case study approach. This chapter formed the basis for establishing the

actual data collectionprotocolactivityand proceduresthat have been used.
Chapter 5 will present the findings from collected data from work field, and
discuss the findings in comparison with the other sources of data such as
literature review and documentary survey. Triangulation methods have been
adopted in the discussion,which will give the study more depth, and that lead to
produce satisfactoryrecommendations.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter aims to present the findings that were obtained from the analysis
of the fieldwork data, and compare and contrast these findings with the
literature survey in a triangulation approach.
For reliability and validity purposes, to gain access to the truth and achieve
accuracy in the information used in the research, qualified and knowledgeable
persons on the subject of the research where selected for interview. The
personal data reflects this.

5.2. ACCURACY OF DATA
To ensure that the data collected from the semi-structured interviews is
accurate and has the attributes of validity and credibility, the interviewees
chosen all have knowledge and experience in housing. 70 % of the interviewees
are in the age group between 31 and 50 years, (26% in the age group between
31 and 40 years and 44% in the age group between 41 and 50 years) as
illustrated in figure 5.1, This age bracket is closer to the problem because this
age group generally bears the responsibility for providing housing for families
according to the habits and traditions of Libyan society.
Age group 20-30
Age groupý > 60
Age group 31-40
Age grOUP 51 60

17%

26%

W,,

13%

44%

Age group, 41-50

Figure 5.1: distributions
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Moreover, figure 5.2 represents the interviewees' qualification& 69% had a first
university degree; 22% hold a masters degree and 9% hold a PhD degree.
These levels of qualifications reflect that they are likely to understand the issues
related to the research objectives.
PhD degree

Masters degree
University degn

-

1.

Figure 5.2: interviewees' qualification
In addition, the interviewees are mostly specialists in disciplines relevant to the
construction sector. Figure 5.3 illustrates that: 70% are engineers 4%,
economists; 13% accountants; 9% administrative; and 4% other disciplines.
Accountants

Engineers

tratives
disciplines

Figure 5.3: interviewees' profession
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The number of years of experience reflects to what extent the interviewees
know about the housing problem and the history and its background. Figure 5.4
reflect that: 44% of interviewees have more than 20 years of experience in this
sector; 13% have between 15 and 20 years of experience, 17% have
experience between 10 and 14 years; 17%. have experience between 5 and 9
yearsl and 9% have less than 5 years experience.
20 experience years

15-20 experience years
5 experience years

10-14 experience

5-9 experience years

Figure SA: interviewees'

experience

It should be noted that all the people who were interviewed were in positions of
leadership in the legislative and executive organs of government

as set out in

Section 4.8.2 of the research methodology chapter.

5.3. Background

Shortage
in Libya
Housing
of

Libyan society has adopted mixed concepts for housing. While housing is
considered as a consumption commodity for the whole society according to a
temperate trend, at the same time housing-has also been considered as an
essential commodity and as fixed commodity according to Marxist Trends as
mentioned in chapter 2.
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During the period of the 1960s and the early 1970s, the Libyan government
adopted successful policies in housing as mentioned in section 3.4 in chapter 3,
such as: Public Housing Policy; Personal Capability
Upgrading

Policy;

Sites and Services

some areas in Benghazi
demand

remained

higher

and Al-Marj.
than supply

Policies;

Policy; Improvement

and Core Housing

Despite the government
in the housing

economic growth in the coastal cities in particular,

Policy in

attempts, the

market

Legislation

and

due to the

law (4) in 1978

decreased this supply, although the effects appeared later.

The shortage in housing in Libya that had started became clearly more notable
for most of society. 96% of the interviewees agreed that there had been a
severe a shortage in housing for about 20 years. In addition, a report of the
General Council of Planning (GCP) presented to the General People's
Congress (GPC) meeting in 2002 highlighted the housing shortage in Libya.
Moreover, Dr. Ghanem, the Secretaryof General People's Committee(SGPC)
(Prime Minister)mentionedthe shortagein housingin his speech to the General
People's Congress (GPC) meeting in 2004 and in a TV interview on Jamahiriya
TV in 2006. He estimated the shortage in housing as about 450,000 units in
2002.
The characteristics of the housing crisis that accompanied the problem are most
important. The difficulty of obtaining housing for new families was identified by
the interviewees (73%). In addition, the Basic People's Congresses (BPG) have
its
top
the
housing
of
priorities since
the
at
the
of
shortage
problem of
placed
the emergence of the problem at the beginning of 1980s, until now. When
failed
to
this
1980
items
mention
agenda
single
a
not
since
reviewing agenda
(BPG)
Congresses
People's
The
Basic
strongly recommend providing
problem.
these new families with housing at all of their meetings.
Another characteristic has appeared and it is new to the Libyan society. That is,
the sale-leasing contract. This characteristic has been imported from Egypt, and
before
leaving
the
inhabitant
takes
of
money
the
amount
an
original
means
dwelling for the new inhabitant. This characteristic is one of the notable

interviewees.
by
77%
been
has
of
observed
observationsand
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it should be noted that there are major shortage in

materials in particular in cement and reinforcement.

Consequently,

a black market appeared and the price rapidly increased. For instance the price
of cement changed from 37 L.D/ ton to 170 L.D/ton, and the price of
reinforcement changed from 130 L.D/ ton to 650 L.D/ton. 59% of the sample
reported that the shortages of construction materials are a characteristic of the
shortage in housing. In addition, the General Council for Planning (GCP) in its
project for housing policy and urban development confirmed that the shortages
of construction materials are characteristic of the shortage in housing.
Moreover, Porter and Yergin (2006) repeated the report of shortages of
construction materials in the housing sector in Libya.
The Secretary of (GCP) mentioned the random construction phenomena and
building shacks as a characteristic of the shortage in housing in 2002. In
addition, the majority of interviewees (77%) agreed, and the observations
in
has
that
the
spread
most city
construction
random
provided evidence
suburbs.
Due to centralised plans, local urban planning stopped from 1985. Moreover,
despite the small ratio of interviewees (18%) mentioning the lack of urban plans,
the Under Secretary of the General Council of Planning (GCP), confirmed that
there had been no urban plans after 1980. This lack of urban plans led to
increases in lands prices, consequently, leading to real estate price increases.

It is worth noting that the housing shortagecauses negative social effects such
high
in
decreases
occupancyrates
increased
divorce
rates;
marriage
rates;
as:
in housing units; more than one family occupying one housing unit. These
interviewees.
by
45%
have
been
of
mentioned
negativesocial effects

5.4. REASONS OF THE SHORTAGE
Libya has faced difficult circumstances in the last three decades that caused
many economic and social problems the wider economic and social problems
have been excluded from this thesis; however, the housing crisis is linked to
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there are a number of reasons

of them are internal

and others

are

external.

5.4.1. Internal Reasons:

Through exhaustive study it has been found that internal causes fall under a
variety of headings: such as: adopting overambitious targets; administrative
system instability; population increases; local contractors' experience
inadequacy; establishment legislation that prevents leasing; decrease in
financial resources; vacillating public targets; lack of adequacy in urban
planning;changes in the residentialbehaviourof the population.
5.4.1.1 Adopting Overambitious Targets
As a result of abundant oil revenues, Libya was released from its debts and
developmental
in
to
it
became
be
to
start
projects
able
self sufficient, so
started
various economic fields. Thereby an enormous amount of money has been
in
housing
Table
5.1
the
in
for
development
sector.
particular,
plans,
allocated
illustrates the allocated amounts compared with actual expenditure amounts in
these development plans in the housing sector in the period 1970 - 1996.
one can recognise that there was a rapid increase in the allocated amount in
development plans in the housing sector in the period 1970 - 1981; In addition
to that, the actual expenditure was more than the allocated amount in some
to
For
the
allocated amount ratio was
expenditure
actual
example,
years.
114.3% in 1970 and 102.2% in 1981.

Allocated amounts for the housing developmentplans started decreasingfrom
1982 when Libya cut back expenditure after the USA sanctions in 1982
because of the Lockerbie incident. Whereas allocated amounts decreased,to
in
1989,
the
Dinars
Libyan
actual expenditure also
91.8
million
arrive at
dropped. For instance, it was 41.4% in 1987. After that, the decrease in
Libyan
Dinars
70
for
housing
has
million
was
continued.
allocated amounts
fixed in 1994, and the real expenditure percentage was only 18%. A sharp
ill
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decrease occurred in 1995 and 1996 where the allocated funds were only 3
million LIDand 8 million LIDrespectively.
Since 1982, the actual expenditure has started to decline irregularly. The actual
expenditure ratio also dropped to 17.1% in 1991 and 18% in 1994, this
decrease in actual expenditure indicates that the main difficulties are in housing
project development plans rather than the authorities' financial ability.

Table 5.1: Allotted amount and Actual expenditure in development
plans in housing sector in the period 1970- 1996
Year

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
190r,
1996
Total 70 - 96

Allotted
amount (AA)
LD Units
32.8
39.9
72.9
76.9
148.2
142.7
150.5
185.0
231.0
166.0
231.7
288.2
245.6
217.6
208.2
168.6
167.5
142.0
138.8
91.8
100.0
289.7
70.0

Actual expenditure
(AE)
LD Units
37.5
39.4
72.2
60.9
146.9
128.3
138.3
175.1
152.7
167.8
224.0
294
,6
237.0
221
,3
_184.0
143.6
126.6
58.8
77.3
97.6
86.9
49.8
19.1
12.6
14.7
42.6
3,009.6

70.0
3.0
8.0
3,686.6

% AE to
AA
114.3%
98.7%
99.0%
79.1%
99.1%
89.9%
91.8%
94.6%
66.1%
101.0%
96.6%
102.2%
96.4%
101.7%
88.3%
85.1%
75.5%
41.4%
55.6%
106.3%
86.9%
17.1%
27.2%
18.0%
490%
532.5%
81.6%

Source: General People's Secretariat of Planning, Economic, and commerce (1997),
The National Accounts 1980 - 1996, PP 21 - 28.
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in these plans were bigger than the

states capability. The execution ratio in housing was 60% in the five year plans
for 1970 - 1975 and 1976 - 1980, and it was 67% in the plan for 1981
1985.
Then, development plans in housing stopped; as mentioned in the General
People's

Committee

"Evaluation
General

of Housing

Housing

for

Planning,

Policies

Economic,

in Jamahiriya

and

Trade

in 1997. What

Board Report clarified that 12,000 housing

study

entitled

is more, the
units were not

from the period 1979 - 1985. Furthermore, 73% of the interview
sample affirmed that they consider the inability to complete the plans targets
completed

and a decrease of the execution implementation

ratio important reasons for the

housing shortage.

5.4.1.2 Administrative

System Instability

From the 2nd of March 1977 Libya adopted a socialism regime, which resulted
in a lot of changes in the Libyan government administration. Both the high level
(decisions makers) and low level (decisions implementers) have been changed
several times, often in convergent periods. Mergers of some of the General
Peoples' Committees (Ministries) occurred some times, even the abolition at
other times. According to the new regime the General Peoples' Committee for
Housing was established on it 2nd March 1977, subsequently it merged with the
General Peoples' Committee for Utilities named the General Peoples'
Committee for Housing and Utilities on the 3rd March 1982. The next change
for
Housing
Committee
Peoples'
General
the
the
on the 7th
of
was
abolition
October 1990. The General Peoples' Committee for Housing was re-established
on the 29th January 1996. Once again the General Peoples' Committee for
Housing was abolished and it became a subordinate of the Assistant Secretary
for Services Affairs, under the General Peoples' Committee in 2001. It then
became an independent administration headed by the General Auditor, which is
a subordinate of the General Peoples' Committee, in 2002 (General Peoples'
Committee, 2005). On the other hand, changes at lower levels are more rapid
than at high levels. Some times changes happen every year or less. 83% of
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that administrative

instability

caused

worsening

of the

shortage.

The merger and separation of provinces (administrative districts) was one of the
other significant causes which resulted in administrative instability. As a result of
this instability, national and local public housing projects contracts became
confused. At the same time contractors could not carry out their commitments
and were undermined in their rights, which made them unable to accomplish
their contractual commitments. Administrative instability has been considered
as one of the most significant causes, which led to the decline in development
levels in the Libyan economy (Al-Megharbi, 1993)
Generally, it can be said, that many of the changes in administrative
organisations and the administrative instability were a real cause for
unsuccessful development plans in whole sectors of the Libyan economy,
including housing.
5.4.1.3 Population Increases

After the oil heyday, the Libya population has seen high growth levels. It
reached 4.3% in 1972 (Lahmeyer,2003). As shown in Figure 5.1 the numberof
families rose from 387,043 families in 1973to 727,523 families in 1995 (Shamia
& Kaebah 1996). In addition, 78% of intervieweesaffirmed that the increasing
population was one of the reasons causing the housing shortage. However,
numerous people postponedtheir marriage plans until acquiring a house. This
increasein numbersresultedin an increasein housingdemand.
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Figure 5.5: Increases in Family Numbers -1973 -1995

5.4.1.4 Local Contractors'

Experience Inadequacy

Many difficulties occurred with foreign contractors. The most significant cause
for the decline of implementation levels was that the government did not
complete its contractual commitment with contractors in arguments about hard
currency payments, and delays in payments instalments (General Board for
Housing, 2003). In addition, 67% of interviewees agreed that the government
non-commitment to their contracts led to an inability to complete housing
projects.
As a consequence

many foreign

contractors

left Libya. Those that stayed

received a smaller share of the available contracts.

The Libyan policy trend in housing adopted since the 1990s has been to
encourage contracting with local Libyan contractors. In executing and
sometimes investing in the Libyan housing sector, it became apparent that most
of the local contractors suffered experience weaknesses in executing large
scale housing projects. 68% of interviewees confirmed this as a problem
supported by the General Board for Housing (2003). As a result of the
deterioration of the contracting apparatus and in spite of attempts to re-organise
many times it became even harder to satisfy the stringent demand in this sector.
Absence of local qualified labour and skilled labour in the construction sector
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on foreign companies and labour (General Council

of Planning, 2002).
5.4.1.5 Establishment

Legislation That Prevents Leasing

Libya adopted a socialism regime which rejected ownership for leasing
purposes. "the house is a basic need of both the individual and the family.
Therefore, it should not be owned by others." (Al Qathafi, 1975:53). As a
has
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consequence
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As a result,
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building
the
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private
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The General People's Committee for Planning, Economics, and Trade study
(1997) pointed to a lack of private sector participation in the housing sector.
Moreover, 88% of the interview sample confirms that the legislation that
housing
for
the
important
leasing
shortage
reason
an
was
prevented
5.4.1.6 Decrease in Financial Resources
To finance the Libyan housing sector three ways have been adopted.
The first method was, financing by government, where it was a part of the
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housing policy as one of the policies that has been adopted as mentioned
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$35.69/barrel in 1981 to $11.21/barrel in 1998 (13P,2005), in addition to other
therefore
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decreasein the financingability.
The next form of financing was by loans and mortgages from commercial banks
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(Porter, 2006, ranked Libya 98 out of 100 countries that have difficulties in
banking procedures) and restrictive laws, hence it became inefficient.

The third method was dependent on individual savings from the people to
implement the personal capabilities policy as mentioned previously. 51% of the
Libyan workforce is government employees as cited in the Porter report (2006),
while Dr. Ghanem the Secretary of General People's Committee (SGPC) (Prime
Minister), (2004) illustrates in his speech that the percentage of government
employees is more than 70% of the formal workforce. 400,000 of 800,000
government employees are in public education. Whereas, 8% - 10% is an
acceptable percentage of the workforce to employ in the public sector as
confirmed in Porter Report. However, the majority of public employees' monthly
incomes are low, where 95.7% of them earn less than 500 LD, and 85% less
than 300 LID per month (General Board of Information, 2002: 51). These low
levels of income are insufficient for even essential goods. When matched by
equally poor income levels in the private sector, there is little left for saving and
investment. (For comparison with incomes levels in the UK, El = 2.367 LID
(Central Bank of Libya, 2005)).
The governor of the Central Bank of Libya' in a letter dated 30.11.1994 to the
Secretary of General People's Committee requested an extension to the period
for 60,000 units from three years to five years due to financial difficulties. This
letter is evidence of the lack of financial resources In the housing sector.
Furthermore, 58% of the interviewees said Government financial difficulties

were one of causes of the shortagesin the housingsector.
5.4.1.7 Vacillating Public Targets
The crucial feature at the beginning of the period 1970 - 1995 was the
government's total service provision to all people. These services included
housing. Therefore, huge amounts of the development budget have been
allocated to the housing sector. As a result of economic and political events in
the first half of the 1980s this led to the previously noted decrease in devoted
amounts for the housing sector, which consequently resulted in changing
targets and priorities.
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Policies in the Jamahiriya study by the General

for Planning,

Economics,

and Trade (1997), advocated

plans for housing from 1985, and then allocating finance
previous

said the vacillation

targets.

In addition,

57%

of the

sample

of targets in the different periods caused the

neglect of housing as a priority.

From another angle, the political problemsthat Libya had been involved in, led
to the expenditureof reparation money to rectify old mistakes. Libya paid $2.7
Billion to the USA and UK to resolvethe Lockerbieissue.
5.4.1.8 Lack of Adequacy in Urban Planning

A study on housing policies prepared by the General Council for PlanningAct
No: (23) for 2002, identified the cause of housing shortage as the lack of
contemporary urban planning. The current plans ended in 2000 (General
Council for Planning, 2002), yet, the efforts to prepare new urban plans still
suffer from a lot of complications.Hence, land prices have increased rapidly
and sharply. Furthermore,78% of the intervieweesaffirmed (and in particular
100% of Managersof Urban Planningin the Shabiat)that a lack of urban plans
has contributedsignificantlyto the shortageproblemin housing.
5.4.1.9 Changes In the Residential Behaviour of the Population
In the period before oil was discovered at the end of the 1950s, most Libyans
dwelt in either troglodyte dwellings, cottages or tents. In the period 1960 - 1970
mass migration to the cities occurred with people looking for better jobs due to
the oil boom. This period was characterised by the appearance of Inhabitant
gatherings in shanty towns on the cities outskirts. Most dwellings were typically
occupied by two or more families as cited by the census of 1964. Most families
resided in rented dwellings.
However, since 1970, housing behaviour for inhabitants has changed. Families
stopped sharing houses as a result of the initial housing sector boom. Libyans
were also affected by new cultures and trends, and as a result of this,
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changed; this led inexorably to the increase in demand on housing.

This increase through time brought about a shortage in housing which was not

accompanied by a sufficient increase in supply.
5.4.2 External Reasons

These reasons could be divided into: economic sanction effects; foreign
companies boycott; and decrease in oil revenues.
5.4.2.1 Economic Sanction Effects
Libya has faced sanctions because of political issues; the USA hurried to
impose sanctions on Libya in 1982, and continues; (despite the attempts of US
business groups, led by oil companies that hold concessions in Libya to
imposed
Libya
ban
that
trade
to
US
was
on
the
a
ease
administration
persuade
in 1986). The UN Security Council imposed sanctions on Libya in 1992 to press
Tripoli to hand over two suspects wanted for the 1988 bombing of a US Pan
American Airways airliner over Lockerbie, Scotland.
These sanctions put Libya in severe circumstances, and this led to economic
This
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similar
sector,
affected
economic situation
76% of interviewees saw the sanctions as having a crucial effect on the housing
in
both
in
direct
housing
for
it
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cited
of
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sector and was one

and indirectways.
5.4.2.2 Foreign Companies Boycott

Many foreign companies boycottedLibya, in obedienceto the UN decision No:
748 for 1992 and decision No: 883 for 1993 which put Libya under sanctions.
The departure of these companiesled to stops and delays in many projects in
hard
Lack
been
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has
of
and
housing
the
affected.
sector
which
payment delays also led to the withdrawal of many other multinational
(Benkrima,
delayed
dates
extensively
were
companies, as a result completion
2001; El-hasia, 2005). For instance,accordingto the decision of the Secretary
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General People's Committee of Housing and Utilities No: 191 for 2000,

seventeen companies withdrew from housing projects by mutual agreement
most of them Turkish companies (General Board for Housing, 2003: 43-46).
5.4.2.3 Decrease in Oil Revenues

The effects of the decrease of oil revenues started appearing after the USA
administration imposed sanctions on Libya in 1982. US companies stopped
dealing with the Libyan oil sector in particular.As a consequence,the cost of
production in the oil sector increased and oil revenues declined (Alavi, 2003).
The UN decisions in the early 1990s made the situation worse; additionallyoil
prices fluctuation participated in creating instability in the economy and made
the establishment of development plans more difficult. Based upon the
disturbancesthat dominatedthe oil sector, this was transmittedto all economic
sectors includingthe housingsector.

5.4.3. State Initiatives to cover the Shortage in Housing
It can be said that the governments' role in the housing sector in Libya,
continued playing a significant role as a bailsman, from the beginning of the
in
bottlenecks
the 1980s. In this,
despite
the
in
1995
1970
until
study period
period the government built houses and allocated them to people. The
government assumed control of the planning process and the provision of land
for construction. However, it cannot continue to play the same role because of
its limited financial resources and increased workloads. In addition, government
bureaucracy has caused untenable delays in the procedures. It has become
clear that the government was unable to do everything itself and that the private
to
the
to
be
according
real estate
participate
given
an
opportunity
sector should
thesis,
this
Through
the
of
policies, which
period
evaluation
market mechanism.
relied entirely on the government for their success was not always accompanied
by total government support for these same policies. The outcome was that

targets set in most plans were not achieved.
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had played a significant
30% of interviewees

regarded the results of government intervention as not solving the problem.

Of those interviewees who think the government has played a role to solve the
problem, they identified the following as the most important procedures: 68% of
the sample confirmed the state encouragement for the commercial banks and
Saving and Real Estate Investment Bank (SREIB) through Central Bank of
Libya (CBL) to give personal loans for housing particularly in 1970s and early of
1980s. Furthermore, CBL clarified in its Economic bulletin (2004, first quarter.
24) that the housing loans increased gradually in the period 1990 - 2000,
whereas housing loans from Saving and Real Estate Investment Bank
increased from 26.4 million LA to 37.7 million LA in 2000, and then increased
rapidly from 75.5 million L.D in 2001 to 511.6 million L.D in 2003. But the
maximum amount of individual loans was not enough for total construction cost.
Whereas the maximum amount was 15,000 L.D, while the actual cost for a
typical house was more than 40,000 L.D. The General People's Committee
decisions No 393 in 1999 and No 30 in 2000 increased the maximum personal
loan to 30,000 LID, but this is still insufficient. Moreover, Libya ranked 98 out of
100 in ease of loan procedures as cited by Porter and Yergin (2006).
In addition, the government established 60,000 housing unit projects in a three
year plan 1996 - 1998. This period was then extended to five year 1996 - 2000.
(The General Housing Board Report (2002)). 63% of interviewees pointed to the
project as evidence of government activity.

Nevertheless, this project has been faltering, only 2840 units had been
completed by 2004. This report identifiedfinancial difficultiesas the cause. 210
for
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have
years,
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project
allocated
million
but the amount providedhas only been 67 million L.D.
Furthermore, new legislation and decisions have been established to encourage
local companies to participate, and have made procedures easier for new
have
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local
46
companies
contribution
and
companies
public
companies.
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the project of 60,000 housing units. (General

Housing Board Report, 2002). Due to the low efficiency of these companies and
their lack of experience there was a minimal level of implementation.

The interviewees clarified that the success rate of the state in resolving the
problem was low. 50% of them believed that the success rate is less than 20%,
while 40% said the percentage of success are less than 40%.

5.4.4. The reasons that hindered solving the housing problem
The most important reasons for the failure of housing shortage solutions have
been obtained from the documentation as secondary data. The interviews'
answers as primary data are: Legislatory reasons; administrative reasons;
political reasons;and economicreasons.
5.4.4.1. Legislatory Reasons

After a comprehensivesurvey of Libyan laws, concerning the housing sector,
one can notice that Libya adopted socialism as an eco-political regime and
started establishing a number of laws that prevented private sector activities.
More than 70% of the respondentsindicatedthe most importantacts that led to
failure were law No (4) 1987,that preventedownershipof more than one house
for the family. This law still applied, until law No (11) 1992 establishedto give
the right for some categoriesof peopleto own more than one house. Moreover,
it gave some institutions and companies'the right to build houses for rent as
investment projects. In addition, there was a lack of conveyancing law
applicable to society developmentsin ownership and lease issues. Moreover,
there was an absence of laws that guaranteedbanks return on loans by legal
distraining.
The severe tenor of these laws was to prevent the private sector from
contributing to solve the problem of housing shortages. New legislation
established later, gave the right to own dwellings for leasing, such as law No
(11) 1992, law No (14) 1995, and law No (21) 1998, which now encourage the
lease.
for
dwellings
to
and
sale
construct
sector
private
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Reasons

Administration procedures play a crucial role in the development issue in all
economic activities. The absence of efficient administration led to a waste of
time and resources without achieving targets.

Through a survey of the General People's Congress, it was evident that the
failure
instability
the
reasons. 63% of the
was
one
of
administration
interviewees' answers confirm that the administration problems led to
unsuccessful solutions. The rapid changing of the responsible officers led to
ignorance of the previous procedures,and the starting of new ones. Therefore,
lots of money and time were wasted. Moreover,52% of respondentsthink that
choosing responsible officers in the councils directly by elections were not
Furthermore,
83%
in
The
reason.
of
was
another
office
period
short
efficient.
the sample affirmed the absence of action to respond to a problem at the
beginning and failure to analyse it systematically.This led the problemto grow
to a crisis level.
5.4.4.3. Political Reasons
Adopting a socialist regime in Libya as a political system led to a decline in the
private sector and reduced individual initiatives and personal aspirations. These
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the effectiveness of solutions. 78% of interviewees said that: the changing
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5.4.4.4. Economic Reasons
Economic reasons occupied the first rank in the authorities' failed attempts to
solve the shortage in housing:
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confirmed that, the dependence on unqualified

local efforts to solve the housing problem was the crucial reason for failure. The
authorities

gave great opportunities

units, unfortunately,

to local companies

to implement

60,000

these local companies abused this chance to benefit from

differences in the exchange market, where variations between the official
market price, and the black market price was large. In addition, 72% of
interviewees stated that one of the significant reasons was financial policies that
depended on personal savings. This was without knowing the publics ability to
offer sufficient financial resources for individual housing projects.

A weakness of efficiency of commercialbanks was an important reason in the
failure of the solutions. This was confirmed by 72% of the interviewees.This
weakness led to an inability to manage instalments. The total of missing
instalments;reached 428.6 million LIDin the period 1971 - 2001. That led to a
decrease in the lending ability. Moreover,61% of intervieweesindicatedthat the
absence of studies in advance for the cost of house constructionled to wrong
(15,000
The
loan
LID)was
inappropriate
loan
for
amount
amounts.
estimates
less than half the typical building cost of a house. 57% of intervieweesalso
reportedthat, the urban planningdepartmentslag in the implementationof new
plans for new projects was one of the reasonsfor failure. This insufficiencyled
to a mushroomingof housingunits, randomlylocatedto areas, which lackedthe
infrastructureand healthyconditionsfor effectivecommunitydevelopment.

5.4.5. Negative Affects of Housing Shortage
Many negative effects of the housing shortage have appeared in the second
half of the 1980s. These negative effects affected social life in the Libyan
became
deferring
The
clearly observed where
phenomena
marriage
society.
the average marriage age increasedto 35 years for a male and 27 years for a
female, having previouslybeen 22 -25 years for a male and 18 - 20 for a female
in the 1970s. In addition, 95% of interviewees indicated that deferring the
marriage age has been one of the most important negative effects on Libyan
society.
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One of the other observed negative effects of the housing shortage has been an
increased
become

reluctance to marry, and the new phenomenon
rampant

housing shortage

in Libyan society. 91% of interviewees
has caused an increased reluctance

of spinsterhood
confirmed

has

that the

to marry in the Libyan

youth.

The spread of the sale of the lease phenomenon(Sub-lettingis the comparable
UK term) in Libyan society, has emerged as a result of the lack of housing
supply. One impact has been that landlords incur huge costs in evicting illegal
tenants. 82% of interviewees' are definite that the sub-letting was one of the
major negative side effects of the housing shortage. This 'sub-letting' also
includes dual-tenancy when the resident leaseholder allows another family to
occupy the same residence.
Furthermore,78% of intervieweesconsideredfraud on property and occupancy
laws are a negative effect that has happeneddue to the continuingshortage in
housing. This behaviour became more notable by observation,since the 1980s
and has severely affected Libyansociety.
Approximately 61 % of interviewees identified an increasing divorce rate as one
of the negative effects of the shortage in housing: the Libyan statistic book,
2002, affirmed the divorce rate reached 5.8% in 2001. From local observations,
it can be said that the shortage of housing was also a contributory cause for an
increase of the divorce rate.

There are a number of other negative effects resulting from the problem of
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these latter findings have not been substantiated in the secondary literature

sources
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5.4.6. Finance Barriers in the Housing Sector
Perhaps the crucial dilemma of the housing sector has been the barriers of
finance. These difficulties of finance being due to a number of factors.
Correspondence between the Central Bank of Libya (CBL) and the General
People's Committee for Housing (GPCH), and the General People's Committee
about the 60,000 housing units, illustrates the size of the finance problem. In
addition, the letter from the Secretary of the General People's Committee on
08/09/1997 to the Secretary of the Secretariat in the General People's
Congress illustrated the difficulty of obtaining local construction materials.

Through the interviewsanalysis,86% of respondentssaid that the reluctanceof
the private sector to invest in housing becauseof the issuance of Law No. 4 of
1978, led to the decline of private sector efforts, therefore contributing to the
stop in housing construction.
In addition to the above, the inefficiency of commercial banks and their
dependency to the Central Bank of Libya (CBL) - which, possess the lions share
of the funds - makes these banks unable to make their own decisions,
especially in the policy of housing loans. The results of interviews illustrated that
91% of respondents confirm that the weakness of efficiency of the commercial
banks, was a reason for the lack of finance in housing.
Furthermore, total funds for housing shown in the development plans were
insufficient especially as of to 1984. The allotted amounts for housing
decreased generally, for instance the amount dropped from 208.2 M.L.D in
1984 to 3 M. L.D in 1995, as was shown in table 5.1, whereas the actual
expenditure ratio fell more sharply in most years. Even failing to less than 50%
in some years. 52% of respondents affirmed shortages of funds in housing
development plans were a reason for the finance barriers.
Private loan amounts for housing purposes are inefficient. The original 15,000
LID, then Increased to 30,000, as mentioned previously, but this amount is still
too little to finish construction. 56% of interviewees said the maximum available

loan, causedfinance problemsin the housingsector.
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5.4.7. Other Factors Affecting the Housing Sector
There are some additional factors that affect the housing sector indirectly. For
instance, the extent of availability of construction materials has a large affect on
housing, 60% of respondents reported that the availability of construction
materials amounted to only 50% of needs. Moreover, the General Council for
Panning report on Project Housing Policy and Urban Development in 2002
illustrated the insufficiencies of local construction materials.
The General Council for Planning report on Project Housing Policy and Urban
Development in 2002 also represented the scarcity of skilled labour in the
housing sector as affecting housing and proposed this as a major reason for the
housing shortage. 55% of interviewees affirmed that the scarcity of skilled local
labour (due to a lack of special training institutes for construction) was one of
the crucial reasons for the shortage in housing.

55% of respondentsalso reportedthat the lack of a training infrastructurecould
be a strong reason for disruption of housing construction,but no other source
was found to confirm this.

5.4.8. The Extent of PeoPle' Satisfaction with Their Houses
Despite Libyan peoples' desire to build their own houses (affirmed by 55% of
interviewees), but a shortage of loans as mentioned before, made them resort
to buying ready-built houses and paying in instalments. Generally, habitants are
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dwellings; 73% said the reason was the high occupier ratio in the dwellings. A
further reason was the shortage of separate rooms in the dwellings, affirmed by
69% of respondents. In addition, 60% of interviewees said the age of dwellings
for
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reason
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maintenance
absence
and
dwellings. Bilghit, (2007) also confirmed the general dissatisfaction with stock
housing.
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5.5. Private Sector Role in Housing
The private sector plays a crucial role in the housing sector. In particular, in the
period before 1988, when its contribution rate to total houses was 61.6%, as
shown in table 5.2. The majority of these private houses have been built using
loans from commercial banks and the Saving and Real Estate Investment Bank
which all work under Central Bank of Libya (CBL) supervision. This rate should
now be bigger, but private companies have stopped investing in housing since
law No.4 for 1978 was issued as mentioned above.

Table 5.2: Executed housing units during 1979-1996
Year

Public

Private housing

Total

% private

housing
1970-78

65827

90240

156067

57.8%

1979-88

79784

127913

207697

61.6%

1989-96

49993

72078

122071

59.0%

Sources: 1.The General People's Secretariat ot Planning, tconomic ancl bocial5canning in
Jamahiriya in period 1975- 1978, January 1979, p 26.
2. The Secretariat of Planning, Executants; of Economic & Social Development in the
first of September Revolution Era 1970 - 1975,1977, p38.
3. The General People's Secretariat of Planning and Trade, Executant's of National
Economy 1970-1996,1997: 23.

73% of respondents avowed the importance of the private sector in housing and
they think the private sector can contribute strongly to solve the housing
shortage if given the opportunity.

In addition, the General People's Committee for Planning, Economics and
Trade study to evaluate housing policies in the Jamahiriya (1997), illustrates,
the importance of the private sector, and reported that the private contribution
further
dropped
had
to
33.7%.
in
1993
in
housing
the
period
rate
-1996
Moreover, both the General Councilfor Planningstudy (2002) and the General
Board for Housing (2003) confirmed that the private sector was prevented from
contributing to solve the housing problem due to legislation.
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5.6. Foreign Investment in Housing
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in Libya. Table 5.2 pointed to the high foreign companies' rate in building
housing units which achieved85.2%in 1982.
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Table 5.4: Executed housing units by local and foreign companies
in 1970-1980- 1981- 1982
Year

Units executed
by local

%

Units executed

%

Total

by foreign

companies

companies

1970

4034

22

14366

78

18400

1980

21493

43.6

27786

56.4

49279

1981

10416

16.9

51255

8

61671

18813

114.8

108238

1982

1

.1

127051

,.)ource: uenerai veopie's uommittee Torvianning, tconomics and Trade (1997),
Evaluation of Housing Policies in Jamahiriya, pp 24, Tripoli.

However, these companies have now largely exited Libya, for a variety of

reasons.
Despite the good reputation of foreign companies, there are some negative
notes that are remarked on by Libyan authorities:the flowing of hard currency
out of the country, where about 4 billion L.D, has been transferred out of the
country until 1984; incomplete housing projects spread countrywide that had
been executed by foreign companies.This is mainly attributed to two reasons:
lack experience; or spread of corruption that led to contracts with incapable
companies and it is worth noting the inability of the Libyan side to meet its
commitments and pay the instalments on time.
5.6.1. Future Foreign Investment Possibilities to Enter the Libyan Market

Most studies related to the literature of FDI, illustrate the desires of both host
country and foreign investors to participate in FDI projects since benefits will
touch both sides as mentioned in chapter two. Moreover, all answers to
questionnairesthat were sent to foreign companies relating to their desire to
invest in Libya were positive; at the same time, the Libyan side is now
welcoming the foreign investors. All intervieweessaid the housing sector in
Libya now needs foreign investors' assistanceand this assistance might be a
major factor to solve the housing shortage problem; especially from those
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having a long experience and capability to execute huge projects. In addition,
the Libyan governments' attitude has been changed completely to be now
encouraging for foreign investors to enter Libyan markets by legislated new
laws in this matter such as law No. 5 for 1997 and law No.7 for 2003. It is worth
noting that Libya now allows foreign investors to invest in real estate and
infrastructure projects, besides, other sectors such as agriculture and industrial
projects, services, electrics, tourist projects ... etc.
Foreign direct investment can contribute in different ways. 52% of Libyan
interviewees reported that FDI could contribute by direct finance of housing
projects, while only 28% of international responses agreed with them. But both
interviewees and questionnaires respondents' answers agreed that the best
way for FDI contribution is in the direct execution of projects, where 90% of
interviewees and 85% of questionnaires respondents affirmed this.
Programming and consultation are other matters for contribution, 43% of
interviewees agreed with 71 % of answers of questionnaires respondents on this
issue. This low rate for interview respondents in finance matters is a return to
foreign investors' distrust of Libya. The interviewees believe the FDI investors
are unfamiliar with the Libyan investment environment as a result of media
activity against Libya. While, interviewees' have confidence in themselves that
they can do more, in jobs such as programming and consultations.
5.6.2. Foreign Direct Investment Advantages and Disadvantages

Both host country and foreign investors see advantages and disadvantages
from differentangles accordingto their attitudes.While the intervieweessaw the
advantages in: transferring high technologyto the host country; providingjobs
for local labour; introducingexperience;contributingby financing projects.The
foreign investors saw advantages in: opening new markets; maximizing their
benefiting
from
host
in
from
the low
benefiting
the
country;
raw
materials
profits;
labour price in host country.
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At the same time, when the foreign investors said there were no disadvantages
for FDI, the Libyan interviewees saw FDI had disadvantages
currency; dependence

in: out flow of hard

to foreign economies as illustrated in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Advantages and Disadvantages of Foreign Direct Investment
from Foreign Investors' Viewpoint and Libyan Interviewees' Viewpoint
Advantages
lo. Entrance to new markets.
FOREIGN
INVESTORS

Disadvantages
P,- There is no
disadvantage.

0,- Maximisation of profits.
P,- Exploitation of raw
materials.
Po-Benefiting from the low
labour price.

LIBYAN
INTERVIEWEES

Transferring high
10o.
technology.

0- Outflow of hard
currency out.

Oo.Creation of job
opportunities.
)- Introducing large-scale
experience.
0- Financing of projects.

lo-Dependence to foreign
economies.

,z)ource:toning DyAUtnor

5.6.3. Foreign Direct Investment

Determinants

To attract foreign direct investment, requirementsshould be provided; these
requisitescould be listed in:
5.6.3.1. Reform of the tax system

Many countries attract foreign investment by giving free tax exemptions for
different periods;despitetax facilitiesmentionedas one of the FIDIdeterminants
in the literature as cited above in chapter three. Egypt's experience was
negative when tax-free exempting for foreign investors did not achieve the
required results. However, in the empirical study, both sides, foreign investors
and host country affirmed that the tax-freeexemptionis not enough on it own to
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attract FDI, but it will be a help. 57% of foreign respondents confirmed the
importance
Hence,

of the tax-free

Libya

inducement

has created

status,

65% of interviewees

a lot of modifications

agreed

in taxation

with them.
laws as an

to encourage the private sector in general and to encourage FDI in

particular.

In this issue, it cannot be said that there is one magic factor to attract FDI, but
when factors in alliance are put together they provide a better investment
environment, and this is what investors consider.
5.6.3.2. Legislations Issuance to Attract FDI

Legislationissuance plays a significantrole to attract FIDI.The literaturerelated
to FDI verified that foreign investors are directed to countries, which have
suitable legislation such as commercial law, organizing laws for FDI, law for
entry to the country etc. In addition, both sides, foreign investors and the host
country affirmed to what extent attractivestatutes are important for FIDIas they
answered in the questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. 86% of
intervieweesand 64% of questionnaires'respondentsconfirmedthat legislation
to support FIDIis important.Therefore, Libya issued a number of laws to attract
FDI, for instance law No. 5 for 1997, and then modified it by law No. 7 for 2003,
to becomemore appropriate.
Legislation issuances are not enough, but activation of these statutes becomes
Libya
has
issued
important.
From
source
observations,
several
secondary
most
laws but their application was not efficient enough. So, foreign investors need to
feel that Libya is serious in its desire in this matter.
5.6.3.3. Political and Administrative

Stability

Foreign direct investment flows to countries that have political stability as
mentioned in chapter three. While 35% of questionnaire respondents answers
Libya,
in
had
been
that
whereas 69% of
achieved
political
stability
mentioned
the interviewees see Libya as one of the countries that have a stable political
FDL
for
But despite the
favourable
is
this
attracting
considered
as
system, and
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importance of administrative
has

suffered

respondents

from

instability.

administrative

and interviewees

Nonetheless,

both affirmed that the administrative

significant factor in attracting FDI. Moreover, the observations
difficulties in administrative

questionnaires
stability is a

told of continuing

procedures; particularly in paying instalments, which

then caused the contract cancellation

with foreign companies

in the housing

sector.

5.6.3.4. Existing transportation

and communications

Providing FDI for transportation and communication projects in a host country is
considered as an attractive factor. FDl studies pointed to the importance of
transportation and communication means, such as telephone lines, internet,
highways, and infrastructure. Observations confirm that Libya suffers a lack in
transportation and communication means but it has started to improve them
that
57%
verified
providing good
respondents
of questionnaire
recently.
transportation and communications affect their investment decisions. Libyan
interviewees did not mention this issue.
5.6.3.5. Freedom of Movement of Funds
Capital movements between countries are a crucial factor in attracting FDI,
funds
in
freedom
invest
impossible
it
is
to
of
of
movement
and
without
where
idea
the
depend
FDI
theories
host
of movement of capital,
the
on
country.
out of
from rich countries to countries which desire to host these funds.

In this respect the Libyan authority,aimed to host FDI by allowing movementof
in
Libya,
laws
and
out
of
capital
of
by
movement
make
capital establishingnew
Libyan
documentation.
In
in
the
freely
of
survey
achieved as shown
more
importance
the
interviewees
investors'
confirm
of
respondents and
addition,
freedom of movementof capital, 78% of questionnairerespondentsand 86% of
interviewees'answersaffirmedthis.
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of Exchange

Rate

Decisions makers in FDI are scared of a crisis caused by huge changes in
exchange rates; therefore they prefer to invest in stable economies. Stability of
exchange rates is considered as one of the elements of economic stability.
Through

studying

LBC reports, the stability of exchange is clearly a

characteristic of the Libyan economy.

Questionnairerespondentssaid stability of exchange was a crucial element of
deciding to invest in a country or not, where 67% of them confirm this, and 78%
of Libyan intervieweesagreed with them.

5.6.4. Additional Remarks
Through reviewing the target samples of the field study's answers, there are
be
listed
follows:
These
can
as
remarks
noting.
several remarksworth
benefit
from
to
to
this
from
both
is
desire
There
participate
sides
a
*
contribution;
FDI investors consider the transparency and provision of adequate
information about the investment climate in Libya to be a critical factor
when taking decisions;
Foreign investors prefer to enter by joint venture deals, and Libya is
prepared to accept this kind of agreement;

Foreign investors accept a reservation is necessary to engage in
full
to
their
full
protection
provide
of
clauses
ownership
projects under
rights;
There is a good opportunity for participation between Libyan companies
and foreign investors;
*

Trust is still not sufficient for foreign investors in Libya due to a lack of

information;
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Foreign investors cannot invest a huge amount of capital, in large projects such
as housing projects, which take a long time to be established without additional

changes.

5.6.5. Advantages of Joint Venture Participation
Both sides agreed to a number of positives of participation between foreign
direct investment and local companies, and most agreed that the pros are:

"

Foreigndirect investmententry providesskills for local employees;

"

SpreadingFDI leads to the creationof newjob opportunitiesfor local
workers;

"

This participationprovidesadvancedknow-howfor the local market;

"

Foreigninvestorsexperiencecontributesto a reduced cost of work;

*

High technologiesthat foreign investorsutilise produce better qualitiesof
production;
Joint Venture participation leads to advancement in the knowledge.

5.7. SUMMARY
This chapter is the backbone of this study, where the results of the analysis of
the primary data are presented. The results have been analysed and discussed
and triangulated with other sources.

This chapter presents, in the first section,the housing shortage problemand its
reasons, and at the same time defines the attempts to overcome the problem
and the reasonsfor the lack of success.
The second section spotlights the possibility of foreign direct investment
contribution to overcome this problem. It defines the conditions that should be
provided to make this effort a success from both sides' viewpoint.
The

chapter will summarize this study
recommendations from the results of this chapter.
next
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6.1 CONCLUSION
This study aims to investigate how to attract foreign direct investment (FDI) to
invest in the housing sector in Libya. A number of objectives have been
formulated to achieve this aim. This research contains two issues: the first

studies the housing shortage and the second concerns the attraction of foreign
direct investment.
The first issue (of housing shortage) is investigated through the first three
researchobjectives(as mentionedpreviouslyin 1.7, page 19):
(i)

Investigateto what extent Libya needs new housing;

(ii)

Understanding the reasons that have caused a shortage in housing;

(iii)

EvaluateLibya's attemptsto solve the housingshortageproblem.

The first objective investigatesto what extent Libya suffered from a shortagein
housing through comparison between housing demand and housing supply
from Libyan official statistics; the second objective,defines the reasons,which
interviewees
Libya
based
the
housing
in
in
the
answers,
on
caused
shortage
and official documentation;the third objective evaluates attempts to solve the
housingshortage,and to understandthe reasonsthat hinder these solutions.
The second issue (of attraction FDI) is examined through the next two
objectives (as mentioned previously in 1.7 page 19):

(IV)

Determine what Libya has done to date to attract international
investment;

(V)

Explore the potential benefits for both Libya and international

investors.
The fourth objective tries to determine what Libya has done to date to attract
international investment in housing. The fifth objective explored the potential
benefits for both Libya and international investors. Official documentation and

interviewsanswershave been used in answerto the last two objectives.
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of the two issues to form a coherent response to the specific

of FDI in housing

is evaluated

through

the final objective

(as

mentioned previously in 1.7 page 19):

(vi)

Define the essential conditions for attracting future international
investment to alleviate the housing problem.

The last objective seeks to define the essential conditions for attracting
international investment to alleviate the housing problem. The whole data
resource mentioned in chapter five has been used in the last objective.

According to the research nature, an exploratory methodology has been
adopted in this study and this is justified in chapterfour. Studies in both housing
and attracting foreign direct investment in Libya are still very insufficient and
modest. The literature review in chapter two presents the current corpus of
knowledgeto be explored to identify if there is a problem and what reasonscan
be attributedto it.
Therefore an exploratory methodology is appropriate for this kind of study due
to the rarity of studies and research to investigate this phenomenon. Thus a
in
this study.
been
has
adopted
phenomenological philosophy
Qualitative and quantitative methods have been adopted to analyse the data
obtained from collected sources, where qualitative methods are used to analyse
open questions in the questionnaire and semi-structured interview, and
quantitative methods are used with closed questions.

To achieve the study aim and answer the research questions appropriate
techniques have been chosen, these techniques were: Observations; SemiStructured Interviews; Questionnaire;and DocumentAnalysis; and these were
put in service of an exploratorycase study approach.
This research thesis comprises six chapters. The first chapter is introductory
introduced
Libyan
the
the
economy,
and
view
of
which covered a general
housing problem in Libya. At the same time it presents the historical
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development of the housing sector since 1970. A summary of the methodology
as adopted in the research is presented in this chapter.

A literature review was covered in the next two chapters, where chapter two
deals with foreign direct investment in detail. Foreign direct investment
definitions, theories of FDI, and the impact of foreign direct investment on the
host country, etc are presented. Chapter three covered a literature review of
housing which presented housing concepts, problems that faced the Libyan
housing sector, and housing policies.
Chapter four treated the methodology which was used in this study; this dealt
with the philosophy encompassed in this study which was* a phenomenological
philosophy, and identified the methodology, methods, and techniques used. The
fieldwork approach of this study was explained in this chapter.

Chapter five contains the findings that have been obtained from data analysis.
Findings from different data sources have been discussed in a triangulation
method. In this chapter, the housing shortage in Libya has been proved and
local initiativeshave been discussedand the failure of these initiativeshas been
explained. This chapter also illustrated how the housing shortage appeared
since law 4,1978, was established and its affect since the early 1980s.
The reasons for the housing shortage and the reasons for solution failures has
been discussed on this issue, interviewees answers, official documents, and
experts reports have been used to examine the problem.

This chapter approachedthe role of the private sector both local and foreign in
investment.It studied the possibilityof foreign direct investmentto contributeto
Libyan
from
the
housing
the
authorities'viewpoint and
problem
shortage
solve
the foreign investors view point.
This last chapter, presents general findings and conclusions for the research
overall, then gives the recommendations which has been deduced therefrom.
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6.2 CONCLUSION OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
To achieve the research aim, six objectives have been formulated. Through
analysing the data of the research, results have been reached of objectives
which will the presented briefly in three sections. The sections are:
The Housinq Shortage in Libya

Investigateto what extent Libya needs new housing,
Understandthe reasonsthat have causeda shortagein housing;
EvaluateLibya's attemptsto solve the housingshortageproblem;
Attractinq FDI in Libva
international
Determine
Libya
date
to
has
done
to
investment
attract
what
e

in housing;
Libya
international
both
investors;
for
Explore
benefits
the
and
potential
9
Attractinq FDI into Libya
*

Define the essential

conditions for attracting future

international

investment to alleviate the housing problem.

6.2.1 THE HOUSING SHORTAGE IN LIBYA
The research illustrated that there is a huge shortage in housing, and this
General
Secretary
the
Peoples'
The
in
1980s.
the
of
early
shortage started
Committeeidentifiedthe housing shortagein Libya as more than 400,000 units
in 2005. Most of the sources that have been used in this study confirmedthat
there is a real housing shortage problem in Libya.
To understand the reasons that have caused a shortage in housing, the
investigation illustrated that the reasons could be divided into two kinds; internal
reasons and external reasons as mentioned in detail previously in chapter five.
Internal causes fall in the following:
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targets;

(i)

adopting

(ii)

administrative system instability;

(iii)

population increases;

over ambitious

inadequacyof experienceof local contractors;
(v)

legislationthat preventsleasing;
decrease in financial resources;

(vii)

vacillating public targets;

(viii)

lack of adequacy in urban planning;

(ix)

changes in the residential behaviour of the population.

While the external reasons fall in the following:
(i)

United Nation sanctions imposed on Libya;

(ii)

foreign companies' boycott;

(iii)

decreases in oil revenues.

To evaluate Libya's attempts to solve the housing shortage problem, this study
clarified that Libya had implemented some initiatives to overcome the shortage
in housing. These were attempts represented in establishing 60,000 housing
units and encouraging local construction companies in different ways to
implement housing projects, but these attempts were not a success. The
reasons that have prevented the success of these initiatives have been
addressed in this thesis as mentioned previously, and fall under the headings
of.
(i) Legislatory reasons;
(ii) administrative reasons;
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(iii) political reasons;

(iv)economicreasons.
6.2.2 Attracting

Foreign Direct Investment

in Libya

To determine what Libya has done to date to attract internationalinvestmentin
housing, after an in-depth investigationthe research illuminatedthat Libya had
worked to provide an appropriateenvironmentto attract FDI in some areas and
not in others. Libya has establisheda lot of modificationsin taxation laws to be
more attractive for FDL Moreover, Libya issued law No. 5 and then modifiedit
by law No. 7, to attract FDI. Despitethe political stability in Libya, and the new
political reforms, the administrativebodies still need more reforms, and it is still
slow and insufficient to attract investment potential. Also it is significant to
mention the importance of transportation and communication which is
characterised as a Libyan weakness. Furthermore, Libya issued new laws
regardingfinancial matters, such as freedom of movementof funds and profits,
also the stability of exchangerates where identifiedas positiveadvances.
To explore the potential benefits for both Libya and international investors, both
partners must seek to achieve benefits as a result of this participation. Where
the foreign investors will benefit from:
(i) entry to new markets;

(ii) maximisationof their profits;
(iii) the exploitationof raw materialsand low labour prices.
The host country will benefit from:

(i) high technology;
(ii) creationOfjob new opportunities;
(iii) possibilityto financeprojects;
(iv)introducinginternationalexperience.
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pointed to the expectations of both sides to benefit from these

advantages.

6.2.3 Attracting FDI into the Libyan Housing Sector
To define the essential conditions for attracting future international investment
to alleviate the housing problem was covered by the literature in chapter two,
and in practice in chapter five, whereas it clarified the political and economical
conditions that should be provided to improve the investment environment.
Since investment in the housing sector for the purpose of leasing is generally
characterised by the length of the recovery period (pay-back), and this makes
investors reluctant to invest especially in an environment that it does not know
much about. Therefore, to attract investment for the housing sector in Libya
recovery period must be reduced especially in the initial period to get the
confidence of investors, through investment construction for the purpose of
sale.
The entry of middlemen between buyers and investors such as commercial
banks provides a greater level of confidence for investors, which at the same
time this gives opportunity for the banks to re-employ their capital to ensure
housing units production.
Economic, political and social reforms carried out by Libya's recent step to
investors
despite
the
insufficient
investors
is
to
confidence
of
achieve
still
attract
Libya's determination to continue to pursue

openness policies to the wide

However,
Libyan
the
the first
to
the
media.
this
of
weakness
returns
world, and
investors enter to Libyan markets are likely to reap the gains of priority (firstmove benefits).

6.3 Critical Assessment of the Research Methodology
According to the nature of the study, the research has adopted an exploratory
research methodology and this is necessary because of the rarity of studies in
Libyan society during more than three decades, and the rarity of FDI experience
in investment in housing in general. Due to the different sources used in the
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methods were the most appropriate method to analyse
data.

In addition to the literature, observations and official documentations,
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews were necessary to cover the
whole of the research, where, during field study some issues were raised:

Ethical and moral issues: the most important issue faced in data
collection was anonymity. Most people accepted to do the interview
under the condition not to mention names or positions. Moreover,no
one accepted voice recording during an interview. Many of
interviewees believe, especially junior staff, of the futility of such
interviews. Also many of interviewees where afraid of taking
responsibilityof giving data that they believe was entrusted to them.
With regard to the questionnaire,it did not receive a large number of
lack
for
interest
their
in
A
apology
of
an
sent
proportion
replies. small
the topic.
Criticality of Sampling frame: Because some of the interviewees staff
where in leadership positions it has been difficult to achieve all of the
proposed interviews. Some of my relatives have a relationship with
them and used this to persuade them to participate to arrange
interviews with the high level officials, and often after work hours.
Some of them determined a maximum of an hour for an interview,
to
date
the
according
circumstances.
changed
and sometimes
Interviews with senior officials occurred first because they knew all
have
that
been
the
to
the
policies
and
problem
matters relating
followed to resolve it and it answers some of the political issues. The
interviews with lower-level officials occurred to confirm previous
The
interview
information
available.
previously
not
add
answers and
different
functionality
levels
different
the
and
regions, as
of
of
samples
set out in chapter four were used in order to generalise the results
foreign
investors
for
The
was
questionnaire
and ensure neutrality.
divided into two categories: first, foreign investors already working in
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Libya (three Egyptian companies, two Turkish companies and one
Korean company);

and the second with investors

dealt with Libya (five UK companies,
one

Egyptian

company),

this variety

who have never

three Spanish companies
reflects

the breadth

and

of the

selection sample to ensure unbiased distribution.

6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
Through the results of data analyse, the recommendations fall under two
sections, for more details see appendix 4.

6.4.1 Recommendations to Reform the Housing Sector
*

Creating suitable land for housing projects;
Pass laws encouraging the private sector to contribute to the housing
sector and to activate these laws;
Improve the board of urban planning to be able to provide plans for the
establishment of housing projects;
Not to exaggerate in assessing the possibility of local companies in the
implementation of housing projects;

*

Funding research and studies to investigate housing problems and find

solutionsfor them;
*

Improve the loans system in commercialbanks to play their role in the
housingsector.

6.4.2 Recommendations for Attracting FDI
FDI;
to
investment
Providing
attract
climate
appropriate
e
*

Reform the banking system in Libya, in general;
Facilitating procedures for the entry of investors and the free movement
of money to and from Libya;
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publicity and advertising for the benefit of new investors in

the country and offer benefits granted to foreign investors;
*

Gain the confidence of investors through activating the laws to attract

foreign investment.

6.5 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS
The contributionof this thesis is representedin: firstly; Libya still lacks studying
the whole society's life and the economic side is one of most important sides
which, should be studied. So this thesis deals with two issues in the Libyan
economy which has not received enough concern from previous researchers.
These issues are: (i) the housingshortage;(ii) how to attract FDI.
Both of these issues could be a subject in need of a lot of studies separately,
therefore the crucial contribution is to deal with these critical issues that touch

peoples' lives directly. Some papers at conferences have addressed these
issues timidly, despite the importance of the topic most was attention to the
addressedproblemsrather than solutions.
Despite the importance of the problem of the housing crisis affecting the whole
Libyan community, its cause was not specified clearly before this study, which
highlights the existence of the problem and identifies its dimensions, which in
itself is a contribution to scientific attention. It also finds the causes of the
problem as another contribution, in addition to assessing previous attempts to
solve the problem and identifying the reasons that have prevented this.

The opportunitiesof attracting foreign direct investmentare a new contribution
for a developing country moving from a closed economy in a bid to attract
investors.The preparationsrequiredfor that, and the potential benefitsfrom this
opennessare also explicitlyidentified.
Libya in this new era needs to be a study of society as a whole. While the past
three decades have been characterized by the lack of studies to examine the
problems which the Libyan community has been suffering, such as economic
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and social problems. Trying to find solutions to

them, and making the issues of Libyan society explicit is one of the major
contributions

of this thesis.

The merging of both issues in one study and the attempt to solve the problem of
the shortage in housing through the solution of the problem of how to attract
foreign direct investment is a new contribution in this regard.

6.6. Further Research
6.6.1 Introduction
This subject is very wide and this thesis covers a significant part, howevera lot
of further studies should be consideredin the other parts of this subject. So, it
recommendedthat further research in housing and foreign direct investment
separately,or studying as one issue in other countriesshould be conducted.
Housing is a vital subject in the wider world; developed countries are concerned
as developing countries are. Problems that should be studied carefully in this

areaare:
9 Public housing policies;
*

Investment in housing;

e

Urban planning and housing;

*

Causes of shortage in housing in different countries (comparison
studies);

*

Environmental problems and housing;

*

Developing indigenous materials that can be used in the housing
industry;

e The importance of housing design and community culture;

Reducingcosts in the housingindustry;
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e Problems of finance in housing projects;

development;
in
housing
Governments
the
sector
role
9
*

The role of the private sector to improve the housing sector;

housing;
low-income
financing
Problems
peoples'
of
9
The relationship between housing shortage and other social problems
(such as crime spread, vagrancy etc);
...

the
housing
The
on
society;
shortage
of
effects
negative
9
in
housing
Libya;
the
leasing
to
house
The
importance
shortage
solve
of
o

housing
to
the
the
New
problem.
solve
role
of
governments'
viewpoints
9
In regard to foreign direct investment,there are a huge number of studies that
these
following
the
be
proposedstudies:
of
some
are
should researched;
large
in
finance
the
investment
direct
foreign
The
of
projects;
role of
9

*

Host country role to attract foreign direct investment;

*

The responsibility of foreign direct investment to eliminate poverty;

*

The role of foreign direct investment in improving local employment;

transfer;
technology
investment
foreign
direct
The
and
role of
*
Foreign direct investments role to introduce advanced systems to the
host country;
host
the
to
transfer
country;
The
importance
of
experience
o
*

The positive and negative aspects of foreign direct investment;

(comparison
FDI
studies);
Other
of
countries
experiences
e
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* Which economic sectors are more attractive for FDI?;

9 What Libya still to needs do to attract FDl?;
e

Is Libya in need of foreign aid to overcome its housing problem?;

*

To what extent does Libya need foreign aid to improve the housing

sector?;
*

The importance of new markets for foreign investors;

9 What is the foreign investor still afraid of in Libya?;
*

Share of the benefits between foreign investors and host country.

These proposedstudies could merge two or more together, and these fields are
still wide open to further researchissues in further later studies.
6.6.2 Implications

for FDI Investment

FDI investment affects both sides, where FDI enters in projects physically, in
different modes of FDI, such as J.V (Joint Venture), this gives the opportunity
for the host country to benefit from technology transfer, participate in finance of
new projects, provide job opportunity for local employment, and benefit from
foreign experiences. At the same time foreign investors will open new markets
that help them to build new relationships with peoples from various cultures,
which will support them to take the next step to enter neighbour countries.
Moreover, foreign investors will benefit from raw materials, and may be discover
new materials in these unprecedented lands.

6.6.3 Implication for the Libyan Housing Sector
The housing sector can play a leading sectoral role for many industries in
Libyan society. Where, the housing sector activity leads to activate many
industriessuch as cement industry,iron industry,and other industriesrelatedto
housing. While, the housing sector in Libya particularly, is characterised by
special features, such as high demand for houses. This gives a wide
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opportunity for investors to gain priority to enter to ensure the benefits of the
market.

Libya now seeks to benefit from domestic and foreign efforts to overcome its
housing shortage as one of the most important challenges should be to provide
an appropriate environment, by providing suitable lands for housing projects
and making procedures for investors easier to establish their projects.

6.6.4 Implication for other Libyan Economic Sectors
Economic reform requires working in whole sectors of the economy at the same
time, where such economic sectors affect each other. Because of the reciprocal
be
it
between
the
can
said that there can be no
sectors,
various
relationship
from
isolation
On
in
this
other
sectors.
sector
economic
reform of a particular
basis, Libya is seeking economic reforms within the comprehensive reform of
the society, and the reform programme is based on the new foundations of
openness and cooperation and the involvement of the private sector to play an
important role in economic and social development. As these recent reforms
There
trend.
did
the
were positive aspects of
clear
show
a
not
results
progress,
these reforms, such as the issuance of legislation to encourage the private
legislation
foreign
further
to
in
attract
to
and
activity
economic
participate
sector
investments. In addition, Libya has started to fight against corruption and has
in
Libyan
So,
the
institutions.
sectors
other
public
commenced reform of
industrial
the
tourism
the
banking
in
the
sector,
and
sector,
particular
economy,
foreign
from
benefit
organisations,
to
with
have
cooperation
all started
sector
and gain a high level of technology and wider experience.

6.6.5 A portfolio Approach and FDI to Alleviate the Libyan
Housing Shortage
This research concentrates on FDI particularly, as one of international
investment components. While, a portfolio approach is one of the most
important issues needed to be investigated separately. A portfolio approach
But
in
fact
Libyan
the
stock
market.
strong
a
and
market
a
complete
required
stock market only started in 2006 and still only works as a primary market.
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can not move freely to alleviate the Libyan

housing shortage
efficiently.

in the absence of the main tool - stock market - working
However, the opportunity will be greater when the stock market in

Libya is complete, especially the secondary stock market.

In regards to FDI, the opportunity is larger to invest in Libya in particular in
housing due to the high level of housingdemand,and the open policy Libya has
adopted under Libya's desire to attract FIDI.Finally it can be said, presentlyFIDI
has more ability to alleviate the Libyan housing shortage than the portfolio
approaches.
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Appendix 1: Semi-Structured
Interview

Semi- structured Interview

Section 1
Personaldetails
I would be grateful if you could answersome informationabout your self and
your level of experiencein housing.
Could you please ring the appropriateanswer?
1- Could you please tell me what age categoryyou fall in?
A
B
c
D
E

20-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

2- What are your academicqualifications?
A

Primary

B

Secondary

C

Universitydegree

D

Postgraduate

E

Other

3- If your answer is E specify
. ..............................

4- If your answer is C or D specifyfield of specialisation.
A

Engineering

B

Economics

C
D

accounting
Management

E

Other
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5- How many years of professionalexperiencehave you had?
A

0-4

B

5-9

c

10-14

D

15-20

E

20+

6 -What is your position in your job?

C

Secretaryof people'scommitteeof sector in
Shaabieh( rovince)
Secretaryof people'scommitteeof sector in
basic people'scongress
General Manager

D

Manager

E

Head of Department

IF

Official

G

Other

A
B

7- How many employers work with you (write number)
Engineer
Economist
Accountant
Administrator
Others

Total
Thank you. Now you completedthe first section.
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Section 2
General information;
I would like to ask you about the housing problem.
8- Do you think there is real housing problem?
Yes

A

No
Don't
Know

B
c

9- How long ago do you think the housingproblemappeared?
A

0-10

B

11-20

c

21-30

D

31-40

E

41+

10- What are the five most important characteristic oT tne n
1-

23-

1- Were there any state measures that measured the housing problem?
Yes
A
B

No
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12 - If the last answer is A please list below?
12345-

13- In your view what is the successespercentageof measuringthe housing
problem?
A

0-25%

B

26-50%

c

51-75%

-D

176+%

14 - If the government could not solve this problem perfectly, in your opinion
the
to
important
four
government
prevented
which
reasons
most
what
implementation its plans to solve housing difficulty?

1234-
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15 - From your point of view what are the most important reasons which
caused the housing problem?

I2345-

16 -in your view, what are the most importantnegativeeffects of the housing
problem?
12345-

17 - In your opinion, what are the most important finance retardants in the
housing sector?

1234-
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18- The housing industry requires an abundance of materials, to what extent
approximately is local materials used?

A

100%

B

75%

c

50%

D

25%

0%

19- To what extent do skills in professionalknowledgein housing industryin
domestic?
A

Plentyample

B
C

ample
Rare

D

Very rare

E

Lacking

20 - To what extent expert training institutions ample in housing sector?
A

Plenty ample

B

ample

C

Rare

D

Very rar

E

Lacking

21 - To what extent are the generalutilitiessuch as water, electricity,roads
Act availablefor houses in domestic?
A

Plentyample

B
C

ample
Rare

D

Very rare

E

Lacking
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22 - In your opinion are people satisfied with their current houses?
A

Extremely

B

Satisfy

c

Moderately

D

Absolutely not

23 - If your last answer is D, why people not happywith their houses?
12345-

24 - Do you think peoples wish prepared houses or build their own houses?
A

build

B
c

buy
Don't
Know

25 - What are the methods of payment to the investors please llSt7
1-

234-
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26 - How are finance houses projects?

A

Government

B

Commercial Banks

C

Special Finance Institutes

D

Invidious

E

Others

27 - If your answer is E please state
....................................
Thank you, now you finish answerof this section.
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ABOUT PRIVATE SECTOR:

Could you please answer some questionsabout the private sector?
28- Do you think the private sector prevented the housing problem from being
worse?
A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know

29 - Private sector play important role to solve a lot of problems in the society,
in your opinion to what extent the private sector participate to solve housing
problem?
A

Effective role

B

Good role

C

Notbad

D

Very rare

E

Lacking

30 - To what extent local investor complying with carrying out housing plans?
A

Very much

B

Good

C

Notbad

D

Very rare

E

Lacking
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31 - There are advantage and disadvantage in every thing, if you please list
four advantages and four disadvantages of private sector?

Advantages:
1234-

Disadvantages:
1234-

32- to what extent local investorscomplyingwith dates and quality?
Dates
A
B
c
D

Always in time
Some times late
Usually late
Always late

Oualitv

A
B
c
D

Very good
good
Notbad
Poor

33 - To what extent local investorsto do large projects?What is their
preparedness(experience,device... act)?
A
B
c
D

Very powerful
Powerful
Partial powerful
Not powerful
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SECTION 4

ABOUT FOREIGN INVESTMENT:
34 - Do you think there is need to help from foreign investment to triumph over
the housing problem?
A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know

35 - Do you think foreign investmentcan participateto solve dilemma?
A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know

36 - Foreign investmentrequestencouragingadvantagesto attract him to
invest, what are most four advantages?
1234-

37 - What is most important manner the foreign investment can contribute with?
Finance
Execution
Programming
Other

A
B
C
D

38- If your answer is D please state .....................................
intervention?
investment
foreign
if
think
the
39 - Do you
problem will solve
-Wý
AB
c

No
Don't
Know
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40 - Have you any experience with foreign investors?
Yes

A

No

B
VV I Idt

KIFJU

Ul

fCAPUIIUIIL;

t:: I ldVt::

YUU

I IOU

f

42 - Do you think foreign investment contributes to solve housing issue?
A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know

43 -There are advantage and disadvantage foreign investment, from your point
view please list three most important of etch?
Adva

123-

Disai
123-
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44 - Are you still dealingwith foreign investment?
A

Yes

B

No

45 - If your answer is B, why dealingstopped?
1234-

46- Do you think there are retardantsrestrictedforeign investmentparticipation,
could you please list four of them?
123447 - in your opinion, to what extent statutes suitable for the attraction foreign
investment to invest in housing sector?
A
B
C
D

Very suitable
suitable
Restricted
Prevented

48 - Do you see that the foreign investmentwill be strong competitorwill
perform to hurtingdomestic institutions?
Yes
No
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49 - Do you think construction market can contain foreign investment without
hurting local investors?

A

Yes
No

50 - Do you think houses build costs are suitableto attract foreign investment?
A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know

51 - Are there different in pricing between local and foreign investors?
A

Yes

B
_c

No
Don't
Know

52 - If your answer is A, whose are benefits from this difference?
A
B

Local Investors
Foreign Investors

53 -What are the manners of companies' evaluation methods?
A
B
C
D
E

Capital of companies
Companies' experience
Companies' reputation
All the above
Other

54 - If your answer is E please state main three once?

123-
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55 - Do you think partnership between local and foreign investors will benefit for
both of them?

A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know

56 - If your answer is A, do you think is there possibilityof partnership?
A
B
C
E

There is large possibility
There is possibility
There is conditional possibility
It is impossible

57 -If your last answer is C, what are the mean conditions?

1234-

58- If the answer of question 56 is E, why it is impossible?
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59 - If your answer for question 56 is A, B or C. could you refer five advantages
and disadvantageof partnership?
Advantages
1-

Disadvantages
1-

2-

2-

3-

3-

4-

4-

5-

5-

60 - Have you any comments you wouia IlKe io aaa it r

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETES THE QUESIONNAIR.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SALFORD
SCHOOL OF CONSRUCTION AND PROPERRTY MANAGEMENT

Questionnaire
PLEASE WRITE (1) BESIDE THE CHOSEN ANSWER.

1-Did you deal with Libyan governmentor companiesbefore?
A
B

Yes
No

2- How long did you work in investingin housing?
A
B
c
D

< 10 years
10 - 20 years
21 - 30 years
> 30 years

3- Foreign investment request encouraging advantages to attract him to invest,
what are most four advantages?
1234-

4- What is most important manner the foreign investment can contribute with?
Finance
A
Execution
B
Programming
C
Other
D
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5- Do you think there are retardants restricted foreign investment participation,
could you please list four of them?

234-

6- In your opinion, to what extent suitable statutes can attract foreign
investment?
A
B
C
D

Very suitable
suitable
Restricted
Prevented

7- Do you think the stability of markets is one of important factors to attract
foreign investment?
A
B

Yes
NO

8- Do you agree that the transparency is important issue in Investment
decision?
AY
B

No

9- Do you think clear informationhelp to attract foreign investment?
A
B

Yes
No
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10 - What is the most important guarantees must abundance to attract foreign
investment?

1234-

11 - Do you see that the foreign investmentwill be strong competitorwill
perform to hurting domestic institutions?
A
B

Yes
No

12 - Do you think construction market can contain foreign investment without
hurting local investors?
Yes
A
B

No

13 - Do you think low houses build costs attract foreign investment?
A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know

benefit
for
investors
foreign
local
will
between
and
14 - Do you think partnership
both of them?
A

Yes

B
c

No
Don't
Know
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15 - If your last answer is A, do you think is there possibilityof participation?
A
B
C
E

There is large possibility
There is possibility
There is conditional possibility
It is impossible

16 -If your last answer is C, what are the main conditions?
1234-

17- If the answer of question 15 is E, why it is impossible?
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18- If your answer for question 15 is A, B or C. could you refer five advantages
and disadvantage of participation?

Advantages
1-

Disadvantages
1-

2-

2-

3-

3-

4-

4-

5-

5-

19- When are you decide invest in housing in Libya?
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.&u- riave you any comments you wouia IlKe io aaa n(

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETES THE QUESIONNAIR
* moord
row
OrInern
0

suillandHuman
Em*omwt
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Appendix3:
Law No. (5) of 1426 PB (1997) for Promotion of Investment of
Foreign Capital, as Amended by Law No. (7) of 1371 PD (2003)

The General People's Congress
In compliancewith decisionsof the BasicPeople'sCongressesin their
2ndordinarysessionfor 1425PB 1995,as formulatedby the GeneralMeetingof
Basic People'sCongressesand Committees,Syndicates,and Trade Unions
in
its
held
Congress)
(General
People's
Associations
ordinary
session
and
to (4-9)March
duringthe periodfrom (25 - 30) Shawal1426PB,corresponding
1997,
People'sAuthority,
for establishing
After perusalof the Declaration
The GrandGreenCharterfor HumanRightsin the Eraof the Masses,
LawNo.(20)of 1991for enhancingfreedom,
The CommercialLawandits amendments,
LawNo.(37)of 1968for investmentof foreigncapital.
IncomeTax LawNo.(64)of 1973,andits amendments.
CustomsLawNo.(67)of 1973,andits amendments.
Law No. (1) of 1993regardingBanks,Money- Currencyand Credit,and its
amendments,
andCommittees
LawNo.(1) of 1369PD (2001)regardingPeople'sCongresses
Do hereby formulate the following law:
Article (1)

for
foreign
investment
construction
capital
of
This law aims at promotionof
State
the
the
policy
of
framework
general
of
of investment projects within the
follows:
development,
as
particularly
and the objectivesof economicand social
>

Transfer of modern technology

>

To build up Libyan technical cadres

>

Diversification of income sources
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>

Contributionto developmentof nationalproductsto assistin entrythereof
intothe international
markets

>

To achieve regional development

Article L2j

This law shall be applicable to investment of foreign capital owned by
Libyan Arab citizens and nationals of Arab and Foreign States in investment
projects.
The national capital may participatewith the foreign capital in investment.
The executive regulationfor this law shall specify the basics and rules for such
(1)
participation
Article (3)
In applying this law, the following works and phrases shall have
indicates
the
otherwise:
context
corresponding meanings, unless
1-

Great Jamahiriya: Great Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.

2-

The Law: Law for promotion of investment of foreign capital.

3-

The Secretary: The Secretary of the General People's Committee for
Economy and Trade.

4-

The Board : Libyan Foreign Investment Board .

5-

ExecutiveRegulations:The Regulationsissued in implementationof
the provisionsof this Law.
into
the Great
financial
Total
entered
value
Foreign Capital:
for
foreigners
Libyans
by
performing
or
in
Jamahiriya whether owned
investmentactivities
.
(')Amended by Law No. (7) of 1371 PID(2003)

6-

7-

local
by
kind
in
currency,
Amount
assessed
Capital:
National
cash or
by
investment
capital,
can
owned
formation
the
in
project
involved
of
as
is
fully
bodies
owned by
capital
whose
Libyan citizens or corporate
Libyans(1)-

8-

InvestmentProject: Any economic establishment based on the Law,
intermediary
for
final
or
in
whose work results production of commodity
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consumption or investment commodities or for export or providing service
or any other establishment approved by the Secretariat of General
People's Committee.
9-

The Investor: Any national or foreign natural or juridical person investing
under the provisions of this law.
Article L41

This law shall regulates the investmentof foreign capital brought into the
Jamahiriyain any of the followingforms:
>

Convertibleforeign currenciesor substitutesthereof in coming by official
Bankingmethods.

>

Machinery,equipment,devices, spare parts, and raw materials necessary
for the investmentproject.

>

Transport means unavailablelocally.

>

Intangible rights, such as patents invention , licenses, trade marks and
the
for
operation
of
or
construction
necessary
commercial names
investmentproject.

>

The part reinvested from the project profits and revenues.

The executive regulation shall organize the manner of evaluating the
be
invested
in
to
the
the
in
formation
involved
capital
in
kind,
of
shares
Jamahiriya.

O)Amended by Law No. (7) of 1371 PD (2003)

Article (5)

Libyan
(The
Foreign
be
to
called
be
There shall
establishedan authority
body,
/
be
to
corporate
independent
autonomous
Investment Board) as an
Trade.
It
be
Economy
for
shall
and
Committee
People's
attached to General
the
Committee
submission
of
upon
People's
General
by
decision
of
established
its
Secretary
members
domicile,
and
of
legal
its
and
Secretary, specifying
the
Regulations
organize
manner
Executive
shall
The
Committee.
Management
Administrative
the
Board
procedures
the
and
the
holding
of
meetings
of
necessaryfor establishingof the project.
Article (6)
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The Board shall encourage investment of foreign capital and promote
investment projects by the various means, and shall particularly deal with the
following:
1-

To study and propose the plans for organising foreign investment and
supervisionof foreign investmentsin the country.

2-

To receive the applicationsfor investmentof foreign capital and specifying
their fulfillment of the legal conditions and economic feasibility study for
the investmentproject and submit its recommendationsto the Secretary.

3-

To collect and publish informationand prepareeconomic studies relatedto
the possibilitiesof investmentin the projectswhich would contributeto the
economicdevelopmentin the country.

4-

To take the necessary measures for attracting foreign capital and
promotion of investment opportunities by various means.

5-

To recommend for exemption, facilities or other privileges for important
for
the
development
or
for
recommend
economy
national
of
projects
in
law
for
this
another
mentioned
renewal of exemptions and privileges
to
the
its
competent authority.
to
recommendations
submit
period and

6-

To consider the complaints / appeals or disputes presented thereto by the
investors as a result of applying the provisions of this law without prejudice
to the right of the investor to complain / appeal or litigation.
To study investment legislations and revise them from time to time, and to
body.
to
the
thereof
for
development
its
competent
proposals
submit

7-

8-

Any other functions entrusted thereto by General People's Committee.
Article (7)
The project is required to achieve all or part of the following:

>

To produce commodities for export or contribute to Increasing exports
thereof or resulting in ending imports of commodities wholly or partly.

>

To provide opportunities for employment of Libyan manpower and to train
The
executive
regulation
technical
for
experiences.
and
them
skills
gaining
for
employment of national
terms
the
and conditions
shall specify
manpower.

>

To use modern technology or trade mark or technical experience.

>

improvement
to
for
the
or
contribute
To provide service
national economy
or development thereof.
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>

To lead to strengthening the ties and integration between existent
economic activities and projects or reduction of production costs or
contribute to providing materials and operation necessities thereof.

>

To utilize or assist in utilisinglocal raw materials.

>

To contribute to development of remote economically underdeveloped
areas.
Article U8
Investment shall be allowed in the following fields:

>
>
>
>
>
>

Industry
Health
Tourism
Services
Agriculture
Any other field specified by a decision of the General People's Committee
upon submission of the Secretary.
Article (9)

Licensees for investment of foreign capital shall be granted by the Board
by
investment
the Secretary.
the
for
decision
issue
the
of
approval
of
after
Article M 0)
The projects established within the framework of this Law shall enjoy the
following privileges:
a)

Exemption of Machinery, Equipment and tools necessary for executing
the project from all customs duties and taxes and taxes of similar effect.

b)

Exemption of Equipment, Spare Parts and Raw Materials necessary for
imposed
taxs
duties
from
and
on
the
all customs
project
operation of
import and other taxes of the same impact for a period of five years.

C)

Exemption of the project from income tax on its activity for a period of five
the
per
as
nature
or
work
of
date
from
the
production
starting
of
years as
three
to
be
period
of
years
additional
an
This
extended
may
period
project.
by decision of General People's Committee upon submission of the
Secretary. The profits resulting from the project activity shall also enjoy
such exemptions if reinvested.

d)

Exemption of goods orientated to export from production tax as well as
from tax and fees imposed on export when exported.
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Exemption of the project from stamp duty tax imposed on Commercial
documentsand documentsused thereby.

Exemptions mentioned in paras (a, b, d) hereof shall not include the fees
imposed against services such as port, storage and handling fees.
Article (11)

Machinery,equipment,tools, spare parts and raw materials importedfor
the purposes of the project shall not be disposed of by sale or abandonment
Customs
duties
taxes
the
Board
by
the
and
of
payment
after
unless approval of
imposed on import thereof. It is not allowed to use them for other than the
purposefor which the licensewas granted.
Article (12)
a)

The investor has the right to re-export his invested capital in the following
cases:

>
>
>
>
b)

C)
d)

Expiry of the project period.
Liquidationof the project.
Sale of the projectwholly or partly.
Elapse of a period not less than (5) five years from the date of issue
of permits for investment.

Retransfer of foreign capital to abroad in the same manner as it was
brought after expiry of six months from the date of entry thereof if
difficulties or conditions beyond control of the investor prevent investment
thereof.
Net profits and benefits distributed and interests achieved by the project
are allowed to be transfered annuallyabroad.
The investor has the right to employ foreigners / whenever the national
from
foreign
abroad
recruited
the
is
employees
not
available
substitute
benefits
and
any
other
their
wages
to
transfer
salaries,
shall have the right
to
the
framework
abroad.
project
the
of
for
them
within
or gratuities
for
terms
the
and
conditions
>
The executiveregulationsshall organize
implementingthe provisionsof this Article.
Article M3)

forms
In
the
to
be
specified
subject
investment
The
project shall not
in
the
to
procedures
registration
legislations,
nor subjected
prevailing
Register.
Exporters
Importers
Register
Industrial
and
Commercialand
and
investment
legal
forms
the
of
projects
The executive regulationshall specify
Law,
for
the
this
and
rules
the
of
for
provisions
construction under
allowed
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in the Investment
Register
construction
and procedures for registration
prepared for this purpose.
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The investment project shall have autonomous status with independent
financial commitment by mere registration thereof in the said Register (1)

(1) Amended by Law No. (7) of 1371 PD (2003
Article (14)

The project constructed in regional development areas or as would
contribute to achieving food security or using equipment as would achieve
savings in electric power / energy or water or environmental protection shall
Law
Article
(10)
&
(b
this
in
indicated
of
the
c)
of
paragraphs
enjoy
exemptions
for an additional period by decision of General People's Committee, upon
submission of the Secretary. The executive regulations shall specify the
these
for
the
considerations.
achieving
as
project
conditions considering

Article (15)
In exception of the effective legislations related to ownership, the investor
has the right to own land based on title of use and to rent it and construct
buildings thereon and to own or rent the necessary real estate for construction
in
the
terms
the
specified
conditions
and
the
under
project
or operation of
executive regulations.

Article (16)

In
transferable
to
account
the
an
have
open
investor
The
right
shall
Bank.
Foreign
Arab
Libyan
the
Bank
Commercial
or
currencieswith a
Article (17)

to
transferred
be
wholly
or
partly
the
The ownership of
project may
the
The
Board.
shall
replace
owner
the
new
by
investor
consent of
another
thereon
the
duties
under
obligations
and
previous owner regarding rights,
legislations
law
applicable.
this
other
and
of
provisions
for
transfer of
terms
the
conditions
and
The executive regulation shall specify
ownership.
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Article (18)

If the foreign investor violates any provision of this Law or the executive
regulations, he shall be notified by the Board for remedying the violation within
the period specified in the notice / warning. If he does not respond thereto, the
Secretary may upon recommendation of the Board carryout the following:

>
>

Deprivethe project of certainprivilegesspecified in this Law.
Obligatethe investorto pay doubleamount of exemptions.
Article (19)

The permit issued for the project may be withdrawnor liquidatethe project
finally in the followingcases:
>

Failure to start the constructionof the project or non-completionthereof
under the rules and conditionsspecifiedby the executiveregulations.

>

Violation of the general rules / provisions of this Law or its executive
regulations.

>

Repetitionof contraventions.

All in accordance with the procedures specified by the executive
regulations.
Article (20)
The investor may complain / appeal in writing against any decision
issued against him under Article (18) or (19) of this law or any disputes arising
from applying the provisions of this Law, within (30) days from the date of
informing him by registered letter with acknowledged receipt. The executive
thereto
the
for
and
appeal
the
appeal
authority
regulation shall specify
procedures.
Article (21)
The investor shall carry out the following:
9

Keep regular books and records of accounts for the project.
Prepare annual / balance sheet and profit and loss account, certified by a
Chartered Accountant as per the conditions specified in Commercial Law.

Article (22)
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The employees of the Board with the capacity of judicial Officers by
decision of the Secretary shall have the power to control implementation of the
provisions of this Law and unveil and record the violations, and to this effect
they may inspect the projects and check the books and documents related to
their activities.
Article (23)

The project shall not be nationalized,expropriatedcompulsorilyacquired
or confiscated or imposing guardianship conservation or freezing thereof or
subjected to procedures having the same effect unless by law or judiciary
verdict against a prompt, adequate and fair compensation,provided that such
procedures shall be taken indiscriminately.Compensation shall be calculated
on the basis of fair market value for the project in taking the procedure.The
value of compensationis allowed for transfer in transferable currency within a
period of one year at exchangerates prevailingat the time of transfer.
Article (24)

Any dispute arising betweenthe foreign investor and the State, either by
him
by
State
the
taken
investor
the
against
of
procedures
or as a result
action of
Great
Jamahiriya,
in
Courts
the
be
to
the
unless
competent
presented
shall
there is bilateral agreement between the Great Jamahiriya and the State to
in
Great
the
belongs
investor
the
which
agreements
multi-lateral
or
whom
Jamahiriyaand the State of the investorare parties thereof, includingprovisions
for conciliation, arbitration or special agreement between the investor and the
State providingfor arbitrationclause.
Article (25)
Foreign investments existent under previous legislations at the time of
issue of this law shall enjoy the privileges and exemptions indicated in its
provisions.
Article-(26)

The provisions of this Law shall not be applicable to foreign capital
invested or to be invested in oil projects in accordancewith the provisionsof
Law No. (25) of 1955 and its amendments .
Article (27)
The executive regulations for this Law shall be issued by decision of the
General People's Committee upon submission of the Secretary.
Article (28)
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Law No. (37) of 1968 regarding investment of foreign capital in Libya
shall repealed as well as any provision contravening the provisions of this law.

Article (29)
This law shall be published in the Official Gazette and the various
information media and shall come into force as from the date of its publication in
Official Gazette.

The General People's Congress

Issued in Sirte on 9 March 1997
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The Executive Regulations for Law No. (5) issued by
Decision of General People's Committee No. (138) of
1372 PD (2004), as Amended by Decisions of General
People's Committee No. (29) of 1373 PD (2005) and
No. (117) of 1373 PD (2005)
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Decision of the General People's Committee No. (138) of 1372 PD
(2004) for issuing the Executive Regulations for Law No. (5) of 1426
PB (1997) for Promotion of Investment of Foreign Capital.

The General People's Committee,
After perusal of the Commercial Law
Law No. (5) of 1426 PB (1997) as amended by Law No. (7) of 1371 PID(2003),
Law No. (1) of 1369 PD (2001) regarding People's Congresses and
Committees, and its executive regulation,
Decision of the General People's Committee No. (1005) of 1991 for setting out
an integrated development plan for certain regions,
Decision of the General People's Committee No. (94) of 1371 PD (2003) for
transfer of attachment of General Productive Companies to Fund for supporting
Local Industries,
Decision of the General People's Committee No. (20) of 1370 PD (2002) for
reorganizing the Libyan Foreign Investment Board.
Decision of the General People's Committee No. (9) of 1372 PD (2004) for
issuing the executive regulation for Law No. (5) of 1426 PB (1997) for promotion
of investment of foreign capital, and
Acting upon submission of Secretary of the General People's Committee for
Economy & Trade by his letter No. (5/1/1387) dated 13-05-2004 and,
Minutes of 2ndordinary meeting of General People's Committee doe 1369 PD
(2001), and
Decision of Secretariat of General People's Committee in its 22nd ordinary
meeting for 1372 PD (2004)
Do hereby decide
Article (1)
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The provisions of executive regulations for Law No. (5) of 1426 1313
(1997), as amended by Law No. (7) of 1371 PD (2003) for promotion of
investment of foreign capital, attached hereto, shall be applicable.
Article (2)

Decision of the General People's Committee No. (9) of 1372 PD (2004)
shall be superseded as well as any provision contrary to this decision.
Article (3)
This decision shall come into force from the date of its issue and shall be
publish in the Procedures Encyclopedia.

Issued on 15 Jumadan EI-Akhar 1372 PD
Corresponding to 1-08-2004
The Executive Requlations for Law No. (5) of 1426 PB (1997) as
Amended by Law No. (7) of 1371 PD(2003) for Promotion of
Investment of Foreiqn Capitals,

Chapter One
Fields of Investment
Applications

Consideration

and

of

the

Relevant

Article (1)
SpecifVinq

the Investment

Fields

and its Conditions

Foreign Capital Investment shall be allowed for Libyan Arab citizens and
health,
tourism,
industry,
fields
in
the
of
Arab
foreign
nationals of
citizens
and
by
be,
to
decided
fields
added
agriculture, services in different kinds and other
the General People's Committee.
National capital possessed by normal personalities or legal personalities may
forms:
following
the
in
participate foreign capital in investment one of
a. Cash Participation.
b. In kind Participation.
c. Reinvestedpart of projectproMsand returns.
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Minimum value of investment project investment shall be (L. D. 5,000.000) Five
million Libyan Dinars on conditioned that foreign capital cash participation shall
be in an exchangeable currency.
In case of national capital participation in investment project with a percentage of
(50%) fifty percent or more of project capital value, minimum value of investment
projectshall be (L.D. 2,000.000)Two million LibyanDinars. National and foreign
capital possessed by Libyan shall be excluded from the Minimum Condition.(i)
Article (2)
Estimation of Share in Kind
If the invested capital contains a share in kind, it's cash value shall be estimated
by consent of the parties of investment project.
mAmended by decision of General People's Commiftee No. (86) of 1374 PD
(2006).

Article (3)

Submission of Applications
The Applications for investment shall be submitted by the person
concerned or his representative to the Secretary of People's Committee for the
Libyan Foreign Investment Board on a special Form, containing the following
data

Applicant's name, nationality, legal status and main domicile
General description of the project, indicating specifically the proposed field of investment,
and the necessary period for construction thereof, and nature, amount and units of
invested capital.

The Applications may be submitted through the Commercial Attaches in
the Fraternity and People's Bureaus abroad or their deputies. Such bodies shall
refer the applications immediately on submission thereof to the Board.
Article (4)
Documents

Required for Investment
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The applicant shall enclose with his file the following documents:
I-

Memo on the project indicating the following:

a)

Value and nature of capital to be invested in the Great Jamahiriya,
estimated in a transferable currency or equivalent in Libyan currency at
the time of application.

b)

Imported and local materials, if any to be used in the project.

C)

Technical specifications of the project.

d)

A time table specifying the investment project construction period.

e)

Estimated national and foreign manpower for operation of the project.

2-

Certificate of the investor's nationality, to be issued by the competent body in his country
With respect to natural persons.

3-

Up to date official extract from Commercial Register in the country of origin of the juridical
person

The documents submitted for the project as indicated in paragraphs (2-3)
shall be original and enclosed Wth translation into Arabic.
Article (5)
Data to be Indicated in the Recelp

The applicant shall be given a receipt for submission of the application,
containing the following data: 1-

Number and date of submission of the application.

2-

Applicant's name, surname, nationality and title/capacitý.

3-

Name & signature of the official who received the application

4-

Description of documents enclosed with the application.

5-

The proposed field of investment.
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Article (6)

Reqistratlon

of Applications

The applications shall be recorded on delivery to the Board in a special
register in serial numbers as per the dates of receipt thereof. Each application
shall be kept in a special file including all relevant

documents, papers and

correspondence.
The application number, name, address and nationality, of the applicant
be
inserted
therein
investment
for
shall
and project name and sector proposed
on the outside cover of the file, and from outside, the papers and documents
included therein shall be indicated, as well as the serial number, dates, number
of pages and date of submission thereof.

Article (7)

Decision

'or Applications

The People's Committee for the Board shall study the applications, and
technical
the
and
relevant
and
the
prepare
necessary recommendations
the
to
the
and
services
project,
its
administrative reports, indicating
opinion on
date
from
days
the
(60)
of
sixty
national economy, within a maximum period of
providing all documents required. The Board shall submit its proposal and
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to the Secretary of General People's Committee for Economy

and Trade for issuing the necessary decision.

Article (8)
Notification of the Applicant

The Secretary of the People's Committeefor the Board shall Inform the
applicant in writing by direct delivery or by registered letter of approval or
days
from
Secretary,
ten
by
investor
the
the
the
within
rejection of
applicationof
the date of receipt by the Board of decision for approval or rejection or
conditionedapproval.
If approval is subject to a condition or more, the Secretary of People's
Committee for the Board shall indicate that and inform the applicant for fulfilling
the requirements

However,
period.
within a specific

Board shall issue the necessary license for investment,
competent

bodies in the Great Jamahiriya

In case of consent, the
in coordination with the

so that the licenses Issued by board

legislations
the
licenses
for
effective
under
all required
covers
.

Article (9)

The investmentproject shall take any status as follows:
1-

Joint-Stock companies

2-

Companieswith limited liability.
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3-

Branches of foreign companies

4-

Individual project

It shall be registered with the Board under the procedures and rules
indicated in this regulations. (i)
Article 0 0)
Establishment of Investment Registe
A special register shall be prepared in the Board, to be called (The

Investment Register) for recordingtherein all the projects obtaining investment
licenses from the Board. A special page in this register shall be allocated for
each project, indicating the following data:

I-

Name of project, Investmentfield, projectactivityand its site and main domicile.

2-

Project capital value and paid up capital.

3-

Names of investors in the project and their nationalities, and their
in
the
project capital.
and
percentage
value
contribution
respective

4-

Name, surname, title/capacity and nationality of the legal representative.

5-

Number and date of the decision for permission of Investment.

6-

Number and date of the license for execution and performing activity of the
project.

7-

Investment capital costs of the project and sources of financing thereof.

8-

Description of exemptions granted to the project and their validity period,
description
of contravention and
facilities
as
as
well
privileges,
and other
the
issued
project.
against
penalties

9-

Description of participation in kind
formation.
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10- Any other data related to the investmentproject.

(1)Amended by decision of General People's Committee No. (29) of 1373 PID
(2005).

Article (11)
Reqistration

In the Investment

Reqlste

The licensee shall submit to the InvestmentRegister Office an application
on the relevant Form prepared by the Board for recording him in the Register,

together with the followingdocuments:Memorandum& Articles of Associationfor the project which taking a status specified In
Article (9) hereof or Memorandum& Articles of Association of mother company, If the
project takes the form of branch for that Co., together with decision of Board of Directors
for establishing the branch, and appointment of its General Manager and legal
representativein the Great Jamahiriya.

If, however,the Investoris a natural person,the data submittedthereby
shall be sufficient for submission of the application for obtaining Investment license.

Authorization document for function/power or power of attorney for management as
issued to the Project Manager or his legal representative, Indicating clearly his powers &
validity of authorization or power of attorney.

Specimenof signatureof Project Manageror his representativeIn the Great Jamahiriya.

Certificatefromrelevantcompetentbodies,confirmingbringingof the projectcapitalor a
partthereofintothe GreatJamahiriya.
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&
Registration in the Investment Register shall involve all legal effects of registration In the

CommercialRegister,Includingproof of juridical personality.

After providing all data and documentsspecifiedin this Article, the InvestmentRegister
Office shall issue to the person concerneda certificateproving his registrationIn the Investment
Register in accordancewith the Form preparedby the Board for this purpose.

Article (12)

Granting Certificates and Extracts

The Board shall grant the person concernedupon his request certificateor extractfrom
the Commercial Register against payment of the specified fees.
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Chapter
Two

Privileqes

& Exemptions

Article (13)
Right of Import and Exemption from Customs Duties and Taxes

The investmentproject licensedfor investmentshall have the right to import the following:

a)

All project requirementsand necessitiesfrom abroad whether In form of building
materials,furniture,machinery,equipment,transportsmeans or tools necessaryfor
executingthe project,to be exemptedfrom Customsduties,taxesand taxesof similar
effect.

b)

All project requirements and necessities from abroad In the form of equipment spare
parts or raw materials necessary for operation of the project, shall enjoy exemption from
Customs duties and taxes and similar impact taxes for a period of five years, this period
may be extended to further period of three years by a decision of Secretary of General
People's Committee upon submission by the secretary of the General People's
Committee of Economy and Trade.

The investment project shall enjoy exemptions Indicated In paragraphs (a and b) of this

Article under the following conditions:

1-

The materialsto be Importedin the name and favour of the project.

The imported materials shall, in terms of quantity & quality, be compatible with the
licensed investmentfield.

The investment license should be valid at the time of Import.
Obligation to use such materials In the project and not to dispose thereof In any way to
Board.
from
the
is
bodies,
obtained
permission
a
other
unless written
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In case of consent of the investorto sell such machinery,equipmentor tools to another
person uncoveredby similar Customsduties exemptionhe has to bay the custom duty due
which he had been previously exempted from.

Article (14)
Rl-qht of Export and Exemption from Customs Duties and Taxes

The investor may export his productsoutsidethe Great Jamahiriya,wheneverhe
desires for that, whether raw materials,intermediarycommoditiesor preparedfor direct
consumption commodities.

The export-orientedcommoditiesshall if exportedbe exempted from productiontax
and all Custom, Duties and tax and silmiler, impact taxes Imposed on exports.
Article (15)

The exemptionsindicatedin this regulationsshall not Includethe fees against certain
services such as port, storage and handlingfees.
Article (161
Exemption from Income Tax

The investment project shall be exemptedfrom Income tax on its activity for a period of
five years from the date of starting productionor work as per the nature of the project
the project shall be consideredstarting productionor work from the date of grantingto It
the license for operation.This period may be extendedto further period of three years by
by
the
the
Committee
secretary
submission
of
General
People's
decision
upon
the
a
of
General People's Committeeof Economyand Trade.
b)

The profits accrued to the project shall also enjoy the exemptions specified In this Article
for
decision
Board
the
re-Investment of
investor
with
The
if re-invested.
should provide
the profits and their value in time.

C)

The investor shall be intitled to carry forward the loss incurred by his project during the
exemption years to the subsequent years,
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Article (17)
Specifying the Prolects Covered by
Exemption for Additional Period

11-

The project shall be considered as constructed In the regional development areas, if
located in a region specified by General People's Committee.

2-

The project shall be considered as contributing to achieving food security, if it would
concentrateon productionof the largestpossiblequantity of grains, cereals and utilisation
of the cultivated areas, and development of animal wealth and its products or
establishmentof foods industriesdependingon local raw materials.

3-

The project shall be considered as achieving savings in energy / electricity or water or
contributing to environmental protection, if depending wholly or partly on utilisation of
solar energy or any kind of new or renewed energies or using irrigation reducing water
consumption or depletion or using advanced machinery and equipment minimizing
energy / electricity consumption and fuel or whose exhausts emanate lower rate of
carbon, as would help in environmentalprotection.
The Board shall, upon request of the investorconcerned,after ascertainingthat the

project is constructedin the regionaldevelopmentareas or contributingto achievingfood
security, submit recommendationsto the People'sCommitteefor the Board to extend the period
of exemptionsspecifiedin Paragraph(b) of Article (13) and Paragraph(a) of Articles (16) hereof
to another additionalperiod. In case of approval,the matter shall be referred by the competent
Secretaryto the General People'sCommitteefor Issuingits necessarydecision In this
respect.(1)

No.
(29)
1373
PD
(2005).
Committee
People's
General
of
by
decision
(1)Amended
of
Article (18)
Exemption from Stamp Duty / Tax

The investment project constructed under Law No. (5) of 1426 PB (1997) shall be
documents
Commercial
/
Imposed
used thereby.
from
and
duty
tax
writs
on
stamp
exempted
Article
Employment

(19)
of Manpowe
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The investor shall provide opportunities for work to the Libyan Manpower, and training
thereof to gain the technical skills and experience.
The investor shall have the right to recruit and employ the necessary foreign technical

manpower and expertise for construction and operation of the project, when the alternative
nationalsare unavailable.
The applications for recruitment and employment of foreign manpower shall be
submitted on the relevant form.

An office to be establishedIn the Board pertainingto the General People's Committee
for Manpower,Training and Employment,to be responsibleto grant permissionsfor recruitment
and employment under the effective legislations,in coordination with Secretary of People's
Committee of the Libyan Foreign Investment Board.

Article (20)
The Transfers for Foreign Manpower In the Proloc

The foreign employeesrecruitedfor work underwritten contractsin licensed Investment
financial
be
to
transfer
their
or
any
gratuities to them,
wages
and
shall
allowed
salaries
projects
legislations.
the
fees
due
taxes
thereon
effective
of
any
under
payment
or
after
Article (21)
Riqht to Expand or Develop the Prolect

The investor licensedto invest under the provisionsof this regulationsIs Intitledto
to
certain relevant activities
Introduce
develop
amendment
the
or
addition
project
or
or
expand
of the project .
The investor should providethe Boardwith memo Indicatingtype and value of
decision.
his
together
relevant
development
with
or amendment,
expansion,
Article (221

Opening of Bank Accounts for the Investor
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The investor may, on issue of decision for approval of Investment thereto, open Bank
accounts in the name of the project with Commercial Banks operating in the Great Jamahiriya
or the Libyan Arab Foreign Bank in local currency or other transferable currencies.
Article (23)

The investor participatingwith foreigncapital shall have the right to transfer the net
profits distributedand interestsaccrued by the project in the Great Jamahiriya,to abroad
through the Bank where the project accountis kept. The investorshall inform the Board
accordinglyin time.
Article (24)
Ownership & Rent of Real Estates

The investor shall be intitled to own lands based on title of use or rent them or construct
buildingsthereon, and has also right to own or rent buildings,under the followingrules:
To be necessaryfor constructionor operationof the project or housing of the employees
therein.

23-

The real estate shall be suitable for the purpose of which the ownership or lease required.
To obtain approval of the Board for purchase or rent.

The buildings or lands shall be preparedfor the purpose of constructionor operationof
the project, and the use thereof shall not contravenethe approved urban plans, and the
tourism
the
or
natural,
resources
or
damage
to
environment
selected site shall not cause
or agricultur.

Article (25)
Return of the Unjnvea! gýLý
The investor shall be allowed to re-transfer his un-invested foreign capital to abroad on
his
to
be
return
capital
investor
allowed
The
also
imported.
the same manner as
shall
national
under the following conditions:
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IElapse of (6) six months from the date of transfer of the capital to be Invested to the
Great Jamahiriya, and not obtaining the necessary licenses and approvals for the
project or start of construction thereof.

2-

Inability of the Investor to Invest the capital, either due to being unable to obtain the
necessarylicense for Investmentor for difficultiesor circumstancesbeyond his control.
The applicationshall be submittedto the Board on the relevant Form attachedwith

certificatefrom the Bank, In which the amount Is deposited,Indicatingnet amount deposited,
and the reasons and conditionspreventingInvestmentand the supportingdocuments,If any.
After approval of the application,the Boardwill addressthe Bank to retransferthe amount
Indicatedin the application,under the proceduresadoptedin this respect(l)

Article (25) Repeated
Re-Transfer of Invested Capital

The Investor may re-transfer his capital in the Great Jamahiriya abroad, upon an
application submitted thereby to Secretary of People's Committee for the Board, In any of the
followingcases:
0

Expiryof the project period.

0

Liquidationof the project.
Sale of the projectwholly or partly.
Elapse of a period not less than (5) five years from the date of Issue of the license for
Investment. The application shall be submitted on the Form prepared by the Board,
togetherwith the Indicativedocuments.

Committee
No.
(29)
1373
PD
People's
General
by
decision
of
of
(i)Amended
(2005).
Within a maximumperiod of two monthsfrom the date of acceptanceof the Boardof the
application,the Secretaryof People'sCommitteefor the Board shall, In Case of approval,
address the Bank where the Investors account Is kept for finalising the procedures for transfer of
the required amount to abroad. (I)

Article (26)
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Transfer of Ownership of Investment Prolect

The project ownershipmay be transferredfrom one Investorto another wholly or partly
by sale or assignment.
The applicantfor disposal of the project shall submit an applicationto Secretaryof
People's Committee,of the Board Indicatingfull data on the project, date and number of
decisionfor license, name and nationalityof the assigneeand data on his technicaland
financial capabilityand reasonsfor disposal/ assignment,which shall be only effectiveafter
fulfilling the following conditions:
I2-

Approval of People's Committeefor the Board.
Approval of all owners, In case of existenceof more than one owner of the project. If the
project is owned by a corporate body, the approval shall be made by the body specified
on the Articles of Associationthereof.

As to transfer of ownershipby Inheritancethe new owner or his deputy shall bring
certificatefrom the competentbodies In his countryof origin proving that he or his Authorlser13
the legal successor,to be attested by brotherhoodor People's Bureauin that countryor the
Embassysponsoringdoes not have Diplomaticor Consularrepresentativetherein.
Undertaking that the new owner shall replace the previous owner In rights duties therein
under the provisions of law No. (5) of 1426 PB (1997) and other effective legislations.

Committee
No.
(29)
People's
1373
PD
General
decision
by
of
of
(i)Amended
(2005).

The new owner shall fulfill technicaland administrativeexperienceand other conditions
specifiedherein.
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Chapter Three
General Provisions
Article (27)
Obliqations of the Investor

The licensee for investmentshall abide by the following:-

To start executingthe projectwithin six monthsfrom the date of Informinghim of approval
for constructingthe project under the provisionsof this Regulations.

The People's Committeefor the Boardmay for objectivereasons permit. if necessary,
extendingthis period for a further suitableperiod.

2-

To implementthe project In accordanceto the applicationsubmittedon the basis of which
the licensewas issued.

3-

To keep accountingregistersand books as specifiedIn the Libyan CommercialLaw, and
to submit final accounts and balance sheet of the project to be certified by Auditor,
CharteredAccountantannuallyto Tax Departmentand the Board.

4-

To provide the Board with annual reports on the project activities and any expansionsor
developmentsthereof.

5-

To give priority to national manpower,if the required qualificationsfor filling the posts or
jobs required by the project are equal.
The People's Committeefor the Board may raise a recommendationto the Secretaryfor

withdrawingthe decision for approvalor cancelingor liquidationof the project finally In any of
the following cases:
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Non-completion of the project within the period specified In the license, and expiry of the
a)
additional period granted to the Investor.

b)

If It transpires to the Board that the InvestorIs not serious In Implementingthe project or
Incapablefrom financial or technicalaspectsfor that.

C)

If the investor violate any obligationspecifiedIn this Article or contravenesany provisions
of Law No. (5) of 1426 PB (1997) and this regulation.

The People's Committeefor the Board shall notify the investor for necessityof completion
of the project as per the specifiedtime table under official notice thereto at the address
indicatedin the applicationfor approvalof the Investmentproject.
In case of withdrawalof the decision,the investorshall sell the propertiesand lands he
purchasedfor the project, and he may be claimedfor removalof any constructionsor additional
on the lands permittedfor use for the project purposes,and return It to originalcondition.The
investor shall be Informedthereof by registeredletter with acknowledgedreceipt.
In withdrawalof the decisionfor any of these reasons,the Investorshall pay the Customs
duties and other fees on the Imported machinery, equipment and transport means. from which
he was exempted under the provision of the Law No. (5) of 1426 PB (11997),In case of disposal
thereof by sale or assignment, without prejudice to any compensation, if necessary under the
Law.
article (28)
Follow-up of the ProlectS

The competentdepartmentIn the Board shall follow-upthe licensed Investment
projects,and preparesperiodicalreports,to be submittedto the People's Committeefor the
Board
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The employeesof the Board having the capacityof Law EnforcementOfficers shall
perform their work in accordance to the law.
The other relevant Control and Inspection authorities shall coordinate with the Board, In

case of performinginspectionor control of the licensedinvestmentprojects.

Article-(29)
Liquidation

of Investment prolect

The People's Committeefor the Board may submit a recommendationto the Secretaryof
the General People'scommitteefor Economyand Trade for liquidationof the Investmentproject
in any of the following cases:

Submission of application by the Investor concerned, to be enclosed with approval of the
extraordinary general assembly for liquidation of the investment project with respect to
companies.

2-

Loss of more than half capital of the project.

3-

Expiry of the project period and non-submission of the investor for application for
extending the approval or disapproval thereof.

4-

Impossiblecontinuityof the projectfor performingits activity.

5-

Issue of decision for cancelingthe license.
In case of approval of the competentSecretaryfor the recommendationof the People's

Committeefor the Board, he shall Issuea decisionfor liquidation.The Investorshall appointthe
liquidatorsof the project to preparethe liquidationbalancesheet. If the Investordoes not
Issuing
date
decision
for
from
the
the
three
of
liquidators
the
months
of
within
a
period
appoint
liquidators,the Secretaryof People'sCommitteefor the Board shall appointthe liquidatorsby
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-decision thereof, and the investor shall bear the fees of the liquidators and costs of liquidation

procedures.
Article (30)
Complaint

/ Appeal

The investor may appeal againstthe administrativeproceduresand decisionsissued
against him in the following cases:

Rejection of registration of the project in the Investment Register Office in the Board.
Deprivation the project from certain privileges specified in the Law for promotion of
investment of foreign capitals.

0

Obligationof the investorto pay doubleexemptions.

0

Issue of decision for withdrawal of the project or final liquidation thereof.

0

Withdrawalof the license.

The complaint/ appeal shall be submittedIn writing to Secretaryof People'sCommittee
for the Board within thirty days from the date of Informing the appellant of decision issued

against him.

In case of non-reachingsolutionwith the appellant,the Secretaryof People'sCommittee
for the Board shall refer the complaint / appeal, together with the opinion of the Board, to
Secretary of General People's Committee for Economy and Commerce, within two weeks for
from
the date of referring the appeal
days
(15)
it
issue
his
decision
within
considering and
of
thereto.
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The complaint / appeal to the Board shall not be prejudicial to the right of the investor to

recourseto litigation.

END

The General People's Commiftee

Issued on 15 Jumada El-Akhir 1372 PD

Corresponding to 1-8-2004
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4: RECOMMENDATIONS

The different economic sectors affect each other; therefore, economic reform
should touch on all sectors. It is impossible to reform one sector, while the
others suffered from lag. Thus for reform to be comprehensive it should reach
the whole economy and not only reform the housing sector and neglect the rest
of the economy.
Therefore, the first recommendation is that Libya should start reforming the
Libyan economy; in a macro-plan to cover all economic sectors to benefit from
each sectors effort.
As mentioned previously, this research deals with issues: low to treat the
housing shortage; and how to attract foreign direct investment. So
recommendations will be presented for each issue separately.

6.5.1 Recommendations to Reform the Housing Sector
To reform the housing sector and solve the housing shortage in Libya, based on
field study from interviewees' answers, studies, official reports, and legislation
deduced
following:
have
been
Libya,
housing
to
as
recommendations
related
First of all legislation should be reformed to be suitable and allow the
private sector to contribute to solve the housing shortage. Establishing
new laws to encourage people and organisations to build houses for
leasing, and give them facilities such as tax-free status for investors in
the housing sector;
The banking procedures need to be easier through banking system
reform that helps to solve the housing shortage;
Field study confirms that the urban plans have been stopped for more
than two decades, and this has lead to increases in land prices due to
the scarcity of suitable lands for building. This rare land makes
constructions cost high. Therefore, Libya authorities should improve
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urban planning departments and provide crowded cities with land at
appropriate prices. New plans for urban areas should consider the
current need from land to solve the shortage of housing and the
preparation of land for future demands;

Financingwas a crucial issue in this research,as mentionedin chapter
five previously, when the government was faced with financing
problems to solve the housing shortage, they prevented the private
sector to contribute,and the inefficiencyof commercialbanks made the
problemworse. So Libyanauthoritiesshould promotenew resourcesto
finance the housing sector, encouragementlegislation and offering an
local
foreign
to
investment
attract
and
environment
appropriate
investorsto finance housingprojects;
The Government should be playing its role to protect low-income
families, and build housing units for these people. Governmentscan
do
the
targets
sectors
not care
to
private
which
social
seek achieve
about;
Overestimates of the local capacity of public and private builders in the
implementation of housing projects must be rectified. Especially when
the Libyan authorities relied on local companies that suffered from lack
the
this
of
reasons
finance
one
was
and
of experience and
sources
that caused the housing shortage. Thus Libyan authorities should seek
finance
to
from
have
capability
people who
more experience and
aid
huge projects;
Establishing specialised organisations concerned to search and
benefit
that
has
the
issues
is
This
housing
additional
required.
studying
local academic staff and construction specialists can be trained by
these organisations, and therefore could foresee strangulations, and
find solutions;
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There should be no over-reliance on local building materials due to
their scarcity, and imports can be utilised to eliminate shortages, end
the black market and the provide these materials at reasonable prices;
Libyan authorities can benefit from other societies experiences in
construction to reduce building costs and introduce affordable houses;

*

Commercial banks should be given more freedom to grant loans to

private housing projectsin partnershipwith investors;
Administrative stability remains one of crucial reasons that affect the
whole Libyan economy sectors, and housing is not an exemption,
therefore, administrative stability should be provided to aid most
economic problems, the housing shortage being one of them.

6.5.2 Recommendations to Attracting FDI
Literature and questionnaire respondents illustrate the appropriate environment
to attract foreign direct investment, and what a host country should do to attract
FDI. Despite what Libya has done, its efforts are not sufficient. So, these are
recommendations that Libyan authorities should follow to offer a suitable
environment to attract FDI:
Despite Libyan authorities establishing new laws to encourage foreign
direct investment to invest in many sectors in the Libyan economy, and
housing is one of them. These laws do not work sufficiently well yet.
Therefore, The Libyan authorities must put these laws into practice and
try to operate them efficiently;
Libyan Authorities must ensure freedom of the transfer of capital to and
from Libya. This makes investors more confident that they will be able
to transfer their profits share;
Currency exchange stability is required and hence the black market will
disappear which will encourage foreign investors to take positive
investment decisions;
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infrastructure is a necessary condition for attracting
Despite

reforming

some

communications

mobile phones networks, other communication

are still poor. Transportations
attract FDI to Libya authorities

systems

instruments

still suffer a lack and weakness.
should consider

by

To

major infrastructure

development;

The Banking system plays an importantrole in capital movement.The
banking sector in Libya suffers from dominationof the Central Bank of
Libya (CBL). On the other hand, the inefficiencyof commercialbanks,
and their bureaucracy, makes a difficulty of the banking procedures
from
Libyan
investors
to
the
foreign
to
entry
scare
contributes
which
market. Accordingly, reforming the banking system has been
by
in
literature
questionnairerespondents
and
strongly
recommended
as a necessarystep to attract FDI;
Rampant administrative corruption and bribery are proliferate and
investment.
Libya
factors
important
the
the
expelling
most
of
amongst
has recorded high rate in this phenomenon, consequently, Libyan
become
to
the
be
fought
to
worthy
phenomenon
eliminate
society must
of attracting investment;
Libya should introduce itself to the foreign investors to know what it did
to attract foreign investment and what it prepared to achieve that.
Therefore it should invite foreign investors to workshops about
investment in Libya, and advertise in media world wide in different
inside
and outside of
Participating
in
conferences, symposiums,
ways.
Libya to promotion for investment environment in Libya is also needed;
A strong data base is necessary to make foreign investors know every
intend
to
they
that
the
detail
know
they
country
want
single
about
invest in because this reduces their risk ratio;
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of the procedure of retrieved licenses and official

transactions, and required procedure of entry to the country is
considered one of the obstacles to attracting foreign investment. The
Libyan authorities must overcome these difficulties and facilitate entry
procedures and improve the procedures to obtain the necessary

permits to investors;
Transparency has become one of the most important global standards,
particularly in proving the validity of the investment climate. Libya is
among the countries in arrears in this regard, therefore, the Libyan
authorities must work quickly and accurately for the dissemination of
accurate data that can be relied upon when making investment
decisions;

The facilities and exemptions (such as tax exemption and exemption
from customs duty), that were not sufficientalone but are necessaryto
be
increased
if
foreign
direct
investment,
retained
and
should
attract
possible;
The Libyan authorities must reform the Libyan economy at the macro
level, and conduct reforms in all sectors in the form of parallel lines, so
desired
the
to
gains.
achieving
effort
without
as not waste
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